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In this thesis, we study models of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) at the

electroweak scale and their phenomenology, motivated by naturalness and the nature of dark

matter. Moreover, we introduce analyses and techniques relevant in searches at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC). We start by applying computer vision with deep learning to build a

boosted top jets tagger at the LHC that outperforms previous state-of-the-art classifiers by

a factor of ∼ 2–3 or more in background rejection, over a wide range of tagging efficiencies.

Next, we define a cut and count based analysis for supersymmetric top quarks at LHC Run

II capable of probing the line in the mass plane where there is just enough phase space to

produce an on-shell top quark from the stop decay. We also implement a comprehensive

reinterpretation of the 13 TeV ATLAS and CMS searches with the first ∼ 15 fb−1 of data

and derive constraints on various simplified models of natural supersymmetry. We discuss

how these constraints affect the fine-tuning of the electroweak scale. Finally, we show how

a simple extension of the minimal supersymmetric SM, consisting of a dark sector, can

explain the dark matter relic abundance and the Higgs mass in a natural way.
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Preface

This thesis is the result of my graduate studies at the New High Energy Theory Center

at Rutgers University, under the direction of professor David Shih. This thesis is organized

as follows: chapter one contains a brief review of background topics related to the work

developed in this thesis, such as the hierarchy problem and thermal dark matter. Chapters

two, three, four and five consist of research on the subject that I performed with my

collaborators under the supervision of my advisor. Finally, chapter six contains conclusions

and outlook. All published papers can be conveniently accessed at http://arxiv.org/.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The discovery of a new boson at a mass around 125 GeV at the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) [1, 2] announced on July 4th, 2012, opened a new era leading to the completion

of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. The SM has been extremely successful

in describing particles and their fundamental interactions, and it has survived decades of

experiments in particle physics. The SM in principle could be extrapolated up to scales

where gravity would become strong at Mpl ≈ 1018 GeV. However, there are good reasons

to expect to find new physics at the electroweak (EW) scale (0.1− 1 TeV).

There are two problems that are not addressed by the SM and have been some of the

main areas of research in the field in the last few decades. They are the hierarchy problem

and the nature of dark matter (DM) and both strongly suggest the existence of physics

beyond the SM around the EW scale. Given the importance and great deal of interest in

these problems, in this thesis we explore and propose viable solutions to them. In particular,

we study the LHC phenomenology of some of the most promising models of new physics at

the EW scale, as well as propose a new model of dark matter that solves both problems and

will be fully probed by current and next generation of DM direct detection experiments [3–

7]. Also, we propose an analysis that closes an important gap in searches for supersymmetric

top quarks (stops) at LHC, contributing to cover the remaining available parameter space of

natural supersymmetry. This type of search was implemented by the ATLAS collaboration

in [8, 9], obtaining results as expected. Moreover, we introduce machine learning based

techniques that significantly outperform previous state-of-the-art classifiers for boosted top
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quark jets at LHC. 1

In this chapter we introduce some topics that constitute background related to the work

developed in this thesis. Even though there are detailed reviews on DM [10–13] and the hi-

erarchy problem (for a review and original references, see e.g. [14]), we consider appropriate

to briefly describe them. We start by describing the LHC and the CMS detector in section

1.1, given that we present a classification method for jets at the LHC in chapter 2 and that

the phenomenology of all the models discussed in this work involves LHC signatures. Next

we talk about the Higgs boson and its discovery at LHC in section 1.1.2. We also discuss the

top quark phenomenology and its relevance in searches for new physics at LHC in section

1.1.3. In most of this thesis, the phenomenology that we study contains top quark jets.2

We introduce the hierarchy problem and discuss the implications of a 125 GeV Higgs mass

in the minimal supersymetric SM (MSSM) in section 1.2. Finally, we review dark matter

as a thermal relic and the viability of thermal neutralino dark matter in section 1.3.

1.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider comprises a 26.7 km tunnel, previously constructed for the Large

Electron-Positron Collider (LEP), that lies between 45 m and 170 m underground [15, 16]

and is located in the CERN accelerator complex near Geneva, Switzerland. It is the most

energetic collider ever built, designed to collide two beams of protons or ions moving in

opposite directions. It is expected to achieve a proton-proton center-of-mass energy of 14

TeV, with a maximum current (June 2018) center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. We consider an

event as each time that there is an interaction within a bunch crossing. The total number

of events is given by Nevents = Lσ where L is the integrated luminosity and σ the cross

section.

There are four different points around the LHC beam where the two beams intersect,

and four different detectors are built at each interaction point around the ring: ATLAS [17]

and CMS [18] for high luminosity proton-proton collisions, LHCb [19] for B-physics and

1In section 1.1 we briefly describe jets and how their constituents are reconstructed at the CMS experi-
ment at LHC.

2As already mentioned, we design a classifier for boosted top quark jets in chapter 2 and we consider
models of new physics that typically involve signatures with top quarks in chapters 3 and 4.
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ALICE [20] for ion experiments. Given that in chapter 2 we based our detector simulations

on CMS, we will briefly describe this general-purpose detector (the other one being ATLAS).

1.1.1 CMS experiment

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [21] is built of detectors as cylindrical layers around

the point were the beams intersect. It has a total diameter of 15 m, and an overall length

of 28.7 m in a cavern located 100 m underground. The central feature of the CMS detector

is its superconducting solenoid, with an internal diameter of 6 m and a magnetic field of 3.8

T. A tracker, an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a hadron calorimeter (HCAL)

are located within the volume of the solenoid. Outside, gas-ionization detectors measure

the interactions of muons. The central region is covered by the barrel detector, followed by

the endcap detector.

A diagrammatic description of the different components of the CMS detector and the

interactions of different particles with them is shown in fig.1.1. These components are

described as follows:

• The tracking system finds the position of charged particles in different layers to recon-

struct their trajectories. It allows the recognition of long-lived heavy-flavor hadron

decays by providing secondary vertex identification.

• The ECAL accurately measures the energy of electrons and photons.

• The HCAL measures the energy deposits of hadrons. Its dense material stops heavy

particles that go through the ECAL.

• The muon system is made out of gas that is ionized by muons traveling through the

detector.

Starting from the interaction point, we can see in fig. 1.1 that the trajectories (tracks)

and the origin (vertices) of charged particles are reconstructed from their interaction with

the layers of the tracking system. The particles tracks are bent by the magnetic field and

the momenta and charge are measured from the tracks curvature. Electrons and photons

are stopped by the ECAL, and their energy and direction are measured from the deposits
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Figure 1.1: Transverse slice of the CMS detector that shows how the different particles interact
within the detector [22].

in the ECAL towers. Charged and neutral hadrons leave energy deposits in the ECAL

but are completely absorbed at the HCAL towers. Finally, muons go through most of the

detector leaving few traces in the calorimeters. Their momenta is estimated from hits left at

the tracker and muon system. Regarding neutrinos, they go through the detector without

interacting and they are considered missing energy, which is calculated from the imbalance

in transverse momenta in an event.

Traditionally, objects are reconstructed by linking the signatures in the different sub-

detectors. As already mentioned, electrons and photons are mainly reconstructed from

deposits in the ECAL, with electrons also leaving signatures in the tracker. Jets (a colli-

mated spray of energetic charged and neutral hadrons) are identified from energy deposits in

the ECAL and HCAL (and tracking hits from the charged hadrons). In particular, b-quark

jets are recognized from secondary vertex reconstruction in the tracker. CMS reconstructs

each object in an event based on the correlation of the information from the sub-detectors,

employing the particle flow algorithm [23].
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Figure 1.2: Higgs discovery diphoton decay channel observed at the ATLAS (left) [28], and CMS (right)
[29] detectors.

1.1.2 Higgs boson and its discovery at LHC

ATLAS [2] and CMS [1] announced the discovery of a new boson with a mass around 125

GeV on July 4th, 2012. The main discovery decay channels where H → γγ, H → ZZ → 4`

and H →W+W− → 2`+2ν (see fig. 1.2, and 1.3). Until now (June 2018) this new particle

properties are in agreement with the SM Higgs boson [24, 25] (for recent reviews on Higgs

physics, see e.g. [26, 27]).

Before the Higgs boson was discovered, searches at LEP had implied mh ≥ 114 GeV [31],

and a range around (160, 170) GeV had been excluded by Tevatron [32]. From a combined

analysis of all the information available in 2011, an estimate of mh = (125 ± 10) GeV was

obtained in [33]. An important motivation for the existence of the Higgs is that in the SM

without the Higgs, the scattering amplitudes of the W and Z bosons grow with the square

of the center-of-mass energy. This implies that unitarity would be lost at energies above

the TeV scale.

The dominant production channel for a SM 125 GeV Higgs at a proton-proton collider

is the gluon fusion mechanism gg → h (ggF), with loops of top quarks giving the main

contribution.3 Subleading processes include the vector boson fusion (VBF) qq → hqq,

3This production channel will have an important contribution to the mono(h, Z)+MET cross sections
at LHC Run II in the model we propose in chapter 5.
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associated production with a gauge boson (HV) qq → hV with V = W,Z and associated

production with a pair of top/antitop quarks pp→ tth and single top.

Regarding decays, as the Higgs couples stronger to heavier particles, we would expect

it to decay with a greater ratio to the heaviest particles that are kinematically accessible.4

The measured value of the 125 GeV Higgs boson mass opens many decay modes that are

accessible at LHC. The main decay is to bb, followed by WW ∗ as shown in fig. 1.4 [35].

Though the loop induced decay to γγ has a small branching ratio, it constitutes a clean

channel making this decay one of the most important ones for the Higgs discovery. Thus,

the most accurate channels to measure the mass are H → γγ and H → ZZ → 4`. The

values obtained are shown in fig. 1.5, giving a combined ATLAS and CMS measurement of

mh = (125.09± 0.24) GeV.5

4The SM Higgs couplings to fermions (W, Z) are directly (quadratically) proportional to their masses.
This property is in excellent agreement with the fit of the data collected at LHC Run I shown in fig. 13 of
[34].

5This current value of the Higgs mass leads to a metastable solution of the EW vacuum.
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Figure 1.4: Higgs boson branching ratios including QCD and EW corrections for the mass range around
125 GeV. This plot was taken from [35].

 [GeV]Hm
123 124 125 126 127 128 1290.5−

9

Total Stat. Syst.CMS and ATLAS
 Run 1LHC 						Total      Stat.    Syst.

l+4γγ CMS+ATLAS  0.11) GeV± 0.21 ± 0.24 ( ±125.09 

l 4CMS+ATLAS  0.15) GeV± 0.37 ± 0.40 ( ±125.15 

γγ CMS+ATLAS  0.14) GeV± 0.25 ± 0.29 ( ±125.07 

l4→ZZ→H CMS  0.17) GeV± 0.42 ± 0.45 ( ±125.59 

l4→ZZ→H ATLAS  0.04) GeV± 0.52 ± 0.52 ( ±124.51 

γγ→H CMS  0.15) GeV± 0.31 ± 0.34 ( ±124.70 

γγ→H ATLAS  0.27) GeV± 0.43 ± 0.51 ( ±126.02 

Figure 1.5: Higgs boson mass measurements from the individual analyses of ATLAS and CMS, and from
the combined analysis [36].

1.1.3 Top quarks and their collider phenomenology

The heaviest known elementary particle is the top quark, first observed in 1995 at the

Tevatron proton-antiproton collider at Fermilab [37, 38]. It has been one of the main

objects of interest in high energy physics, given that its large mass implies that it has a

sizable coupling to the EW symmetry breaking sector. Measurements confirmed that this
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new particle behaves as expected for the predictions of the SM top quark (for recent reviews

about top quark physics, see e.g. [39–41]).

The discovery of the Higgs boson, did not answer questions related to the nature of the

top quark. Why is the top quark so much heavier than all the other quarks? Why is its mass

at the EW scale? Does the top quark play a key role in the mechanism of EW symmetry

breaking? If we extrapolate the Standard Model up to the Planck scale, why do the Higgs

and the top have masses in a range of values that allow the SM to be stable up to high

energies, predicting a metastable state for the Universe? The stability of the electroweak

vacuum depends on the top mass value; with the current measured value resulting in a

metastable case. Moreover, the large Yukawa coupling yt between the top and the Higgs

is responsible for the main contribution to the running of the quadratic term in the Higgs

potential, leading to EW symmetry breaking.

As we will review in section 1.2, the main contribution to one-loop radiative corrections

to the Higgs mass comes from loops with top quarks, as a result of the large yt. So, if

there is no new physics up to the Planck scale, unexplained cancellations to many orders

are required among the different contributions to the Higgs mass to get a 125 GeV Higgs,

which is known as the hierarchy problem. Thus, as the top quark plays an important

role in this problem, it may also point towards new physics that solves it. For instance,

supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the main models that could solve the hierarchy problem,

where loops of supersymmetric top quarks cancel the top quarks contribution. However,

given that the stop quark mass is greater, top quark loops make it possible to go from a tree

level bound on the Higgs mass determined by the Z boson mass to a 125 GeV value in the

Minimal Supersymmetric SM (MSSM). In this scenario, SUSY phenomenology typically

involves signatures with top quarks coming from SUSY particles as they cascade decay

down to lighter particles. As a result, there are very good motivations to study top quark

physics, couplings, its production and decay channels in detail. Also, it is important to get

a direct measurement of the interaction yt between the top quark and the Higgs boson, for

instance from tth production, which is expected to reach a precision of O(10%) by the end

of the High Luminosity-LHC [42].

The dominant top quark production mechanism at LHC is top pair production tt. The
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main contribution comes from QCD, where at leading order in αs we have qq → tt and gg →

tt processes. A subleading production is given by single-top, with the main contribution

from W boson exchange. In fig. 1.6 we show LHC and Tevatron top quark pair production

cross sections compared with theory predictions with an excellent agreement [43].

Figure 1.6: LHC and Tevatron measurements of the top-pair production cross-section as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy compared to theory predictions. The theory prediction includes uncertainties due to
renormalisation and factorization scale, parton density functions and the strong coupling. This plot was
taken from [43].

The top quark mass can be reconstructed from collecting jets and leptons from its decay.

In fig. 1.7 we show the measured values for the top mass by CMS and Tevatron. Having a

mass above the W b threshold, and for CKM matrix elements |Vtb| � |Vtd|, |Vts|, the decay

width of the top quark is largely due to the two body channel t → W b. As a result of

the top mass being much greater than the W b threshold, the top width of 1.35 GeV is big

enough (lifetime of ∼ 10−24 s is short enough) for the top to decay before hadronization.

Thus, the signature that a top quark leaves in the CMS detector (as described in fig. 1.1)

typically includes a secondary vertex in the tracker from the (long-lived) b quark coming

from the top decay. Then, if the W decays leptonically to a lepton and a neutrino, the
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signature will generally give an isolated lepton, a jet coming from the b quark decay and

missing energy (from the neutrino). On the other hand, if the W decays hadronically, there

will be tracks left by the charged hadrons coming from the W (and b quark) decay, and

energy deposits in the ECAL and HCAL (where hadrons are stopped) coming from the jets

made out of the neutral and charged hadrons. Usually, the decay products of the hadronic

decay of the top quark are reconstructed as three jets, but for boosted tops they can get

collimated into two or even one fat jet. In particular, in chapter 2 we propose a machine

learning based method to identify boosted top quark jets that are reconstructed as a single

fat jet.

165 170 175 180
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0
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 4.60 GeV± 4.60 ±175.50 

CMS 2010, dilepton
-1JHEP 07 (2011) 049, 36 pb

 1.43 GeV± 0.43 ±172.50 CMS 2011, dilepton
-1EPJC 72 (2012) 2202, 5.0 fb

 1.21 GeV± 0.69 ±173.49 CMS 2011, all-jets
-1EPJC 74 (2014) 2758, 3.5 fb

 0.98 GeV± 0.43 ±173.49 CMS 2011, lepton+jets
-1JHEP 12 (2012) 105, 5.0 fb

 1.22 GeV± 0.19 ±172.82 CMS 2012, dilepton
-1PRD 93 (2016) 072004, 19.7 fb

 0.59 GeV± 0.25 ±172.32 CMS 2012, all-jets
-1PRD 93 (2016) 072004, 18.2 fb

 0.48 GeV± 0.16 ±172.35 CMS 2012, lepton+jets
-1PRD 93 (2016) 072004, 19.7 fb

 0.47 GeV± 0.13 ±172.44 CMS legacy
PRD 93 (2016) 072004

 0.62 GeV± 0.08 ±172.25 CMS 2016, lepton+jets
-1TOP-17-007 (2017), 35.9 fb

 0.52 GeV± 0.37 ±174.34 Tevatron combination
arXiv:1407.2682 (2014)
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Figure 1.7: Summary of Run-I CMS top mass measurements, their combination, and the world and
Tevatron combinations. This plot was taken from [44].
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1.2 Hierarchy Problem

Now that we know there is a Higgs boson, there is a hierarchy problem. Given that the

Higgs boson is a scalar particle, it has sensitivity to the largest particle masses and to the

ultraviolet (UV) cutoff in the theory. In particular, the Higgs mass gets contributions from

new heavy particles that couple directly or indirectly to the Higgs. This would lead to a

large fine tuning to explain the necessary cancellation among the quantum corrections to

obtain a Higgs mass many orders of magnitude smaller. This is known as the hierarchy or

naturalness problem.

In the SM the Higgs field is a complex scalar H with tree level potential

VH =
1

2
m2
H |H|2 +

1

4
λ|H|4 (1.2.1)

The hierarchy problem is usually phrased as the quadratic radiative corrections to m2
H from

loop diagrams and it appears already at one-loop. The main one-loop contribution to the

Higgs mass in the SM comes from top quark loops,

δm2
h ∼

y2
t

16π2
Λ2 (1.2.2)

where yt is the top quark Yukawa. Here we are parametrizing our ignorance of physics

beyond the SM in just one high energy cutoff Λ for the theory.6 To avoid fine-tuning, we

would expect all the contributions to be of the same size of the Higgs mass itself which gives

Λ ∼ TeV. This is a big motivation for physics beyond the SM at the EW scale.

In general, solutions to the hierarchy problem in the SM either lower the expected cutoff

Λ or introduce a symmetry to stabilize the Higgs mass up to much higher energy scales.

In particular, if we take the scale of underlying UV physics to be near the Planck scale,

radiative corrections to the Higgs mass must cancel one another up to one part in ∼ 1032,

which is unnatural. However, if quantum gravity effects become important not much above

the EW scale, there would be no hierarchy in the fundamental scales. Models of large extra

dimensions solve the hierarchy problem in this way.

6These “quadratic divergences” depend on the regularization technique that we use for the loop-integrals.
For instance, in dimensional regularization they do not show up. However, there will be terms proportional
to the quadratic masses of the heaviest particles in the theory that couple to the Higgs. As a result, quadratic
divergences could be interpreted as the sensitivity of the Higgs mass to higher scales.
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Another option is to introduce a new fermion-boson symmetry in nature called su-

persymmetry, that systematically cancels the dangerous contributions to the Higgs mass.

Supersymmetry is the most motivated and studied idea to stabilize the Higgs mass and

solve the hierarchy problem; with the minimal realization being the Minimal Supersymmet-

ric Standard Model (MSSM). However, as we discuss in section 1.2.1, the Higgs mass at

tree level in the MSSM is bounded above by the Z boson mass, which seems to disagree

with a 125 GeV Higgs mass.

1.2.1 Higgs mass in the MSSM

In this section we introduce the Higgs sector in the MSSM (for a pedagogical review of

supersymmetry and the MSSM, see e.g. [14]). The Higgs sector is more complicated in the

MSSM than in the SM, as now we have two complex Higgs doublets Hu = (H+
u , H

0
u) and

Hd = (H0
d , H

−
d ). So there are eight real scalar degrees of freedom that mix to go from the

gauge eigenstates to the Higgs mass eigenstates, obtaining the scalar fields (h0, H0, A0, H±)

as well as three Goldstone bosons (G±, G0). Thus, we have the light and heavy CP-even

scalars h0 and H0, one CP-odd scalar A0 and the charged scalars H±.

The potential of the neutral Higgs fields in the MSSM is

V =(|µ|2 +m2
Hu)|H0

u|2 + (|µ|2 +m2
Hd

)|H0
d |2 − (bH0

uH
0
d + c.c.)

+
1

8
(g2 + g′2)(|H0

u|2 − |H0
d |2)2

(1.2.3)

where µ is the supersymmetric version of the Higgs mass in the SM, and mHu , mHd and b

come from soft supersymmetry breaking terms. The ratio of the vacuum expectation values

(VEVs) can be written as tanβ := 〈H0
u〉

〈H0
d〉

= vu
vd

. If we find the equations for the minimum,

∂V/∂H0
u = ∂V/∂H0

d = 0 we obtain in the large tanβ limit, which is motivated as a way to

saturate the tree-level Higgs mass as we will see in (1.2.5),

m2
Z = −2(m2

Hu + |µ|2) +
2

tan2 β
(m2

Hd
−m2

Hu) +O(1/ tan4 β) (1.2.4)

We can see that unless the RHS terms of (1.2.4) have some fine tuned cancelations, they

should all be about the same order of magnitude as m2
Z . However, µ is a supersymmetry

respecting parameter coming from the superpotential, while mHu and mHd are supersym-

metry breaking parameters. So, in principle there is no reason why they should be at the
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same scale and this is usually referred to as the “µ problem”. We could estimate how

fine-tuned the model is from the cancellations needed in (1.2.4).

In order to calculate the Higgs mass in the MSSM, we go to the mass eigenstates basis,

where the mass of the light scalar h0 is bounded above by the Z boson mass and at tree-level

is given by

mh0
<∼ mZ | cos (2β)| (1.2.5)

Motivated by the excellent agreement between the SM Higgs couplings and the data from

LHC Run I [34], we will focus on the decoupling limit that happens when mA0 � mZ . In

this limit, we saturate the upper bound in (1.2.5) and h0 has the same couplings to quarks,

leptons and EW gauge bosons as the SM Higgs boson.

A priori, the mZ upper bound in (1.2.5) would be in disagreement with a 125 GeV

Higgs.7 However, the potential in (1.2.3) is defined above the scale of SUSY breaking in

the MSSM and needs to be corrected for the threshold corrections and running below the

scale of the superparticle masses. The tree-level equation for m2
h0 gets substantial quantum

corrections, with the main contributions typically coming from top and stop loops. After

including the dominant one-loop radiative corrections to m2
h0 in the MSSM we obtain

m2
h0
<∼ m

2
Z cos2(2β) +

3m4
t

4π2v2

[
log

(
M2
S

m2
t

)
+
X2
t

M2
S

(
1− X2

t

12M2
S

)]
(1.2.6)

where M2
S = mt̃1

mt̃2
with mt̃1

and mt̃2
the masses of the stop mass eigenstates. Also,

Xt = At−µ cotβ, where At comes from an additional supersymmetry breaking Higgs-stop-

stop interaction. In the large tanβ limit, this means that we can achieve the Higgs mass of

125 GeV either by taking MS much greater than the EW scale or by raising the contributions

from the A-terms. The latter implies going to the “maximal mixing” condition given by

At ∼
√

6MS and relaxing the required value of stops mass to ∼ TeV. In fig. 1.8 we show

the Higgs mass calculated at two loops in the MSSM vs the degenerate SUSY scale MS for

two values of Xt, taken from [45]. We can see that top squark mixing is necessary to get a

125 GeV Higgs mass without multi-TeV stops, though the mixing also contributes to fine

tuning (for recent reviews and original references, see e.g. [46, 47]).

7Any new model of physics beyond the SM should be in agreement with the measured Higgs mass of
(125.09± 0.24) GeV.
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Figure 1.8: The Higgs mass as a function of the SUSY scale, with a degenerate spectrum of superparticles
(i.e., all SUSY mass parameters equal to a common mass MS), and tanβ = 20. The stop mixing parameter
Xt is varied to obtain minimal mh (red) and maximal mh (blue). The solid (dashed) lines include (neglect)
the effect of the two-loop SUSY-QCD corrections to λ. This plot was taken from [45].

Next, we discuss the degree of fine-tuning in the MSSM to obtain a Higgs of 125 GeV.

Typically, m2
Hu

is pushed to negative values through RG running which is important to

ensure that EW symmetry breaking takes place. However, too large stop masses (∼ 10

TeV or more) make |m2
Hu
| take values far from the EW scale. As a result, the parameters

of (1.2.4) must be tuned against each other, making the model unnatural. For the tuning

calculation, we use the Barbieri-Giudice measure [48],

∆mh = max
i

∣∣∣∣ ∂ lnm2
h

∂ lnM2
i

∣∣∣∣ (1.2.7)

where M2
i is a UV squared mass parameter (e.g. µ2, m2

Q3
, m2

u3
,m2

Hu
, m2

Hd
, At) defined at

the scale Λ. From (1.2.1) we get m2
h = λv2 = −m2

H . We consider the amount of fine-tuning

determined by the size of the corrections to the quadratic term in the potential with respect

to the Higgs mass. In the MSSM, in the decoupling limit, at large tanβ, the VEV v is in the

Hu direction and we can take m2
H ' m2

Hu
. The gluino, stop and Higgsino masses are the

most important parameters for fine-tuning. Then, in the leading-log (LL) approximation,
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the quadratic sensitivity of the Higgs mass-squared parameter to the higgsino, stop and

gluino soft masses arises at tree level, one-loop and two-loops respectively:

• Higgsinos:

δm2
H = |µ|2 (1.2.8)

• Stops:

δm2
H ∼ −

3

8π2
y2
t (m

2
Q3

+m2
u3 + |At|2) ln

Q

Q0
(1.2.9)

• Gluinos:

δm2
H ∼ −

g2
3y

2
t

4π4
|M3|2

(
ln

Q

Q0

)2

(1.2.10)

Here, we identify Q with the messenger scale of SUSY breaking, and Q0 with the IR scale

conventionally taken to be 1 TeV. A number of precision corrections to this LL approx-

imations are studied by my advisor and collaborators in [49]. They introduce a number

of improvements, including RGE resummation, two-loop effects, a proper treatment of UV

vs. IR masses, and threshold corrections. As a result, they find bounds that can allow for

heavier gluinos and stops than previously considered (at a fixed level of tuning).

Now we study the implications on the fine-tuning of the model from the required values

of SUSY parameters to get a 125 GeV Higgs. In fig. 1.9 (taken from [50]) we show contours

of mh in the range 124-126 GeV in the (Xt,mt̃ = mQ3 = mu3) plane, together with contours

of fine-tuning. The fine-tuning contours were obtained by considering only the one-loop LL

contribution from (1.2.9). For a 125 GeV Higgs, the smallest viable values give ∆mh & 100

for maximal mixing (for Q = 10 TeV) which puts the tuning at the percent level or worse.

A possible solution to this problem is to raise the Higgs mass from contributions from a

sector beyond the MSSM.8

Regarding LHC phenomenology, at Run I of the LHC, ATLAS and CMS collected

data from proton-proton collisions for an integrated luminosity of ∼ 5 fb−1 at 7 TeV and

∼ 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV, but only null results were found on SUSY searches. The raise in

center-of-mass energy to 13 TeV at LHC Run II, opened new regions of parameter space

8We add a dark sector to the MSSM that helps raise the mass of the Higgs in a natural way and gives
a thermal dark matter candidate in chapter 5.
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Figure 1.9: Contours of mh in the MSSM in the (Xt,mt̃ = mQ3 = mu3) plane for tanβ = 20. The red
(blue) lines show the result from Suspect [51] (FeynHiggs [52–55]) for mh in the range 124-126 GeV. Also,
contours of fine-tuning of ∆mh are shown. This plot was taken from [50].

of SUSY models at O(TeV). In particular, in chapter 3 we propose a dedicated search at

LHC Run II for supersymmetric top quarks (stops) within the common stop next-to-lightest

supersymmetric particle and neutralino lightest supersymmetric particle simplified model.

This search extended the coverage to the gap around the line in the mass plane where

the phase space from the stop decay to an on-shell top quark is closing off, with S/B ∼ 1

and significances often well beyond 5σ. As already mentioned, the ATLAS collaboration

performed this type of search obtaining results as expected [8, 9].

There have been many analyses looking for new physics at LHC Run II and most of

the latest ones include ∼ 36 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. However, no physics beyond the

SM has been found so far (June 2018). These null results have strongly constrained many

of the minimal realizations of SUSY at the EW scale while still requiring the models to be

natural. Deriving these constraints on various simplified models of natural SUSY from the

first ∼ 15 fb−1 of data has been the subject of study in chapter 4 of this thesis.
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1.3 Dark Matter

Multiple observations on astrophysical and cosmological scales indicate that baryonic mat-

ter accounts for ∼ 5% whereas dark matter (DM) constitutes ∼ 25% of the content of the

Universe (the remaining consists of dark energy). The nature of DM remains one of the

primary open questions in physics and searches involve direct and indirect detection exper-

iments as well as searches at particle colliders (for reviews on dark matter, see e.g. [10–13]).

The SM of particle physics alone does not explain the nature of this DM, which suggests

that the answer lies beyond the SM. The evidence we have in favor of particle DM comes

from observations of its gravitational effects on baryonic matter. The first evidence was

discovered by Fritz Zwicky in the 1930’s from measurements of the velocity dispersion of

galaxies in the Coma Cluster [56, 57]. He found that the gravitational attraction of visible

matter was not enough to bound these galaxies. A similar argument can be applied to the

gas bounded to clusters and also from gravitational lensing [58].

Another important evidence comes from rotation curves of disk galaxies, where the

rotational speed v stays constant as a function of the radius beyond the visible disk, instead

of getting v ∼ r−1/2. This suggests that the mass grows with the radius [59]. More evidence

is given by the mass distribution of the “Bullet Cluster” [60]. The gravitationally dominant

mass component (responsible for weak lensing) was found to be displaced from the hot

gas (fluid-like X-ray emitting plasma), implying that some sort of dark matter would be

required to explain this effect [61].

There are other observations that give further evidence for the existence of DM. The

density fraction Ωi = ρi/ρc gives the ratio of the energy density of each component to

the critical density ρc, where ρc is the value of the total energy density for a spatially flat

Universe. From current measurements [62], Ω =
∑

Ωi is close to 1. According to the most

recent results combining observations from the Planck collaboration of the anisotropies in

the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and others in table 4 of [62], we have ΩDMh
2 =

(0.1186 ± 0.0020) for DM, Ωbh
2 = (0.02226 ± 0.00023) for baryonic matter and ΩDEh

2 =

(0.692±0.012) for dark energy. The Hubble constant h = (0.6781±0.0092) is given in units

of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1.
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In this section, we introduce the main current paradigm for explaining dark matter in

the Universe: Weakly Interactive Massive Particles (WIMPs) as dark matter candidates.

We consider DM particle candidates that are produced as thermal relics. These particles

exist in thermal equilibrium and in abundance in the early Universe, when the temperature

of the Universe exceeds the DM mass mχ. Later, as the Universe cools to a temperature

below the mass of the particle, the equilibrium abundance drops exponentially until the

rate for the annihilation reaction of DM into lighter particles falls below the expansion rate

H (Hubble parameter). At this point the interactions which maintain thermal equilibrium

freeze out and the number of DM particles becomes fixed (the abundance per comoving

volume remains constant).

The evolution of the number density n of thermal DM χ particles is given by the Boltz-

mann transport equation

dn

dt
= −3Hn− 〈σAv〉(n2 − n2

eq) (1.3.1)

where σA is the χχ annihilation cross section, v the relative speed of the annihilating DM

particles, neq is the equilibrium number density at the temperature T of the thermal bath

and 〈〉 denotes an average over the thermal distribution of DM particles. We assumed

for simplicity that χ and χ can only annihilate and be created in pairs, nχ = nχ = n

and there are no coannihilations. Numerical solutions to (1.3.1) are shown in fig. 1.10

for the comoving number density Y = n/s (s is the entropy density) as a function of

x = mχ/T . If the annihilation cross section increases, the WIMPs stay longer in equilibrium

and as a result the relic abundance is smaller. The number density n drops exponentially

shortly after T drops below mχ, and the rate for DM annihilation Γ = 〈σAv〉n drops below

the expansion rate, Γ . H. When this happens, the DM falls out of equilibrium and a

relic cosmological abundance remains. The temperature Tf at freeze out is obtained from

Γ(Tf ) = H(Tf ), giving Tf ' mχ/20 for typical weak-scale numbers. From this freeze out

condition Γ(Tf ) = H(Tf ), an approximate equation for the relic abundance can be obtained,

Ωχh
2 =

mχn

ρc
' 3× 10−27cm3s−1

〈σAv〉
(1.3.2)

where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1 and ρc the critical density

today.
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Figure 1.10: Comoving number density of a WIMP in the early Universe as a function of x = mχ/T . The
actual abundance is shown in dashed, and the equilibrium abundance in solid. This plot was taken from
[13].

If the DM is a new particle with weak-scale interactions, then we can estimate its

annihilation cross section as 〈σv〉 ∼ g4

16π2m2
χ

and we get Ωχh
2 ∼ 0.1(mχ/TeV)2, that is

about the right relic abundance, even though there is no reason for this to happen. This

is usually referred to as the WIMP miracle. This coincidence motivates the idea that there

could be a new particle associated with DM at the EW scale.

1.3.1 Neutralino dark matter

In this section we consider the main aspects of the phenomenology of SUSY models where

the lightest superpartner (LSP) is a stable neutralino that constitutes a DM candidate

(for recent studies, see e.g. [63–65]). We decouple all the superpartners (e.g. heavy Higgs

bosons, squarks and sleptons) except for a handful that are relevant for DM phenomenology.

Thus, we analyze the parameter space for neutralino DM as an admixture of bino (b̃), wino
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(w̃), and Higgsino (h̃). The neutralino mass matrix is given by

Mχ =



M1 0 − 1√
2
g′v cosβ 1√

2
g′v sinβ

0 M2
1√
2
gv cosβ − 1√

2
gv sinβ

− 1√
2
g′v cosβ 1√

2
gv cosβ 0 −µ

1√
2
g′v sinβ − 1√

2
gv sinβ −µ 0


, (1.3.3)

where M1 and M2 are the bino and wino mass terms respectively, coming from the soft

supersymmetry breaking lagrangian. Also, µ comes from the MSSM superpotential, and

g′, g are the Higgs-higgsino-gaugino couplings (with the Higgs scalars replaced by their

VEVs). Thus, the parameter space is comprised of mass parameters and the ratio of the

VEVs, i.e. (M1, M2, µ, tanβ). To saturate the tree level contribution to the Higgs mass,

we take the other Higgses to be heavy and in the decoupling limit, and we focus on the

large tanβ case. This scenario for neutralino DM is valid for different SUSY models, in

particular for the MSSM.

For thermal neutralino DM, the right relic abundance constraint typically requires some

level of fine-tuning among parameters, as discussed in detail in [63]. We can study three

different cases:

• Pure bino: the DM annihilation cross section is too small and DM is overabundant.

• Pure wino or higgsino: DM is under-abundant for h̃ masses below ∼ 1 TeV and w̃

masses below ∼ 2.7 TeV.

• Well-tempered: in this case we can get the right relic abundance for a precise admix-

ture of bino/higgsino or bino/wino, as shown in fig. 1.11 [63].

We can see in fig. 1.11 that the DM abundance is very sensitive to specific parameter

values around the well-tempered cross-over region. The reasons are that the mixing angle

changes rapidly in this region and also that the LSP neutralino mass gets close to the next

lightest neutralino mass as well as to the charginos, which allows for coannihilation [66].9

9The coannihilation is exponentially sensitive to the mass difference of the annihilating states.
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Figure 1.11: Thermal freeze-out abundance for (b̃, h̃) (left) and (b̃, w̃) (right). This plot was taken from
[63].

Next, we show in fig. 1.12 the limits on bino/higgsino DM taken from [63]. Regarding

spin independent (SI) direct detection (DD) limits, the cross section is regulated by the

Higgs-DM-DM chχχ coupling. This coupling is suppressed in the pure case where DM is

mainly higgsino or bino, as a result that chχχ originates at tree-level from h h̃ b̃ and h h̃ w̃.

However, as we just saw, for DM masses below 1 TeV the only option that achieves the

right relic abundance is the well-tempered case. Also, chχχ could cancel for special choices

of parameters, named blind spots, but for large tanβ (as shown in fig. 1.12) the blind spot

occurs in a region far from the right relic abundance contour.

As a result, thermal neutralino DM in the well-tempered case relies on coannihilations

and numerical coincidences among parameters. Despite of this requirement, this case is

being ruled out by current and future direct detection experiments that are pushing down

in sensitivity. Higgsino DM at 1 TeV provides the right relic abundance and is allowed by

direct detection limits. However, a value of µ ∼ 1 TeV would make the model unnatural

as discussed in section 1.2.1. Therefore, thermal neutralino DM is under pressure and this

strongly motivates looking beyond the MSSM for the source of dark matter, which is the

topic of study in chapter 5 of this thesis. In chapter 5, we propose a simple extension of

the MSSM that gives a viable thermal dark matter candidate and helps lift the Higgs mass

to 125 GeV in a natural way.
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Figure 1.12: Limits on bino/Higgsino DM with for tanβ = 20 taken from [63]. The brown band is the
contour of the right relic abundance within ± 3σ. An enhancement (dilution) of the DM abundance after
freeze-out is necessary for regions above (below) the brown band. The black dashed line is the SI blind spot,
chχχ = 0. The plot also shows the projected SI reach of LUX, and both SI and spin dependent reach for
XENON1T at the time [63] was published (November 2012).

1.4 Description of the content of each chapter

This thesis is organized as follows. After introducing in this chapter the main background

related to the work developed in this thesis, we start by applying two very different tech-

niques for searches at LHC in chapters 2 and 3. Traditional methods start with a set of

physical observables, such as jet mass, angular distributions, etc, that can be used to dis-

tinguish specific particles. Typically, these high-level features can be implemented in a cut

and count analysis or as inputs to various multivariate machine learning algorithms, such as

boosted decision trees (BDTs), to further enhance the classification performance. By con-

trast, in recent years, new approaches using deep neural networks to identify objects at the

LHC have been applied. They main difference is that in this case, we can start from much

lower level inputs and let the neural network figure out the most useful physical observables

for classification, as well as design the optimal set of cuts on these observables. Thus, we

apply this second approach in chapter 2, where we use computer vision with deep learn-

ing (in the form of a convolutional neural network) to build a highly effective boosted top
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quarks tagger. In this case, our goal is to design a single jet classifier for boosted top quarks

(that are reconstructed as a single large radius “fat jet”) that could be straightforwardly

extended to other types of SM jets. In contrast, in chapter 3 we propose a full event analysis

using a cut and count method. This search is capable of probing a large patch of the line in

the mass plane where there is just enough phase space to produce an on-shell top from the

decay of a stop to a top and a neutralino. Next, in chapter 4 we obtain the latest limits on

various simplified models of natural SUSY that have light higgsinos, stops and gluinos. We

derive these limits from a detailed reinterpretation of 13 TeV ATLAS and CMS searches at

LHC Run II with the first ∼ 15 fb−1 of data. We also study the effects of these constraints

on the fine-tuning of the EW scale. Finally, in chapter 5 we propose a simple extension of

the MSSM by adding a singlet and a pair of SU(2) doublets. We show that with this new

sector, we can obtain a 125 GeV Higgs boson and a dark matter candidate with the right

relic abundance in a natural way, while having a region of the parameter space that satisfies

the constraints from direct and indirect detection experiments. We finish in chapter 6 with

the main conclusions and outlook of the work presented in this thesis. Technical details and

validations are reserved for the appendices.
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Chapter 2

Pulling Out All the Tops with

Computer Vision and Deep

Learning

With David Shih

Appeared in arXiv:1803.00107

General context of this chapter

In this chapter, we apply computer vision with deep learning – in the form of a convolutional

neural network (CNN) – to build a highly effective boosted top tagger. Previous work (the

“DeepTop” tagger of Kasieczka et al) has shown that a CNN-based top tagger can achieve

comparable performance to state-of-the-art conventional top taggers based on high-level

inputs. Here, we introduce a number of improvements to the DeepTop tagger, including

architecture, training, image preprocessing, sample size and color pixels. Our final CNN

top tagger outperforms BDTs based on high-level inputs by a factor of ∼ 2–3 or more in

background rejection, over a wide range of tagging efficiencies and fiducial jet selections.

As reference points, we achieve a QCD background rejection factor of 500 (60) at 50% top

tagging efficiency for fully-merged (non-merged) top jets with pT in the 800–900 GeV (350–

450 GeV) range. Our CNN can also be straightforwardly extended to the classification of
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other types of jets, and the lessons learned here may be useful to others designing their own

deep NNs for LHC applications.

2.1 Introduction

Heavy boosted particles play an important role in many analyses at the LHC, including SM

precision measurements, Higgs and electroweak physics, and searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model (BSM). In general, the collimated decay products of boosted particles are

reconstructed as a single large-radius “fat jet”. Analyses then attempt to “tag” the origin

of the fat jet by looking at its substructure. (For reviews of boosted object tagging and

jet substructure, and many original references, see e.g. [67–74].) The ability to accurately

tag boosted jets has many benefits. For instance, it can be used to overcome the QCD

background and measure h→ bb in associated production [75]. In BSM physics, new heavy

particles could be created, which then produce boosted SM objects as they decay. Requiring

the presence of these boosted objects is then a useful handle in discriminating signal against

SM background.

In this chapter, we will focus on a particularly well-motivated case: boosted top jets.

Signatures with energetic top quarks are predicted from SM processes such as single top

and top pair production, and in several models of new physics. Top partners are expected

to play a key role in solutions to the hierarchy problem, and they can naturally produce

boosted top quarks in their decays. Additionally, there are other models that consider the

production of dark matter in association with a top quark or top quark pair. Some recent

LHC searches based on boosted top jets include [76–79].

Traditional top tagging methods (see [80, 81] for reviews and original references) start

with a collection of physical observables, such as jet mass, that can be used to distinguish

tops from light-flavor QCD. These high-level features can serve as inputs to various mul-

tivariate machine learning algorithms, such as boosted decision trees (BDTs), to further

enhance the tagger performance. These algorithms attempt to find a set of complicated

boundaries over the phase space that maximizes the classification accuracy. However, as

the classification ability is highly dependent on these observables, the main challenge re-
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sides in finding ways to systematically come up with a set of observables that are not highly

correlated and give the best discriminating power.

By contrast, in recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in using deep neural

networks (NNs) to identify objects at the LHC (among many other potential applications).

The tantalizing promise of deep learning is the ability to start from much lower level inputs

than was previously thought possible, and transform them into meaningful outputs. (For

pedagogical introductions to neural networks and deep learning, see e.g. [82, 83].) In the

context of boosted jet tagging, the idea is to allow a NN to figure out on its own, from

relatively raw data (e.g. momentum four-vectors of all the constituents of the jet), the in-

trinsic patterns that identify each type of jet and the regions of phase space that distinguish

them. In this sense, deep learning attempts to invent the most useful physical observables

for classification, in addition to designing the optimal set of cuts on these observables.

The interest of the LHC community in deep learning has been spurred by the huge

successes of deep NNs in real-world applications (see [84] for a nice overview). One major

source of breakthroughs has been in computer vision, from pixel level labeling of images

for autonomous vehicles [85, 86] and Google’s automatic captioning of images [87, 88],

to Facebook’s DeepFace project [89] and Microsoft surpassing human-level performance

on ImageNet classification [90]. These results were made possible in large part thanks to

the invention of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs are built from two types

of layers: convolutional layers and fully connected layers. The former implement locality

(exploit the image’s spatially local correlations) and capture the lower level features of the

input image (lines, edges, curves, etc.). These are eventually passed on to the latter which

are responsible for learning abstract, higher level concepts (such as class probabilities).

This independence from hand engineered features is a major advantage of CNNs from more

traditional algorithms.

CNNs have a direct application to classifying jets at the LHC, since there is an obvious

and natural sense in which jets can be viewed as images. Indeed the calorimeters already

provide the requisite pixelization. The intensity of the image can be the per-pixel pT and

can be augmented with other per-pixel quantities such as track multiplicity. This idea of

jet images has been explored in a number of works [91–96], with [93, 95, 96] applying CNNs
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to W -boson, quark/gluon and top tagging respectively. These works have demonstrated

that jet taggers based on computer vision can perform comparably to or slightly better

than conventional taggers based on high-level inputs. In particular, the CNN top tagger

of [96] (named “DeepTop” there) was trained on grayscale images formed from calorime-

ter deposits of moderately boosted top jets. The end result was a CNN top tagger with

performance comparable to state-of-the-art BDTs built out of SoftDrop variables [97],

HEPTopTaggerV2 (HTTV2) variables [98–100], and N-subjettiness [101].

In this chapter, we explore a number of improvements to the DeepTop tagger, including

the NN architecture (augmenting the DeepTop CNN with more feature maps and more

nodes on dense layers), the NN training (loss function, optimizer algorithm, minibatch size,

learning rate), image preprocessing, sample size (increasing the training sample by 10×

to ∼ 1M jets saturates the NN performance), and adding color (calorimeter pT , track pT ,

track multiplicity and muon multiplicity). The result is a much more effective CNN for

top tagging, one that (for the first time) significantly outperforms best-in-use conventional

methods. This shows the enormous power and promise of modern deep learning methods

as applied to the LHC. We are clearly entering a new era driven by major gains in artificial

intelligence.

In order to disentangle any possible correlations between our proposed improvements and

the fiducial jet image selection, we consider two very different jet samples in this chapter.1

The first is the sample of moderately-boosted jets used in the DeepTop paper (350 GeV <

pT < 450 GeV). The second is a sample of high pT jets (800 GeV < pT < 900 GeV) that

(apart from some minor differences) is taken from a recent note on top tagging methods

by CMS [102]. We will refer to these as the “DeepTop sample” and the “CMS sample”

throughout this work. Apart from the pT ranges, an important difference between the two

samples is the merge requirement. This is a generator-level cut that requires the daughters

of the top quark to be contained within the cone of the fat jet. It ensures that all the

top jets contain the bulk of the energy from the boosted top quark. Without the merge

requirement, the top jet sample is significantly polluted by partially merged top jets that

might contain only the W -boson, or only the b quark and a single jet from the W decay.

1We thank Gregor Kasieczka for very stimulating discussions on this point.
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The CMS sample imposes a merge requirement, while the DeepTop sample does not, and

we will see that this has a major impact on the tagger performance.

Combining all of our proposed improvements, we show that the net effect is to increase

the background rejection rate of the DeepTop tagger by a factor of ∼ 3–10 in the CMS

sample, and a factor of ∼ 1.5–2.5 in the DeepTop sample. It is perhaps not surprising

that the improvement is much more modest in the DeepTop sample, since this was the

focus of [96]. In any event, our modifications result in significant gains in performance

over the baseline tagger for both jet samples, which is strong evidence for their general

applicability. In both cases, the single greatest improvement is actually in the NN training,

then followed by the NN architecture and the larger training sample size. This illustrates

that the performance of a NN can be determined as much by the methods used to train it

and the dataset it is trained on, as it is by the architecture.

We then proceed to a comparison of our CNN top tagger with conventional top taggers

that are meant to represent the state-of-the-art and best-in-use. For the DeepTop sample, we

compare directly against the “MotherOfTaggers” BDT ROC curve in fig. 8 of [96]. For the

CMS sample, we compare against a BDT built out of HTTV2 variables and N-subjettiness.

A cut-based version of this tagger was shown in [102] to have optimal performance among

cut-based taggers (see also the analogous ATLAS references [103, 104]). The upshot is that

our CNN top tagger outperforms these conventional taggers by a factor of ∼ 2–3 or more

in background rejection, across a wide range of tagging efficiencies.

Very recently there have been several efforts [105–108] to feed the raw jet constituents

(as momentum four-vectors) to various deep learning architectures such as recurrent neural

networks (RNNs) and dense neural networks (DNNs). These have shown much promise. In

[105] they showed that a recurrent neural network (RNN) W/Z tagger can outperform a

simple cut-based classifier based on N-subjettiness and jet mass. In [106, 108] they showed

that a dense neural network (DNN) and an RNN top tagger can significantly outperform

a likelihood-based tagger that takes N-subjettiness and jet mass as inputs. It would be

extremely interesting to do a head-to-head comparison of all of these deep learning NNs

with each other and with a state-of-the-art conventional tagger.

Although we have focused on top quarks in this work, it can also be viewed as a case
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study of boosted object tagging more generally. Our approach could be straightforwardly

extended to other types of jets. There are also many other potential applications (many

have already begun to be explored), for instance whole-event classification, event gener-

ation, weakly-supervised learning, pile-up mitigation to name a few. Furthermore, our

optimizations were not systematic due to computational limitations. So perhaps with a

more systematic approach (i.e. hyperparameter scans) one could achieve even greater gains.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we describe the details of our simula-

tions and the precise specifications of our top and QCD jet image samples. We also briefly

review the original DeepTop CNN which forms the baseline for the CNN tagger developed

in this work, as well as the conventional taggers that we benchmark against. In section 2.3

we give an overview of some general “best practices” in the design of NNs, and we show

how these can be applied to improve the DeepTop CNN. We hope that, apart from the

usefulness of the CNN top tagger itself, this overview of concepts in NN design will prove

useful to others. While much or all of it will be known to experts, it may be useful to have

it collected in one place.

In Section 2.4, we describe improvements to the image preprocessing steps in the Deep-

Top paper that are made possible by using the higher-resolution tracks in the jet. In Section

2.5, we examine the dependence of the classification accuracy on the training sample size

and multiple intensity channels (colors). Then, in Section 2.6 we put it all together and

compare our top tagger against the DeepTop tagger and the conventional taggers built out

of high-level inputs. We conclude with a discussion of next steps and promising future

directions in Section 2.7. In Appendices A and B we validate our implementation of the

DeepTop paper, and the cut-based CMS top tagger (using the HEPTopTaggerV2 and τ32

variables) respectively. In Appendix C we discuss the differences in top tagger performance

if fully-merged-tops are required or not.

2.2 Methodology

The fat jets used in this chapter are taken from all-hadronic tt and QCD dijet events gener-

ated in proton-proton collisions using Pythia 8.219 [109], where multiparton interactions
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and pileup are turned off for simplicity. After showering and hadronization, the events

are passed into Delphes 3.4.1 [110] for detector simulation. The jets are clustered with

FastJet 3.0.1 [111].

As discussed in the Introduction, we will study improvements to the DeepTop tagger

using two very different samples of jet images. These are described in table 2.1. The first is

the jet sample used in the DeepTop paper [96], while the second is essentially the same as

the high pT sample used in the CMS note [102].2 Let’s now highlight some of the important

differences between the samples:

• The DeepTop sample is much lower pT than the CMS sample.

• The DeepTop sample uses only calorimeter energies, while the CMS sample uses

particle-flow, meaning that the tracks and neutrals (defined to be calorimeter towers

minus the track contributions) are counted separately. This is very advantangeous, as

the tracks have much higher resolution than the calorimeter towers.

• With the tracking information in the CMS sample, we can use color images along the

lines of [95]. In addition to the colors used in [95] (calorimeter pT of the neutrals, per-

pixel track pT , and per-pixel track multiplicity), we also include muon multiplicity.

This is motivated by the presence of muons in a sizable fraction of top quark jets

coming from semileptonic b decays. (For comments on b-tagging see Section 2.7.)

• The DeepTop sample used a toy calorimeter with resolution ∆η = 0.1, ∆φ = 5◦.

For the CMS sample we used the default CMS detector card that comes with

Delphes 3.4.1, which has a slightly higher calorimeter resolution. The number of

pixels (37 × 37) chosen for the high pT jet images is based on this. In both cases, a

large image size is chosen to make absolutely sure the entire fat jet is captured.

• Finally, a crucial difference between the two samples is the merge requirement. Deep-

Top did not require the daughters of the top quark to fall in the cone of the fat jet,

while CMS did. With the merge requirement, the top jets are more “top-like” (other-

wise they are significantly contaminated by W jets and b jets), and this increases the

2CMS uses 800 GeV < pT < 1000 GeV jets with R = 0.8.
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DeepTop CMS

Jet sample

14 TeV 13 TeV

pT ∈ (350, 450) GeV, |η| < 1 pT ∈ (800, 900) GeV, |η| < 1

R = 1.5 anti-kT R = 1 anti-kT

calo-only particle-flow

match: ∆R(t, j) < 1.2 match: ∆R(t, j) < 0.6

merge: NONE merge: ∆R(t, q) < 0.6

Image
40× 40 37× 37

∆η = 4, ∆φ = 10
9 π ∆η = ∆φ = 3.2

Colors pcaloT (pneutralT , ptrackT , Ntrack, Nmuon)

Table 2.1: The two jet image samples used in this work.

potential discriminating power against QCD jets. Accordingly, we will see that the

ROC curves for the CMS sample look much better than for the DeepTop sample. We

explore this further in Appendix C.

We will benchmark our CNN top tagger against BDT taggers built out of high-level

inputs. For the DeepTop sample, we directly compare against their “MotherOfTaggers”

BDT that takes HTTV2 variables, SoftDropped masses, and N-subjettiness variables (with

and without SoftDrop) as inputs. Since we have fully validated the DeepTop minimal tagger,

we do not bother to validate the MotherOfTaggers BDT as well, but just take its ROC curve

directly from fig. 8 of the DeepTop paper. For the CMS sample, we will consider both a

cut-based tagger that combines the HTTV2 variables with the N-subjettiness variable τ3/τ2

(motivated by the recent CMS note on top tagging [102]), as well as a BDT trained on these

variables. For the former, we varied simple window cuts on each of the variables, as in [102].

We validate our implementation of this by reproducing the ROC curve shown in fig. 7R of

[102] using our own simulations (see appendix B for details). For our BDT we used the

ROOT package TMVA [112] with the same hyperparameters as in [104] and trained on the

same jets as our final CNN tagger.

For the design of our CNN, we took as a starting point the DeepTop tagger of [96].

Its CNN architecture consisted of four identical convolutional layers (8 feature maps, 4× 4
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kernel) separated in half by one 2× 2 max-pooling layer, followed by three fully connected

layers of 64 neurons each and an output layer of two softmax neurons. Zero-padding was

included before each convolutional layer to prevent spurious boundary effects. The DeepTop

CNN was trained on a total of 150k+150k top and QCD jet images, by minimizing a mean-

squared-error loss function using the stochastic gradient descent algorithm in minibatches

of 1000 jet images and a learning rate of 0.003. In order to validate our implementation

of the DeepTop tagger, we have carefully reproduced the ROC curve in fig. 8 of [96], see

appendix A for details.

Using the DeepTop tagger, the authors of [96] demonstrated that CNNs could perform

comparably to a conventional BDT trained on high-level inputs. In the following sections

we will consider a number of improvements to the DeepTop tagger that, taken together,

demonstrate for the first time that CNNs can significantly outperform conventional taggers.

2.3 Improvements to the neural network

In the design of an effective neural network, there are countless choices to be made. These

include not only decisions about the neural network architecture (how many layers, of

what type), but also how it is trained (loss function, optimizer, minibatch size, etc). In

general, the many parameters that go into the design of a neural network are referred to

as “hyperparameters” (not to be confused with the “parameters” of the NN – weights and

biases – that are varied during the training to minimize the loss function).

Through trial and error, we found that many of the hyperparameter choices made in

[96] could be improved. (A proper scan of hyperparameters would have been ideal but this

requires a GPU cluster which we did not have access to.) While many of these choices

are more art than science, and while the best choice may depend heavily on the particular

problem domain (e.g. the choice that may be ideal for natural images may not be the best

choice for jet images), there is some accumulated lore from the field of deep learning about

best practices. In this section we will briefly go over some of this lore and explain how

its application to jet tagging can significantly improve the DeepTop tagger performance.

While we do make an attempt at a somewhat self-contained treatment, we do not promise
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to have succeeded. We refer the interested reader to [82, 83] for any missing definitions and

more background material.

2.3.1 Loss function

In any neural network, the goal is to minimize a “loss function” L over the NN parameters

θ:

L =
∑
i

f(a(θ, xi), yi) (2.3.1)

The loss function quantifies how well the network is performing. Here a(θ, xi) is the NN

prediction and is a function of the NN parameters as well as the input xi (the jet image in

our case); yi is the truth label of example i; and i is summed over all the examples in the

training sample. For binary classification problems such as top tagging, we can take yi = 0

for signal (tops) and yi = 1 for background (not-tops).

In DeepTop, f was taken to be the mean-squared-error (MSE) f(a, y) = (a − y)2.

However, a better choice in classification problems (that we opt for here) is the cross entropy

f(a, y) = −(y log a+ (1− y) log(1− a)). Theoretically speaking, MSE is more appropriate

and mathematically/statistically sound for Gaussian random variables, while binary cross

entropy is more appropriate for discrete (logistic) classification. In more practical terms,

using the binary cross entropy for classification tends to avoid the problem of learning

slowdown when the predictions are close to zero or one. For more discussion of this see [82].

2.3.2 Optimizer algorithm

Having chosen a loss function, we next need to decide on which algorithm we use to min-

imize it. The loss function surface of multilayered NNs is typically non-convex and high-

dimensional with multiple flat regions and local minima. So the process of training the NN

is highly nontrivial. A poor choice of the optimizer can lead to many undesirable outcomes.

Generally, the optimizers used to train deep networks are based on the idea of gradient

descent, where the parameters of the NN are updated according to the derivative of the loss

function:

∆θ = −η∇L (2.3.2)
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The learning rate η is a hyperparameter that needs to be tuned: gradient descent would

take too many steps if η is too small, but if η is too large one may never converge to a

minimum.

Computing the gradient of the full loss function (i.e. summed over the entire training

set) – referred to as batch gradient descent – is generally too time consuming. Instead, most

optimizers for deep learning involve some form of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), where

the training sample is divided into “minibatches”, and gradients of the loss function are

computed on each minibatch. Stepping through the training sample minibatch by minibatch

and updating the weights at each step is then referred to as a “training epoch”. While this

would appear to provide noisy and inaccurate estimates of the gradient, it actually has many

benefits. For instance, introducing some noise into the gradient calculation can prevent the

optimizer from becoming stuck in a poor local minimum. Also, while some minibatches

may be inaccurate and lead to faulty updates, taken together their cumulative effect can

actually greatly speed up the rate of convergence. See [83] for a in-depth discussion of this.

Finally, it is well-known that SGD is very sensitive to the learning rate and other

hyperparameters, and optimizing its performance usually requires an in-depth scan and

tuning over these quantities (see e.g. [113] for a discussion). Therefore, popular alternatives

in deep learning are optimizers such as AdaDelta [114] and Adam [115] that attempt to

adaptively determine the optimal learning rate for each parameter and each training epoch.

These adaptive versions of SGD usually require little or no manual tuning of a learning

rate and are rather insensitive to noisy or large gradients, different model architectures and

selection of hyperparameters, etc.

In [96], the optimizer was taken to be vanilla SGD with a minibatch size of 1000 and a

fixed learning rate of η = 0.003. These hyperparameters do not appear to have been tuned.

Therefore it is not surprising that switching to AdaDelta (with the default settings in Keras

[116]) improves the outcome of training by a considerable amount.3 We obtained further

improvements with a slightly reduced learning rate (0.3 instead of 1) and a learning rate

schedule (decreasing the learning rate by 1/
√

2 when the validation loss does not decrease

by more than 0.0005) as compared to the Keras defaults.

3We also tried using Adam and found very similar improvements.
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We also found a very significant benefit to training with a smaller minibatch size than

was used in the DeepTop paper (128 instead of 1000).4 This is in line with the small-

to-moderate minibatch sizes (. O(102)) that are typically used in the machine learning

literature. Smaller minibatches give noisier estimates of the gradient, and as noted above,

this is actually beneficial in non-convex optimization, given that it could push the solution

out of the saddle points and shallow minima of the loss function.

2.3.3 Architecture

Finally, there are myriad choices involved in specifying the architecture of the neural net-

work. Here we found that the architecture of the DeepTop CNN seemed to be optimal in

terms of the number of layers and filter size. But augmenting it with more feature maps

(64-128 instead of 8) and more nodes on dense layers (256 instead of 64) improved the

performance considerably.

Our NN architecture is shown in fig. 2.1. The input layer is given by an image of 37×37

pixels with (up to) 4 colors. Next, we define a convolutional layer of 128 feature maps with a

4×4 kernel followed by a second convolutional layer of 64 feature maps and similar kernel.5

Then we have a max-pooling layer with a 2× 2 reduction factor. Next we apply two more

consecutive convolutional layers with 64 features maps with a 4 × 4 kernel each, followed

by a max-pooling layer with a 2 × 2 reduction factor. As in [96], we use zero-padding in

each convolutional layer to make sure we are not subject to boundary effects. We flatten

the 64 maps of the last pooling layer into a single one that is passed into a set of three fully

connected dense layers of 64, 256 and 256 neurons each. (Restricting the first dense layer to

64 neurons was motivated by practical considerations. It keeps the number of weights at a

manageable level, speeding up training time and ameliorating overfitting.) Finally, the last

dense layer is connected to the output layer of 2 neurons which produces the probability that

the jet originated from a top or not. We use rectified linear units (ReLU) as the activation

4Perhaps an even smaller minibatch size would help even more, but here we were limited by computation
time.

5The larger number of initial feature maps aims to capture all the possible lower lever features of the
images. In computer vision applications these features are different shapes (lines, edges, curves, etc.) that
the NN uses to build up to higher-level concepts. Although there is not a direct correspondence between
typical computer vision images and our images given that jet images are sparse, raising the number of initial
feature maps improved the classification accuracy.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of our CNN top tagger.

functions on all the layers, except for the output layer where we use the softmax function.

Also, our final training sample was large enough so that regularization techniques, such as

dropout, were not necessary.

The neural network is implemented on an NVidia Tesla K80 GPU using the NVidia

CUDA platform (CUDA drivers, toolkit and cuDNN library). The code for the CNN is

written in Python, using the deep learning library Keras [116] with the TensorFlow [117]

backend. The weights are initialized with the Keras default settings.

We arrived at the NN architecture used in this chapter mainly by trial and error. Due

to limited resources, a thorough scan of NN architectures was not possible, however this

would obviously be desirable. It is easily possible that further performance gains could be

obtained with such a scan.6

2.4 Image preprocessing

In the original DeepTop paper [96], the image preprocessing steps were found to actually de-

crease the performance of the tagger. This is surprising since usually preprocessing improves

classifier performance.

The DeepTop preprocessing steps were as follows. First they pixelated the image accord-

ing to their detector resolution. Then they shifted such that the maximum pixel intensity

as defined by a 3x3 window was at the origin. Next, they rotated such that the second max-

imum was in the 12 o’clock position, and they flipped to ensure that the third maximum

is in the right half plane. Finally, they normalized each image so that the pixel intensities

6We note that a limited scan was carried out in the DeepTop paper. However, they only considered 6,
8 and 10 feature maps per convolutional layer, which does not include the 64-128 feature maps used in this
work.
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Figure 2.2: The average of 100k jet images drawn from the CMS sample (37 × 37 pixels spanning ∆η =
∆φ = 3.2). The grayscale intensity corresponds to the total pT in each pixel. Upper: no preprocessing
besides centering. Lower: with full preprocessing. Left: top jets. Right: QCD jets

are between 0 and 1.

Our preprocessing steps differ from this in the following ways. First of all, we perform all

preprocessing before pixelating the image. This makes the most sense for the CMS sample

which separates the much-higher-resolution tracks from the calorimeter towers. But it also

appears to have some benefit even for the calo-only jets of the DeepTop sample. Our first

step is to calculate the pT -weighted centroid of the jet and the pT -weighted principal axis.

Then we shift so that the centroid is at the origin and we rotate so that the major principal

axis is vertical. In contrast to DeepTop, we flip along both the L-R and the U-D axes so

that the maximum intensity is in the upper right quadrant. Finally, after doing all these

transformations, we pixelate the image and then normalize it to unit total intensity (i.e.

divide by the total pT ).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our preprocessing steps, we show in fig. 2.2 the

average of 100k top and QCD jet images drawn from the high pT CMS jet sample, with

and without preprocessing. Although below we consider color images where the track pT ’s
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and neutral pT ’s are considered separately, here we restrict ourselves to grayscale images

where they are added together. We see that even without preprocessing, the average images

are quite different, with the QCD jets being much more peaked than the top jets. After

our preprocessing steps, the 3-prong substructure of the top jets becomes readily apparent,

while the QCD jets remain more dipole-like. (This should be contrasted with the average

images in the DeepTop paper, where the 3-prong substructure of the top jets is much less

apparent.)

2.5 Other improvements

2.5.1 Sample size

In the DeepTop paper, the training samples were limited to 150k+150k. Here we explore

the effect on our CNN top tagger of increasing the training sample size. Shown in fig. 2.3

are the learning curves for the test accuracy vs. training sample size, for our two different

jet samples. (The training sample size is defined to be the number of top jets in the

training sample; an equal number of QCD jets were used. The test sample size was fixed

at 400k+400k jets.) We have shifted the learning curve for the DeepTop sample by a

constant 0.075; interestingly, it lines up almost perfectly with the learning curve for the

CMS sample. This is evidence that the shape of the learning curve is independent of the

fiducial jet selection (although the asymptotic value clearly depends strongly on it). In any

event, we see that the performance is basically saturated for & 1M jets (for our final CNN

tagger, we train on 1.2M+1.2M jets).

We also indicate in fig. 2.3 the result of a least-squares fit of an inverse power law

a+ b/N c
train to the learning curve. This description of the learning curve may be a general

empirical feature of machine learning [118]. However, lacking a precise understanding of

the uncertainties on the test accuracies (the sample variance from both the test set and

the training set contribute), we cannot provide a detailed description of the fit. Here, to

perform the fit, we estimated the uncertainty on each value of the test accuracy using a

simple 1/
√
Ntrain scaling.7 We merely include this fitting function to guide the eye. One

7We have tested this scaling using a small number of pseudoexperiments for small values of Ntrain and
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Figure 2.3: In blue (yellow) are the learning curves for the test accuracy vs. training sample size for the
CMS jets (DeepTop jets). The CNN used is our final tagger but with grayscale images. The learning curve
for DeepTop jets has been shifted up by a constant offset of 0.075. Shown also in black, dashed is a heuristic
least-squares fit to an inverse power law with uncertainties given by 1/

√
Ntrain.

sees visually that it seems to describe the learning curves well.

2.5.2 Color

Inspired by [95], we also added color to our images from the CMS sample. (The DeepTop

sample was calo-only so we could not add color to them.) The four colors we used were

neutral and track pT per pixel, the raw number of tracks per pixel, and the number of

muons per pixel. The last color was not considered in [95], which focused on quark vs.

gluon tagging. Obviously, muons can be considered a crude proxy for b-tagging and should

play a role in any top tagger. (For more comments on b-tagging, see Section 2.7.)

Interestingly, we found that adding color to the images led to significant overfitting for

smaller training sample sizes. Evidently, while the color adds information to the images,

it also increases the noise, and with too few training examples, the network learns to fit

the noise. This problem went away when the training sample was increased to 1.2M+1.2M,

which is why we choose to place the color improvement last.

it appears to hold.
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DeepTop minimal Our final tagger

Training

SGD AdaDelta

η = 0.003 η = 0.3 with annealing schedule

minibatch size=1000 minibatch size=128

MSE loss cross entropy loss

CNN architecture
8C4-8C4-MP2-8C4-8C4- 128C4-64C4-MP2-64C4-64C4-MP2-

64N-64N-64N 64N-256N-256N

Preprocessing
pixelate→center center→rotate→flip

→ normalize → normalize→pixelate

Sample size 150k+150k 1.2M+1.2M

Color pcaloT = pneutralT + ptrackT (pneutralT , ptrackT , Ntrack, Nmuon)

Table 2.2: Summary of our final CNN tagger, together with the original DeepTop tagger.

2.6 Final comparison

The full specifications of our final tagger are summarized in table 2.2 side-by-side with those

of the original DeepTop tagger.

Having gone through all the improvements (loss function, optimizer, CNN architecture,

image preprocessing, sample size and color) to the DeepTop tagger in the preceding sections,

we are now ready to put them all together and quantify their cumulative effects on the tagger

performance. Shown in figs. 2.4–2.6 and table 2.3 are ROC curves and aggregate metrics

characterizing these effects. The baseline in these plots is always the DeepTop minimal

column in table 2.2, applied to the two different jet samples in table 2.1. Each modification

is then added cumulatively to this baseline. Here is a more detailed breakdown (each entry

here corresponds to moving from left to right sequentially in the corresponding category of

table 2.2):

• The end result of all of our improvements to the training (loss function and optimizer)

is the blue curves in figs. 2.4-2.6. This gave the single largest boost to the performance

of all the different modifications we considered. Furthermore, we find that over half

of the improvement here is due solely to the smaller minibatch size. We also note in

passing that the better training methods allowed us to vastly speed up the training
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Figure 2.4: Sequence of ROC curves (background rejection 1/εB vs. tagging efficiency εS) illustrating the
cumulative effects of the various improvements to the DeepTop tagger, for the DeepTop jet sample. Our
final tagger including all the improvements is shown in orange.

time, as we only need O(10) training epochs to converge instead of the O(103) epochs

of the DeepTop paper.

• Improving the DeepTop architecture with more feature maps and more nodes on

hidden layers brought about another substantial gain in performance, this is indicated

in the green curves in figs. 2.4-2.6.

• The result of our image preprocessing steps is a (relatively modest) improvement in

tagger performance, as indicated by the purple curves in figs. 2.4-2.6.

• We found that increasing the training sample size by a factor of ∼ 10 significantly

improved the performance. The improvement using 1.2M+1.2M jets (which accord-

ing to fig. 2.3 is enough to saturate the best-possible performance of this tagger) is
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Figure 2.5: Same as fig. 2.4 but for the CMS jet sample.

DeepTop jets CMS jets

Improvement Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC

Baseline 85.5% 0.930 91.7% 0.975

Training 86.1% 0.935 93.4% 0.983

Architecture 86.6% 0.939 94.0% 0.985

Preprocessing 86.7% 0.940 94.2% 0.986

Sample Size 87.0% 0.943 94.5% 0.988

Color — — 94.8% 0.989

Table 2.3: Accuracy and area under the curve (AUC) of our tagger after adding the modifications over
DeepTop minimal.

indicated by the orange curves in figs. 2.4-2.6 (the previous ROC curves were based

on the DeepTop training sample size of 150k+150k jets).

• Adding color (only possible for the CMS jet sample that differentiates tracks from
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Figure 2.6: Ratio of the ROC curves in figs. 2.4–2.5 over the minimal DeepTop tagger ROC curve, providing
another view of the cumulative improvements.

neutrals) resulted in a very modest improvement in the tagger performance, shown in

the black curve in figs. 2.5-2.6.

We see that with these modifications we can achieve a factor of ∼ 3–10 improvement

(depending on the tagging efficiency) in the background rejection rate for the CMS jet

sample and a factor of ∼ 1.5–2.5 improvement for the DeepTop jet sample.

It is interesting that the improvements are much greater for the CMS jet sample than the

DeepTop jet sample. Perhaps the tops vs. QCD jets in the CMS sample have more subtle

distinguishing features that can only be learned with the improved methods. Regardless

of the reason, this comparison illustrates the strong effect that the fiducial jet selection

can have on tagger performance. And although our improvements are more modest for the

DeepTop sample, they still do improve it by a factor of ∼ 2, which is still quite significant.

This demonstrates that the principles described in the previous subsections which motivated

these improvements do have general validity.

The comparison between our tagger and state-of-the-art conventional top taggers that

use high-level features is shown in fig. 2.7 for the DeepTop jet sample and in fig. 2.8 for

the CMS jet sample. As discussed in Section 2.2, for the DeepTop jet sample, we compare
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Figure 2.7: ROC curves comparing our best top tagger (black), the original DeepTop tagger (red), and the
“MotherOfTaggers” BDT built out of high-level inputs from [96] (blue solid), for the DeepTop jet sample.

directly against their “MotherOfTaggers” BDT ROC curve (i.e. without recasting it). For

the CMS jet sample, we include two taggers that are representative of the state-of-the-art

in top-tagging with high-level features: a cut-based top-tagger using variables from HTTV2

and N-subjettiness, and a BDT built out of those same variables. The BDT is trained on

the same 1.2M+1.2M jets as our final CNN tagger. The BDT improves the performance of

the high-level cut-based tagger by a moderate amount.

For the DeepTop jet sample, the baseline tagger was already comparable to the BDT, and

our improvements to the former raise it above the BDT by a factor of ∼ 2. Meanwhile, for

the CMS jet sample, it is surprising to see that the baseline tagger is outperformed by even

a simple cut-based tagger at lower tag efficiencies. This again highlights the importance of

optimizing a tagger for each fiducial jet selection. Thanks to the factor of 3–10 improvement

over the baseline, our final CNN top tagger still shows substantial gains (a factor of ∼ 3

in background rejection) compared to the BDT. One exception to this is at the lowest tag
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Figure 2.8: ROC curves comparing our best top tagger (black), the original DeepTop tagger (red), the
cut-based top-tagger from [102] using variables from HTTV2 and τ32 (blue dashed), and a BDT built out
of those same variables (blue solid), for the CMS jet sample.

efficiencies (εS ∼ 0.1), where the BDT and the deep learning tagger perform very similarly

(this can be seen also in the DeepTop sample). This could be because at these low tag

efficiencies, the top is very easy to identify and discriminate against QCD, and so the gain

from deep learning is minimized.

2.7 Outlook of this chapter

In this chapter, we showed for the first time how a top tagger based on deep learning and

low-level inputs (raw jet images) can significantly outperform state-of-the-art conventional

top taggers based on high level inputs. Taking the DeepTop tagger as a starting point, we

explored a number of modifications, most of them quite simple, that overall improve the

performance by up to a factor of ∼ 10 in the ROC curve. Compared to a BDT trained on

high-level inputs, our image-based deep-learning top tagger performs better by as much as
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a factor of ∼ 3.

We believe our work illustrates the enormous promise and potential of modern machine

learning. Many more exciting results are sure to follow. In this section we will briefly

discuss some of the interesting future directions.

In this work, we made various simplifying assumptions that should be relaxed in future

studies. For instance, we ignored pileup. This was motivated by the fact that these are

very high pT jets and we are just trying to classify, instead of trying to measure anything

precisely, so we expect pileup to have a negligible effect. But this should be checked –

for any actual experimental application one would want to demonstrate the performance

of the tagger under realistic pileup conditions. We also restricted to two narrow ranges

(350-450 GeV and 800-900 GeV) of top pT s. The stability of a tagger performance under a

broad range of pT s is important to experimentalists, to avoid artificially sculpting the data.

Another glaring omission is b-tagging. Here we have just relied on the momentum four-

vectors of the jet constituents, and have not used any impact parameters, displacements or

secondary vertex finding. Obviously, since this information is orthogonal to the momenta,

we expect that adding b-tagging will give a further boost to the tagger performance. It

would be interesting to know whether this boost is enhanced by deep learning or not.

The reason we were not able to add b-tagging is because there is not enough publicly

available information to accurately recast the secondary vertex finders used by the exper-

imental collaborations, or even the impact parameters (IPs). The IP resolutions have not

been updated past 7 TeV [119], and they are for single isolated tracks or at best very low pT

tops. These IP resolutions are likely to be unrealistically good for tracks in high pT boosted

top environments. Indeed, when we attempted to implement IP significance b-tagging (say,

along the lines of [120]) using these publicly available IP resolutions, we found too large of

an improvement to the top tagger performance compared to what one sees e.g. in [102].

Another relevant topic that we have not explored in this chapter concerns the issue of

overtraining on MC simulations. Clearly, our tagger has no problem generalizing from the

training sample to the test sample, but the question is how representative this sample is of

the actual data. Since we only used Pythia [109] with some default settings, this question

remains unanswered. Some have tried to address it using Herwig [121, 122] as a stand-in
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for the data (i.e. training on Pythia jets and then testing on Herwig jets to see if there is

any degradation in performance), but this is most meaningful if somehow Herwig is more

realistic than Pythia. Otherwise any conclusions from Pythia vs. Herwig comparisons

could be misleading.

As noted above, we did not have access to a GPU cluster here. With such computing

resources, it would be possible, and important to do a proper architecture and hyperpa-

rameter scan to see if the NN performance could be further improved. Our architecture

considered here was inspired by the DeepTop paper. However, there are many state-of-

the-art CNN architectures out there such as AlexNet [123], Fast-R-CNN [124], VGG [125],

ResNet [126], GoogLeNet [127], etc. It would be interesting to test these out and see if any

of them offer any further benefit.

It should be straightforward to generalize the top tagger in this work to classify other

boosted objects such as W/Z bosons, Higgses, and BSM particles. It would also be in-

teresting to broaden the scope to include partially-merged and fully resolved tops in the

list of taggable particles. In this sense, the tagger could have a performance dependent on

these two categories, resulting in a greater background rejection at a fixed tag efficiency for

merged tops.

Beyond boosted jet tagging, there are countless other potential applications of deep

learning to the LHC. For instance, classification of full events is explored in [105]. Further-

more, there are papers that apply Generative Adversarial Networks [128] for simulations

in high energy physics in [129–132], where the main purpose is to drastically reduce the

event generation time taken by the Geant4 package [133] to emulate the detector response.

Other studies focus on extending the ML based classifiers from fully supervised (each event

is labeled as signal or background for training purposes) to weakly supervised [134–137].

Another interesting direction to explore would be using unsupervised learning to find all

the categories (or discover new ones) of boosted objects or other types of signatures. Given

all of these interesting future directions (and more), we believe we are just starting to grasp

the scope of the many applications of ML in high energy physics.
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Revealing Compressed Stops Using

High-Momentum Recoils
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Appeared in JHEP 1603(2016)151, arXiv:1506.07885

General context of this chapter

In the previous chapter we used computer vision with deep learning to build a single jet

classifier for boosted particles starting from low level inputs. In this chapter, we define a full

event classifier search instead, using a cut and count method. Searches for supersymmetric

top quarks at the LHC have been making great progress in pushing sensitivity out to higher

mass, but are famously plagued by gaps in coverage around lower-mass regions where the

decay phase space is closing off. Within the common stop-NLSP / neutralino-LSP simplified

model, the line in the mass plane where there is just enough phase space to produce an

on-shell top quark remains almost completely unconstrained. Here, we show that is possible

to define searches capable of probing a large patch of this difficult region, with S/B ∼ 1

and significances often well beyond 5σ. The basic strategy is to leverage the large energy

gain of LHC Run 2, leading to a sizable population of stop pair events recoiling against a

hard jet. The recoil not only re-establishes a E/T signature, but also leads to a distinctive

anti-correlation between the E/T and the recoil jet transverse vectors when the stops decay
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all-hadronically. Accounting for jet combinatorics, backgrounds, and imperfections in E/T

measurements, we estimate that Run 2 will already start to close the gap in exclusion

sensitivity with the first few 10s of fb−1. By 300 fb−1, exclusion sensitivity may extend

from stop masses of 550 GeV on the high side down to below 200 GeV on the low side,

approaching the “stealth” point at mt̃ = mt and potentially overlapping with limits from

tt cross section and spin correlation measurements.

3.1 Introduction

Light stops with mass below a TeV are extremely well-motivated by the supersymmetric

solution to the hierarchy problem. The uniquely important role of these particles has

inspired a growing and increasingly sophisticated set of dedicated searches at the LHC,

targeting an array of different possible decay topologies [138–154] (see also [155, 156]).

While these searches have already probed significant portions of the possible model space

below a TeV, sizable gaps in coverage remain even at O(100 GeV), leaving us to consider:

Is it possible that light stops have already been produced in abundance in LHC Run 1 but

have simply been missed?

In perhaps the most minimalistic benchmark scenario, stops are produced directly in

pairs via QCD, and each stop undergoes a one-step R-parity-conserving cascade into an

invisible neutralino LSP and an on-shell or off-shell top quark:

pp→ t̃t̃∗, t̃→ t(∗) + χ̃0 (3.1.1)

The visible composition of the final state is then identical to that of tt, which serves as

a copious background. The main kinematic handle exploited in most searches has been

the additional injection of E/T (or more properly 6pT ) from the neutralinos. For mt̃ � mχ̃,

exclusion limits from tt + E/T searches at Run 1 extend beyond 700 GeV [147]. However,

such searches face a major challenge when confronted with lower-mass regions in the stop-

neutralino mass plane where the E/T is squeezed out. In particular, much attention has

recently been directed at the “top compression line” mt̃ ' mχ̃ + mt, which defines the

boundary between two-body decays into an on-shell top quark and neutralino, and three-
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body decays via an off-shell top quark into Wbχ̃0. Limits along this compression line are

largely nonexistent over a roughly 20 GeV-wide gap in stop mass.

Proposals to probe this region using the total tt cross section and spin correlations [157,

158] have led to some inroads near the so-called “stealth” point (mt̃,mχ̃) = (mt, 0) [138,

141]. But theoretical limitations make it unclear if these searches can be pushed much

further, and there are possibly unresolved subtleties in the interplay between top mass

and cross section measurements in the presence of a stop signal [158, 159]. The relatively

long lifetimes of stops very near to the top compression line has led to a complementary

suggestion to use the annihilation-decays of stoponium [160–162], which would lead to

distinctive resonant diboson signatures (including, e.g., γγ and Zγ). Projections for Run 2

predict sensitivity up to stop masses of several hundred GeV, depending in detail on the stop

chirality admixture. However, these searches become insensitive if the individual stops decay

more quickly than the stoponium, which generally occurs as soon as the stop-neutralino

mass difference opens up to even O(GeV). Other approaches have sought to use the small

amount of E/T that is available within the bulk of the produced stop pair events. Very

detailed measurements of the shapes of the tails of E/T -sensitive observables [163] or their

multivariate generalizations [164] may be promising, but a careful accounting of theoretical

and experimental errors is not always available, and the one measurement of this type

that has been carried out [139] (by ATLAS, in the l+jets channel) does not reach the

compression line. A simple cut-and-count style search based on dileptonic mT2 [165, 166]

or related constrained mass variables [167] should still be viable due to a particularly sharp

turnoff of the background, and is also sensitive near the stealth point. But the maximum

mass reach of such a search is ultimately limited by low statistics and exhibits a significant

dependence on stop chirality. It has also been suggested to utilize electroweak production

of stop pairs via VBF, albeit with difficulties in probing stops much heavier than mt [168,

169].

Given these various limitations, there remains a clear need to consider further alternative

options, lest comprehensive exploration of the top compression line be deferred to future

precision lepton colliders. To make progress, we may take some inspiration from another

compression line, at the very lowest end of the stop mass range: mt̃ ' mχ̃. There, not only
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the E/T , but all visible activity is being squeezed out of the decay. Nonetheless, limits exist

from the LHC, presently up to roughly 260 GeV [140, 153]. These are obtained using the

classic trick of cutting into the region of production phase space where a sparticle pair is

produced in association with a visible hard recoil particle, in this case a jet. For an almost

completely compressed spectrum, the neutralinos go to zero velocity in the rest frames of

their parents, but carry the full energy and therefore take up the full four-momenta. For

stop pair production, the E/T vector in lab-frame is then automatically equal to the net t̃t̃∗

transverse momentum vector, which in turn approximately balances against the leading jet.

For stop-neutralino spectra near the top compression line, we can define an analo-

gous trick, but now face several novelties. The neutralinos again approach zero velocity

in their parent frames, but they share the four-momenta with (almost) on-shell sister top

quarks, with fraction mχ̃/mt̃ taken up by the neutralinos. Therefore, in the limit of per-

fectly compressed two-body decay t̃→ tχ̃0, and assuming a single dominant recoil jet with

~pT (jet) ' −~pT (t̃t̃∗), we get the following relation,

~6ET ' −~pT (jet)× mχ̃

mt̃

. (3.1.2)

The E/T is now attenuated relative to the recoil pT , by a factor that can nominally extend

down to zero in the massless neutralino limit (corresponding to the stealth stops [157]).

This attenuation will generally make searches much more challenging when mχ̃ � mt̃ along

the compression line, such that great care will be required in understanding the lower mass

reach. For a given neutralino mass, the extra 2mt worth of energy required to make a

stop pair also leads to much lower rates relative to conventionally compressed spectra with

mt̃ ' mχ̃, especially in association with a proportionately energetic recoil jet. This issue in

particular will be greatly ameliorated with the higher beam energy of the upgraded LHC.

Finally, the two stop decays produce two on-shell or off-shell top quarks, which add to the

visible activity and can inject further E/T if either W decays leptonically. Perhaps somewhat

counterintuitively, the cleanest signal may then be the all-hadronic decay mode, where all

of the E/T comes from the neutralinos, and Eq. 3.1.2 is most closely followed. However, this

decay mode also maximizes possible QCD backgrounds, as well as our possible confusion

over exactly which jets come from the recoil against the stop pair versus from their decays.
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The possible utility of high-momentum recoils in this respect was emphasized relatively

recently in [170]. In the present chapter, we seek to put these ideas on firmer phenomeno-

logical footing, including a novel set of cuts and treatment of jet combinatorics, a detailed

accounting of the various backgrounds, and allowance for a range of possible E/T measure-

ment performances. Targeting all-hadronic stop decays, we typically find a healthy S/B ∼ 1,

ensuring robustness against systematic errors of up to O(10%). We proceed to make a de-

tailed forecast for the possible discovery and exclusion coverage in the stop-neutralino mass

plane. Our results are summarized in Fig. 3.3, where the proposed search is seen to cover a

large portion of the formerly inaccessible top compression line, acting as a bridge between

the two-body and three-body search strategies. For the expected 300 fb−1 to be delivered

through Run 3 of the LHC, exclusion sensitivity extends up to 550 GeV. On the lower

end, shrinking E/T poses a major complication, but we find that exclusion sensitivity down

to mt̃ ' mt + O(10 GeV) may be possible. This would merge our forecasted coverage

with that of tt cross section measurements and other techniques that perform well in the

stealth region, allowing for unbroken coverage. If this can be achieved, it would be a major

accomplishment of the LHC, and a further demonstration that the enormous luminosity

and broad bandwidth of accessible energies there provides unique opportunities, even for

relatively low-mass physics with subtle kinematics.

Our chapter is organized as follows. The next section outlines our proposed analysis

strategy and presents our estimated signal sensitivities. Section 3.3 discusses the results

and possible extensions. More details of the generation of our event samples are presented

in Appendix D.

3.2 Proposed analysis and predicted coverage

Our proposed analysis requires only a few ingredients:

• A veto on isolated leptons.

• A high multiplicity of jets and at least two b-tags.

• An energetic “ISR-jet” candidate.
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• Coarsely-reconstructed top-candidates whose masses are not significantly above mt.

• A strong anticorrelation of ISR-jet and ~6ET directions.

• A “significant” amount of missing energy, E/T /
√
HT , localized near a value set by the

ISR-jet pT cut and mχ̃/mt̃.

In more detail, our full reconstruction and selection, applied to 13 TeV simulated data

(Appendix D), proceeds as follows.

Reconstructed electrons (muons) are first selected starting from truth leptons with pT,` >

10 GeV and |η`| < 2.5, and flat identification efficiency of 0.90 (0.95). (The precise choices

for the ID efficiencies are not crucial.) Electrons are then isolated by first computing∑
i |pT,i|∆R<0.2 (where the sum is over all other particles within ∆R < 0.2 of the electron)

and requiring ∑
i |pT,i|∆R<0.2

pT,`
< 0.1 . (3.2.1)

Electrons that fail this isolation criterion, as well as all other unidentifiable leptons, are

returned to the particle list as “hadrons” to be used in jet clustering. Additionally, there

must be no jets (defined below) within 0.4 of either an electron or muon. Otherwise, the

lepton is vector-summed into the closest jet.1 Events that contain any surviving isolated

leptons are then discarded. This lepton veto significantly reduces important backgrounds

where the E/T arises from a W boson decay, especially l+jets tt events and leptonic W+jets.

More aggressive approaches than ours are also possible, using τ anti-tagging and/or vetoes

on more loosely-identified leptons. Ultimately, we find that our backgrounds containing W s

are moderately dominated by τντ .

Jets are clustered from all truth hadrons, photons, and unidentified leptons (including

electrons that fail the initial isolation step). The anti-kT algorithm [171] in FastJet [172]

is applied with R = 0.4, an initial pT threshold of 15 GeV, and |η| < 5.0. Jets from this

stage are used for the lepton isolation above. Individual jet energies are then smeared

with gaussians according to the expectation for the Run 2 & 3 conditions of ≈ 50

1While these steps do not explicitly fold in pileup, significant drops in lepton reconstruction and isolation
efficiencies in the coming LHC runs are unlikely, especially given the availability of isolation methods that
are more tracker-based. It is also important to note that, because of the high recoil pT cut demanded below,
leptons in the dominant backgrounds tend to be quite energetic.
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simultaneous pileup events, as projected in the Snowmass 2013 simulation note [173]:

σ(pT )/pT = (8.2 GeV)/pT ⊕ (0.55 GeV1/2)/
√
pT ⊕ 0.02.2 Subsequently, an event must

have at least seven reconstructed jets with smeared pT above 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8, highly

favoring the all-hadronic t̃t̃∗+jet signal topology and further reducing backgrounds.3

Jets with |η| < 2.5 are b-tagged according to an assumed working point with an efficiency

of 0.70 (0.10) for truth b-jets (c-jets). Jets are first truth flavor-tagged by looking for the

heaviest overlapping b- or c-hadron in the event record, and then assigned a reconstruction-

level identity (b-jet or light-flavor jet) based on the above efficiencies. Mistags of light-flavor

jets are not incorporated, nor are backgrounds with less than two heavy-flavor partons

in the hard event (see Appendix D). Light-flavor mistags are of subleading importance

for both the stop signal and top backgrounds. For W/Z+jets and especially multijets, a

complete analysis with light-flavor mistags requires extensive simulation, which we have

not undertaken. However, we do not expect this omission to have significant impact on the

validity of our background estimates. As a specific corroborating example, we refer to the

detailed background composition of the Higgs search (W/Z)H → (W/Z)(bb) [176], in which

the W/Z+jets backgrounds are dominated by events with two truth b-jets.4

Modeling of the E/T vector is potentially a delicate issue for the low-mass region of this

analysis. We employ a nominal model based on ~6HT ≡ −
∑

j ~pT (j). This model implicitly

incorporates the effects of pileup via the jet energy smearing, and preserves some of the

correlations between the E/T vector and over/under-measured jets. However, it does not

account for additional refinements that could come from adding in activity that is not

clustered into jets. To provide an approximate indication of how our E/T modeling affects

our results, we also include some comparisons against truth-E/T , denoted ~6E
truth

T . For both

definitions, ~6ET is not allowed to point along the ~pT of any of the leading three jets, with a

2As of this writing, the most recent version (v1) contains a shifted-decimal typo for the noise coefficient
in the written formula.

3We do not model “pileup jets” consisting mostly of diffuse pileup particles, of which O(2) per event are
expected [174] given our pT threshold and before dedicated pileup-jet rejection. We anticipate that these
will be rejected with reasonable enough efficiency (see, e.g., [175]) so as not to have a major impact on our
analysis, though higher thresholds on the individual jet pT s would also be an option if necessary.

4To give some rough sense of accounting, the “penalty” for QCD to produce a pair of hard, well-separated
heavy quarks from a gluon splitting is O(αs/π), which is overall percent-scale. This easily beats the chances
of a double-mistag of truth light-flavor jets, which is O(10−4). For single-mistag events containing one b-
quark at the hard event level, the O(10−2) mistag would need to be combined with the very small b PDFs.
(Practically such events are paying both αs/π and the mistag rate.)
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Baseline Cuts

lepton veto no isolated ID’ed leptons with pT (l) > 10 GeV, |η(l)| < 2.5

jets pT (j) > 20 GeV, |η(j)| < 2.8; N(j) >= 7, N(b-tag) >= 2

ISR-jet pT (ISR-jet)> 550 GeV

jet/E/T overlap |∆φ(j1,2,3, E/T )| > 0.55

6HT /
√
HT 6HT /

√
HT > 3 GeV1/2 (including 6Etruth

T analysis)

Additional Cuts

tops m(top-candidates)< 250 GeV

ISR-jet/E/T anti-alignment |∆φ(ISR-jet,E/T )| > 2.95

E/T /
√
HT window S/

√
S +B optimized

Table 3.1: Summary of reconstruction cuts.

requirement |∆φ| > 0.55. In practice, such a cut is used experimentally to avoid fake E/T

from under-measured jets, as well as real E/T from heavy flavor decays inside of jets. Within

our own multijets samples, the cut is still somewhat advantageous when using 6HT . The

advantage with 6Etruth
T is minor, but we continue to apply the cut to maintain consistency

and a higher degree of realism.

Identification of the ISR jet exploits the kinematics of top decay in a simple way. For a

b-quark produced in a hadronic top decay, adding in either of the quarks produced in the

sister W ’s decay will produce a subsystem with a mass less than mt, and more specifically

less than
√
m2
t −m2

W ' 153 GeV at leading-order with narrow W . These inequalities

continue to hold even when the top is below its mass-shell, as the kinematic boundary only

becomes lower. The leading two b-jets in the event are taken to be the b-quark candidates.

A list of remaining jets in the event is formed which satisfy m(b + j) > 200 GeV for both

b-quark candidates. The highest-pT jet from this list is then the ISR candidate. Only events

with pT (ISR-jet)> 550 GeV are kept in our analysis. (For an indication of how the signal

rate changes with the recoil pT threshold, see [170].)

Individual top quarks are reconstructed using a procedure borrowed from [142]. Ex-

cluding the two leading b-jets and the ISR-jet candidate, the two closest jets in the η-φ

plane are added to form a “W boson.” This in turn is added to the closest b-jet to form a

“top quark.” The procedure is then repeated amongst the remaining jets and b-jet. In the
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Figure 3.1: Kinematic distributions of stacked backgrounds and some example signal points for the nominal
6HT -based analysis, with cumulative cuts. The baseline cuts include the lepton veto, jet counting, ISR-jet
pT cut, jet/E/T overlap removal, and a cut 6HT /

√
HT > 3 GeV1/2 used to define the simulation samples.

absence of smearings and combinatoric confusions, both top-candidates constructed in this

manner would satisfy m ' mt if on-shell, and m < mt if off-shell. We make a somewhat

looser demand of m < 250 GeV. The main purpose of this cut is to reduce multijet and

W/Z+jet backgrounds, which tend to reconstruct higher masses with a very broad tail.

Finally, we employ the relation in Eq. 3.1.2, which, as per [170], we decompose into angle

and magnitude. For the angular component, a strong anticorrelation between the ISR-jet

and E/T directions is demanded: |∆φ(ISR-jet,E/T )| > 2.95. For the magnitude, we expect

that the signal E/T will be approximately equal to pT (ISR-jet)×(mχ̃/mt̃). Because of the

interplay of the hard pT (ISR-jet) cut and the rapidly-falling production pT distributions,
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of E/T -significance for stacked backgrounds and some example signal points, for
the nominal 6HT -based analysis (left) and the reference 6Etruth

T -based analysis (right). All other cuts have
been applied.

multijet top W/Z+jets top+W/Z (mt̃,mχ̃)

(275, 102)

baseline cuts 2859 1498 55 46 226

+ m(first top) < 250 GeV 910 1021 19 30 192

+ m(second top) < 250 GeV 151 425 4 12 101

+ |∆φ(ISR-jet,E/T )| > 2.95 32 53 1 2 58

+ 6HT /
√
HT ∈ [4.4, 10.6] GeV1/2 13 29 < 1 1 57

Table 3.2: Cut flow for the nominal 6HT -based analysis, normalized to 300 fb−1 luminosity, with an example
compressed signal point and its optimized 6HT /

√
HT window.

the signal will appear as a localized bump in E/T . Raw E/T can serve as an adequate

discriminating variable here, as can other standard E/T -sensitive variables such as the ratio

E/T /HT or the “significance” ratio E/T /
√
HT . We find the last option to be slightly more

effective than the others at separating signal from background (at the 10% level in S/B),

and choose this for our analysis.

Table 3.1 summarizes the complete set of cuts. Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 show distributions

of several of the discriminating variables for backgrounds and some example signal points,

illustrating the cumulative purification of the signal. Table 3.2 shows the integrated event

counts. Note that, to maintain efficient Monte Carlo generation, a cut of 6HT /
√
HT >

3 GeV1/2 has been applied to define a baseline reconstructed sample. (This 6HT -based cut
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below, where the decay kinematics transitions to four-body. (We also do not indicate existing exclusions in
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Figure 3.4: Luminosity required for exclusion sensitivity along the top compression line for both our
nominal 6HT -based analysis (solid) and our reference 6Etruth

T -based analysis (dashed), assuming 13 TeV and
Run 2 & 3 pileup and detector conditions. (Projections beyond 300 fb−1 are naive extrapolations, not using
HL-LHC conditions.)

is also applied in the 6Etruth
T -based analysis.)

The analysis thus defined, we scan through the model space of the stop-neutralino mass

plane, with finer-grained steps near the top compression line (of order the top quark width).

The final E/T /
√
HT window is optimized per sample to maximize the naive statistical signifi-
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cance S/
√
S +B. We define exclusion threshold as S/

√
S +B = 2, and discovery threshold

as S/
√
B = 5. Fig. 3.3 shows our nominal exclusion and discovery contours for 300 fb−1,

indicating a near complete closure of the current compression line gap. Fig. 3.4 shows the

luminosity required to achieve exclusion-level sensitivity along the compression line. While

our simulations are done under Run 2 & 3 conditions, we have also naively extrapolated as

far as the HL-LHC luminosity of 3 ab−1. We include as well in Fig. 3.5 a scan of the signal

and background rates at 300 fb−1 along the top compression line. This indicates S/B ∼ 1
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over most of the range that we study, suggesting good resilience to systematic errors, which

we have not attempted to estimate. Finally, in Fig. 3.6 we provide a closer view of the

exclusion sensitivity near the stealth point, via a series of scans over mt̃ at fixed neutralino

masses.

3.3 Discussion and Outlook of this chapter

Fig. 3.3 suggests that our proposed search strategy can access stops along the top com-

pression line beyond 400 GeV at discovery-level significance, and perhaps up to 550 GeV

at exclusion-level significance, over the current phase of LHC running. These numbers

already start to approach what was done for non-compressed stops at Run 1. However,

unlike those searches, for us the sensitivity is maximized on the top compression line. This

complementarity is made possible by focusing on the unique kinematic configurations that

start to open up at Run 2. It is rather remarkable that the persistent sensitivity gap at the

top compression line, which has become a modern benchmark of difficulty in new physics

searches, can be covered so quickly and so broadly. Fig 3.4 indicates that the gap will start

to close already with a data set comparable in size to Run 1, which should be achievable

before the end of 2016.

On the low side, our search very closely surrounds the stealth point (mt̃,mχ̃) = (mt, 0),

as indicated in detail in Fig. 3.6. In fact, we have found that the exclusion-level contour

there depends only moderately on whether we use 6HT or 6Etruth
T , though Fig. 3.5 illustrates

that this choice does strongly affect the S/B there. We emphasize the caveat that we have

not folded in systematic errors. Ultimately, the major question is how well the multijet

background can be controlled and modeled. Given this uncertainty, it is difficult for us

to make very concrete statements near the stealth point. But following the discussion in

the introduction, it seems highly likely that multiple search strategies will come into play.

Even the present state-of-the art searches based on tt cross section and spin correlation

measurements [138, 141] already overlap with our projections, completing the coverage at

exclusion-level.

Our search is also very effective at covering large portions of the three-body region.
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While our simulated model points do not extend below the W compression line at mt̃ '

mχ̃ +mb +mW , and into the four-body region, it seems quite likely that we even continue

to have some coverage there. This leaves open the possibility of linking up with monojet

and other searches in that region. (See as well [165] for a recast of a soft dilepton search at

7 TeV that already makes some surprising inroads there.) An approach that requires fewer

jets and looser hadronic top reconstructions would also likely be fruitful, a possibility that

we save for future work.

More generally, we have only very coarsely optimized our analysis, first by fixing most

of our selection criteria by-eye on a small subset of model points, and then by selectively

scanning over only our final E/T /
√
HT window. With the principle proven, a more carefully

optimized suite of cuts would certainly achieve better results, especially for the stealthier

model points. Breaking the search into more analysis regions, e.g. binned over pT (ISR-jet)

(or fit over multiple variables), could also be beneficial.

An obvious further extension of the analysis includes HL-LHC, with up to 3 ab−1 of

luminosity. The very high pileup would likely be a major concern there, as the rate of

fake jets rises significantly, and the resolution on E/T further degrades. Certainly, pushing

further into the stealth region will be difficult, although the much higher event rates may

allow for more highly-crafted cuts. On the high-mass side, if we naively extrapolate up our

300 fb−1 analysis as per Fig. 3.4, we find discovery (exclusion) reach extending to about

800 GeV. Along similar lines, projections for a 100 TeV proton collider are also interesting

to pursue. However, as we ultimately scan up to mt̃ � mt, we effectively return to the

fully compressed situation mχ̃ ' mt̃. All of the compression lines may then practically

blur together using more standard “monojet”+E/T style searches, perhaps supplemented by

the additional “soft” activity from the t(∗) decays. Such an analysis has been carried out

in [177], finding sensitivity to compressed stops up to multiple TeV using the dilepton chan-

nel.5 Finally, all of our results readily generalize to those classes of fermionic top-partner

models that exhibit either a conserved or approximately-conserved parity, and contain a

5If we naively scale the energies and cross sections from the existing monojet+E/T searches for fully
compressed stops [140, 153] from an 8 TeV machine to a 100 TeV machine (without running the PDFs), we
would expect an exclusion of (260 GeV) × (100/8) ' 3 TeV after accumulating a luminosity of 20 fb−1 ×
(100/8)2 ' 3 ab−1. Suggestively, this coarse estimate is very close to that of [177] on the top compression
line.
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neutral “LSP” boson which plays a role kinematically identical to χ̃0 [178]. The only major

difference relative to stops, from the perspective of our analysis, is their approximately six

times larger cross section at a given mass, yielding commensurately stronger sensitivity.

In conclusion, natural supersymmetry poses some interesting phenomenological chal-

lenges, as evidenced by the enduring gaps in coverage of one its simplest incarnations: an

NLSP stop and LSP neutralino. While limits continue to push upward in mass in the

favorable parameter regions that readily provide lots of E/T , we have seen here that an

appropriately constructed analysis at the upgraded LHC, along the lines suggested in [170],

can qualitatively extend sensitivity to this model into the more difficult compressed regions

at lower masses. Combined, these approaches will leave very little “natural” parameter

space unexplored. With its next major phase in progress, the LHC appears poised to pro-

vide us with a much more comprehensive perspective on the possible role of supersymmetric

top quarks in Nature.

Note added: While this chapter was nearing completion, [179] appeared, which has

significant overlap with our results. Their proposed RM variable (a very close variant of

what was originally proposed in [170]) is highly correlated with the E/T /
√
HT variable that

we use here, and in general with any variable proportional to E/T in the presence of a hard

ISR-jet pT cut. There are a number of other differences in our analysis strategy, which lead

to a higher S/B with comparable formal statistical significance, and somewhat different

sensitivity contours. (E.g., near the specific mass point mt̃ = mχ +mt ' 350 GeV, we find

S/B ' 2, versus the S/B ' 1 found in [179].) We also pay additional attention to the

approach to the stealth region and the possible role of E/T resolution. However, we do not

make a dedicated study around the W compression line.
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General context of this chapter

In this chapter, we derive the latest constraints on various simplified models of natural SUSY

with light higgsinos, stops and gluinos, using a detailed and comprehensive reinterpretation

of the 13 TeV ATLAS and CMS searches with the first ∼ 15 fb−1 of data. We discuss

the implications of these constraints for fine-tuning of the electroweak scale. While the

most “vanilla” version of SUSY (the MSSM with R-parity and flavor-degenerate sfermions)

with 10% fine-tuning is ruled out by the current constraints, models with decoupled valence

squarks or reduced missing energy can still be fully natural. However, in all of these models,

the mediation scale must be extremely low (< 100 TeV). We conclude by considering the

prospects for the high-luminosity LHC era, where we expect the current limits on particle

masses to improve by up to ∼ 1 TeV, and discuss further model-building directions for

natural SUSY that are motivated by this work.
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4.1 Introduction and Summary

Recently, at the ICHEP 2016 Conference [180], the ATLAS and CMS collaborations pre-

sented the results of the search for new physics using the first ∼ 15 fb−1 at 13 TeV [181,

182]. This represents a significant milestone for the LHC: with this dataset the sensitivity

to new physics at the energy frontier begins to truly surpass that achieved at Run I. Now

is therefore the perfect time to assess the implications of these results for well-motivated

models of new physics such as supersymmetry (SUSY).

Weak-scale SUSY has long occupied a central place in the theoretical expectations for the

LHC, as the addition of superpartners to the Standard Model (SM) particles at or near the

scale of electroweak symmetry breaking stabilizes the Higgs mass and solves the hierarchy

problem (for a review and original references, see e.g. [14]). Given that the superpartners

must be heavier than their Standard Model counterparts, the supersymmetric cancellation

of loops protecting the Higgs mass cannot be perfect. The heavier the superpartners, the

more finely tuned the original bare mass must be against the loop contributions. If we

require the theory be fully “natural” – that the level of fine-tuning be less than some fixed

amount, taken in this work to be the arbitrary threshold of 10% – then an upper limit can

be derived on the mass of the Standard Model SUSY partners [48]. For a recent review on

naturalness in SUSY with many original references, see e.g. [183].

While specific realizations of SUSY can have a wide variety of predictions for the spec-

trum of the superpartner masses, basic requirements of naturalness which hold in a wide

class of models include a light higgsino (which directly sets the Higgs mass squared param-

eter at tree-level), relatively light stop squarks (as the top has an O(1) Yukawa, leading to

large one-loop-corrections to the Higgs), and a relatively light gluino (which corrects the

mass of the stop itself, yielding a two-loop correction to the Higgs) [184, 185].

As the higgsino is color-neutral, it is difficult to produce directly and detect at the LHC.

However, if the gluino and stop are relatively light as required by naturalness, they will be

copiously produced at the LHC. As they cascade decay down to the light higgsinos, they

will typically yield at least one or more of the following signatures [186]:

• Significant missing transverse momentum (MET)
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• Top quarks

• High object multiplicity

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the parameter space of natural SUSY

that is still allowed by the latest LHC searches. So far, no search has turned up definitive

evidence for new physics, and the null results are phrased in terms of limits on a small set of

“simplified models”. In order to carry these limits over to more general scenarios, e.g. those

motivated by natural SUSY, a detailed reinterpretation (“recasting”) of the LHC searches

is required. In this work, we have performed a comprehensive recasting of the 13 TeV post-

ICHEP analyses which are most relevant for natural SUSY (i.e. target the signatures listed

above), see Table 4.1 for a complete list. (Previous work that reinterpreted recent 13 TeV

LHC results includes [187, 188].) For more details and the validation of our simulations by

comparison with the official ATLAS and CMS limits, see Section 4.2 and Appendix E.

Using the recasted searches, we will explore the parameter space of natural SUSY, using

a carefully chosen set of representative simplified models. Our philosophy here will be

similar to that of [186]: we work purely bottom up, motivated to find the most conservative

limits on gluinos, stops and higgsinos. In all the models we consider, the lightest MSSM

sparticle is the higgsino, with µ ≤ 300 GeV as suggested by naturalness. However, apart

from this assumption, we allow ourselves a great deal freedom in the simplified models.1

First, as an essential baseline model, we will consider “vanilla SUSY” – the minimal

supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) with R-parity conservation and flavor-degenerate

sfermions. Next we will examine simplified models of natural SUSY that alleviate the

latest LHC constraints by either reducing the signal cross section or by reducing the signal

acceptance. We will consider the “effective SUSY” scenario [184, 185] where the 1st/2nd

generation squarks are decoupled. Decoupling the valence squarks in particular reduces the

total SUSY cross section by factors of O(10) or more in the region of the mass plane near

the current LHC limits. We also consider two scenarios that trade MET for jets: baryonic

1Since this chapter is focused on the implications of the latest LHC direct searches for natural SUSY,
we will not require our simplified models to raise the Higgs mass to 125 GeV, instead remaining agnostic as
to the source of this mass. As is well understood, if the SUSY Higgs mass corrections arise only from the
MSSM stop squark loop, the level of tuning is at the few percent level or worse (see e.g. [189] for a recent
detailed discussion and references).
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R-parity violating (RPV) decays of the higgsino (see e.g. [190] for a review and original

references); and a hidden-valley (HV) [191, 192] scenario inspired by Stealth SUSY [193,

194]. By trading MET for jets, the signal becomes more difficult to distinguish from QCD,

thereby significantly degrading the acceptance.

By examining the LHC limits on these simplified models, we will attempt to draw more

general conclusions on viable directions for SUSY models post-ICHEP. For each simplified

model, we will overlay the current LHC limits in the gluino/stop mass plane together with

the ∆ ≤ 10 natural regions, for different choices of the higgsino mass µ and the messenger

scale Λ. Here ∆ is derived from the Barbieri-Giudice fine-tuning measure [48] with respect

to a soft SUSY-breaking parameter M , reformulated in terms of mh instead of mZ [195] in

order to better take into account the effect of radiative corrections to the Higgs quartic:

∆M2 =
∂ logm2

h

∂ logM2
(4.1.1)

When multiple sources of tuning are present, we take the maximum tuning as our measure,

∆ = max{Mi}∆M2
i
.

For the calculation of ∆M2 , it has been conventional in much of the literature to work

in the leading-log (LL) approximation (see however [189, 196, 197] for notable exceptions).

There the quadratic sensitivity of the Higgs mass-squared parameter to the higgsino, stop

and gluino soft masses arises at tree level, one-loop and two-loops respectively:

• Higgsinos:

δm2
H = µ2 (4.1.2)

• Stops:

δm2
H ∼ −

3

8π2
y2
tm

2
stop log

Λ

Q
(4.1.3)

• Gluinos:

δm2
H ∼ −

g2
3y

2
t

4π4
|M3|2

(
log

Λ

Q

)2

(4.1.4)

Here Λ is the messenger scale of SUSY breaking, and Q is the IR scale, conventionally taken

to be 1 TeV in many works (see e.g. [189, 198]). Aside from the naturalness bounds this

yields on the higgsino, stop and gluino masses, these LL formulas also demonstrate that the
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tuning is worsened as the messenger scale is raised. Natural SUSY theories greatly prefer

lower values of Λ.

In this work, we go beyond the leading-log approximation and include a number of

important higher-order effects, including the full two-loop RGEs, one and two-loop threshold

corrections to stop and gluino masses and threshold corrections to the Higgs potential. A

detailed description of these effects (and original references) will appear in a companion

paper [49]. Here we will summarize the main idea: we translate the tuning bounds on the

UV mass parameters M2 which enter into the Barbieri-Giudice measure into upper limits

on pole masses at the IR scale. The physical pole masses are what the LHC sets limits on.

Surprisingly, the full set of differences between UV and IR parameters in tuning calculations

has largely been neglected in the literature so far, but we find that they have several crucial

consequences.

First, they are numerically important and they can raise the tuning bounds on sparti-

cles by O(1) factors. Second, including these higher-order corrections makes ∆M2
3

(∆m2
Q3

)

dependent on the stop (gluino) mass. Large gluino masses significantly raise the stop IR

mass through the RG, while large stop masses contribute non-negligible threshold correc-

tions to the gluino pole mass. Therefore in a natural spectrum, the stop and gluino mass

are actually correlated: a heavy stop implies a heavy gluino, and vice versa. Perhaps it is

counterintuitive, but the fact that we have seen neither the stop nor the gluino may be more

consistent with natural SUSY than the discovery of one and not the other. In any event,

this means that the ∆ ≤ 10 natural region is not simply a rectangle in the gluino/stop

mass plane, but instead turns out to be wedge-shaped. Finally, the higher-order corrections

include effects from the 1st/2nd generations that become very important in effective SUSY

scenarios. At one-loop, heavy 1st/2nd generation squarks appreciably lift the gluino pole

mass, which helps to relax the tuning bound on the gluino. At two-loops, the RGEs drive

the stop mass lower in the IR, which can strengthen the tuning bound on the stops. See

[49] for more details.

We will see that vanilla SUSY is strongly constrained by the current searches and cannot

be natural at the 10% level for any choice of the messenger scale – this was true already

after Run I. With either Effective SUSY or models that trade MET for jets, the LHC limits
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are greatly reduced, but still eliminate most of the parameter space with ∆ ≤ 10, except

at the very lowest messenger scales Λ . 20 TeV. Finally, we consider the combination of

Effective SUSY with RPV, and show that significant natural parameter space still remains

at Λ . 100 TeV. As many of models put forward as alternative solutions to the Hierarchy

Problem start with at least 10% tuning [199–201], the continued survival of natural SUSY

serves as a reminder that – despite the lack of discovery – supersymmetry remains one of

the least tuned solutions for physics beyond the Standard Model.2

Throughout this work, we will neglect the role of the gravitino, and in particular the

possibility that the higgsino LSP decays to it within the detector. This is compatible with

the low mediation scale Λ . 100 TeV provided that the effective SUSY breaking felt by

the messengers was much smaller than the ultimate SUSY-breaking scale
√
F in the hidden

sector. (This is the parameter called k in [202].) An assumption along these lines is also

necessary to make the baryonic RPV scenario compatible with the low messenger scale;

otherwise with very light gravitinos, new proton decay channels such as p→ ψ3/2K
+ arise,

and proton stability bounds (λ′′ijk < (10−6−10−15)(m3/2/1 eV), depending on flavor indices

[203]) would preclude the possibility of hiding SUSY by trading MET for RPV jets.

We conclude by showing rough estimates of the LHC reach for sparticles through

300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1, using an extrapolation based on the method of [204]. As will be

seen, we are situated at approximately the middle of the rapid rise in the superpartner

reach due to the increased LHC energy; after reaching approximately 50 fb−1 of data (ten-

tatively expected for Moriond 2017), the LHC will have spent most of its energy boost and

additional coverage will be slower and more incremental. Overall, we expect the asymptotic

improvement in the LHC reach to be an across-the-board increase of ∼ 900− 1200 GeV to

the current limits, largely independent of the SUSY particle mass. These projections imply

2We note that there have been papers in the literature, even during Run I, that have claimed SUSY is
at least percent-level tuned in all circumstances. Obviously, given the content of this chapter, we believe
these claims were premature. A clear point of reference is with the work of [197]: although we consider a
rather similar set of simplified models, we come to completely different conclusions about the tuning. A
more in-depth comparison reveals the sources of the discrepancy. Aside from using a different measure of
fine-tuning (summing in quadrature and multiplying tunings, vs. taking the max of the EW tuning), the
main difference is that in [197], broad conclusions about fine-tuning in SUSY were drawn based on the
consideration of a small, limited set of more UV-complete models whose messenger scales never go below
Λ = 300 TeV. Whereas in this chapter, we consider a broad range of messenger scales down to Λ = 20 TeV,
with no attempt at model building. Since we find that only models with Λ < 100 TeV can be better than
10% fine-tuned after ICHEP, there is in fact no contradiction with the work of [197].
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that the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) can exclude or discover all models of fully-natural

SUSY that we consider in this work.

These extrapolations assume no qualitatively new analysis techniques will be developed,

so there could be room for even greater future improvement. In particular, the recasted

limits we have derived on some of our simplified models come from searches that were

generally not designed with the phenomenology of the natural SUSY in mind. Perhaps by

targeting natural SUSY (and specifically the simplified models considered here), ATLAS

and CMS could significantly improve their sensitivity. For example, the RPV and multi-jet

searches [205–210] are generally optimized for gluino pair production, but we find them to

be also relevant for constraining stop pair production. Since the latter involves a different

set of physics objects and object multiplicity, with a greatly reduced cross section, perhaps a

re-optimization would better maximize S/
√
B and further extend the reach in this case. For

these reasons, we encourage the LHC collaborations to adopt some or all of our simplified

models for natural SUSY, for the purpose of optimizing searches and setting official limits.3

The question of naturalness is one of the prime motivations for new physics at the LHC,

and as such it is too important to be left solely to amateurs such as ourselves!

Our work suggests many future directions that will be interesting and important to

explore. On the collider phenomenology side, given the ability of the LHC searches to

powerfully constrain conventional natural SUSY models, as demonstrated here, it will be

important to examine models with more exotic final states (see [211] for a recent brief

review). Possibilities may include displaced decays (for the signatures we study, these were

already well constrained by 8 TeV data [212, 213], while displaced leptons are less tested

[214]); and collimated particles that fail isolation such as “dirty leptons” [215, 216] and

“lepton jets” [217–219]. Also, we have ignored tau leptons in this work, assuming that they

will be at least as stringently constrained by either jets+MET or lepton-based searches. It

might be worthwhile to test this assumption more rigorously, e.g. in the case of displaced

taus where there are important gaps in coverage [214].

On the model building side, there are several, well-known extensions of the MSSM

3In our work we have conservatively adopted a 50% “theory uncertainty” on our recasting efficiencies,
based on our validations against official limit plots. If ATLAS and CMS made official limits on our simplified
models, that alone might “improve” the limits derived in this work by up to 50% in the effective cross section.
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(e.g. Dirac gauginos) which provide loopholes to the tuning bounds. These are not consid-

ered here, but they are increasingly well-motivated. We will discuss them further in Section

4.5. Even within the more conventional context of natural SUSY with light higgsinos, stops

and gluinos, there are many interesting model building directions to pursue. As discussed

above, we will show that ∆ ≤ 10 requires a very low messenger scale (Λ . 100 TeV), and

this is an important constraint of future models of natural SUSY. This is especially true

for models of Effective SUSY, since these constructions generally tie SUSY breaking to the

generation of flavor in the SM. This would mean that flavor must also be generated at

an extremely low scale, and it is not at all obvious that this is viable. Some examples of

previous attempts include Refs. [220–224]. Also, we find that adding a HV/Stealth sector

to the MSSM can trade MET for jets and greatly reduce the bounds. It is interesting to

speculate whether this additional sector could be used for anything else, such as dark matter

or raising the Higgs mass. More generally, obtaining a 125 GeV Higgs is a major issue for

natural SUSY and requires going beyond the MSSM, and it is interesting to think about

whether extensions of the MSSM which succeed in raising the Higgs mass could also help

to hide SUSY at the LHC.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe our methodology for

reinterpreting LHC searches (with additional information provided in Appendix E). The

models of natural SUSY we consider are described in Section 4.3, and the resulting experi-

mental limits on these models in Section 4.4. We conclude in Section 4.5 with projections

for the future reach of the LHC and model-building directions suggested by the existing

constraints.

4.2 Recasted searches and methodology

In the following sections, we will consider the status of natural SUSY after the most recent

results from the 13 TeV LHC, as mostly reported in the ICHEP 2016 conference [180]. These

results, using 12− 18 fb−1 of data from CMS and ATLAS, greatly extend the experimental

reach of the LHC for gluinos and squarks. We concentrate on the searches listed in Table

4.1, each of which has many signal regions (SRs) that target specific mass spectra and
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Search Data (fb−1) Reference

ATLAS 2-6 jets + MET 13.3 ATLAS-CONF-2016-078 [205]

ATLAS 8-10 jets + MET 18.2 ATLAS-CONF-2016-095 [206]

ATLAS b-jets+MET 14.8 ATLAS-CONF-2016-052 [207]

CMS jets + MET (Hmiss
T ) 12.9 CMS-PAS-SUS-16-014 [228]

ATLAS SSL/3L 13.2 ATLAS-CONF-2016-037 [208]

ATLAS 1L+jets+MET 14.8 ATLAS-CONF-2016-054 [229]

ATLAS multi-jets (RPV) 14.8 ATLAS-CONF-2016-057 [209]

ATLAS lepton+many jets 14.8 ATLAS-CONF-2016-094 [210]

Table 4.1: Searches most important to our study. All use the 13 TeV LHC data.

supersymmetric production modes.4

As in [186], we did not recast searches with photons or two or more opposite-sign leptons,

under the assumption that any natural SUSY scenario yielding these signatures would be

even more constrained than the simplified models we have considered here.

As can be seen from Table 4.1, we primarily use ATLAS searches. In most cases, the

CMS searches have so many signal regions (100+) that they are difficult to reinterpret. A

proper approach would require sophisticated statistical methods combining multiple exclu-

sive bins, using information (the correlation matrix of errors) that is not publicly available.

In contrast, the ATLAS searches explicitly provide 95% CL limits on number of events due

to new physics for each signal region, and generally have far fewer, coarser bins, allowing us

to simply use the most sensitive SR to set a conservative (but reasonably accurate) limit.

One important case where CMS did include aggregate signal region information is the

jets+MET search with Hmiss
T [228], which we find to be very powerful. The CMS jets+MET

search has b-tagged categories, low-MET and high-MET categories, few jet and many jet

categories. As a result, it is equivalent to the union of several different ATLAS jets+MET

4We also considered the ATLAS 7-10 jets+MET search [225] with 3.2/fb and the CMS black hole search
[226] with 2.2/fb. Due to the strong possibility of control-region contamination, the latter necessitated a
conservative reinterpretation along the lines of [186]. Neither search set the strongest limit in any of the
simplified models considered in this chapter, so they are not included here. However, an update of the CMS
BH search to the full ∼ 15 fb−1 dataset (especially if optimized for gluino production as in [227]) would
likely have competitive sensitivity to high-multiplicity, non-MET simplified models such as the RPV-based
scenarios considered here.

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206252/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2212161/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206134/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2205158/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2205745/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206136/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206149/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2211457/
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searches.5

Our simulation methodology is as follows. We generate hard events using MadGraph

5.2.3.3 [232], generating pairs of gluinos, squarks, and antisquarks in all possible combina-

tions. Decay and showering is performed via Pythia 8.219 [109] (with which we imple-

ment the RPV and stealth decays of the higgsino), and we use Delphes 3.3.2 [110] with

an ATLAS-approximating detector geometry for detector simulation. In order to speed up

the event generation, we worked with unmatched samples in most cases.6 The NLO cross

sections for the superparticle production are obtained via Prospino [233–235]. The cut-

flows for the ATLAS and CMS analyses are recasted using Root 5.34 [236], and validated

against the published experimental limits on supersymmetric simplified models.

The details of the simulated analyses, along with the results of these validation checks,

are shown in Appendix E. As seen there, while our simulation technique is largely successful

in matching the experimental results, sometimes there are slight differences due to the

crudeness of our recasting framework. Sources of error could include: the use of Delphes

instead of a complete Geant4 [237] detector simulation; the use of the ATLAS detector

geometry for CMS searches; or the use of the 70% b-tagging efficiency working point for

all searches, while some of the experimental searches use the 77% working point. (This

latter choice significantly increases the c-quark mistagging rate: thus, the use of lower

efficiency working point will not always reduce our limits when compared to the official

searches, especially if the search involves b-vetoes.) Another possible issue is that each of

our validation plots (based on a simplified SUSY model) has limits set by a small number

of signal regions, while our general models might be sensitive to different signal regions,

which are thus never explicitly validated against the experimental efficiencies.

In any event, as can be seen in Appendix E, the addition of a 50% “recasting uncertainty”

(i.e. multiplying or dividing the signal efficiencies by a factor of 1.5) around the baseline

5Other CMS general-purpose searches [230, 231] provide an equivalent reach on simplified models studied
but provide significantly less information. [230] has no aggregate signal regions and does not even provide
observed event counts in the text! [231] does have aggregate signal regions, but adds considerable compu-
tational complexity in calculating the clustered jets used in the MT2 variable, and was beyond the scope of
this work.

6Because of the choice of models studied in this chapter (in particular, given the high number of jets
in the unmatched events), matrix/element/parton-shower matching is usually not necessary: the only case
where including extra jets at the generator level makes a difference in the experimental acceptance is for the
RPV/Stealth models. We refer to Section 4.4.3 for further comments.
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results is sufficient to bring our recast in line with the official limits, in almost every case.

For the models of natural SUSY analyzed below, we will show exclusion limits in which we

have taken the lower end of our recasting uncertainty. That is, we consider a point in the

mass parameter space excluded if it exceeds the observed limit from any of the SRs for each

search in Table 4.1, after we have lowered our efficiencies by a factor of 1.5. We use this

conservative estimate to make sure that we do not falsely exclude parameter space because

of possible inaccuracies in our recasting procedure.

4.3 Overview of simplified models

Here, we will give a brief overview of the various simplified models that we will use in

the next section to illustrate the current status of natural SUSY. Although our simplified

models are based on the MSSM for the most part (the HV/Stealth scenario is one exception),

we expect they are representative of a much broader class of natural SUSY models, and

therefore our qualitative conclusions should be much more general.

In all the models we consider, the lightest supersymmetric particle in the MSSM spec-

trum is the higgsino, which for reasons of naturalness should be lighter than 300 GeV. (We

do not consider alternative models where the higgsino mass arises not from µ but from some

SUSY-breaking operator [238–242]. We will discuss this possibility further in Section 4.5.2.)

At present, the best limits on direct higgsino production are set by LEP, with µ ≥ 95 GeV

for a stable LSP [243, 244] and µ ≥ 103 GeV for RPV decays of the higgsino into udd

quarks [245, 246]. (As discussed in the Introduction, we assume that the gravitino is such

that the higgsino does not decay to it within the detector.) The recent CMS search with

opposite-sign leptons and MET [247] does not yet set limits on direct higgsino production,

but bodes well for the future in finally overtaking LEP limits. We will take two bench-

mark values of the higgsino mass, either µ = 300 GeV (the maximum allowing ∆ = 10) or

µ = 100 GeV (at the LEP limit).

One might wonder if a stop or gluino LSP (possibly NLSP with a gravitino LSP) is

allowed in any part of the parameter space: if the colored partner is (meta-)stable, searches

for R-hadrons [248] set limits at 1.6 and 1 TeV for gluinos and stops, respectively. For a
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colored NLSP with prompt decays to a gravitino LSP, the usual simplified topologies with a

massless neutralino apply (e.g. t̃→ tψ3/2) and both stops and gluinos limits are well above

300 GeV. If the decays violate R-parity, stop and gluino LSPs are excluded by pair-produced

multi-jet resonances, up to 400 GeV [154, 249, 250] and 800 GeV [251, 252], respectively.

Similarly, the presence of additional light neutralinos and charginos (as might be expected

alongside the higgsino LSP) will only add to the decay chains of colored spartners, with

more final states more easily picked up by the searches considered here. Therefore, we do

not believe that we have introduced significant blind spots by assuming a natural higgsino

LSP.

For each choice of µ, we consider the following models:

1. “Vanilla SUSY”: the MSSM with R-parity conservation (RPC) and all three genera-

tions of squarks degenerate.7

2. “Effective SUSY”: The RPC MSSM with all squarks other than the stops and the

left-handed sbottom decoupled from the mass spectrum (see Refs. [184, 185]). For

the light third-generation fields, their (pole) masses are taken to be the same, but our

results will still hold if they are of the same order.

The key advantage this model has over the vanilla MSSM in evading the LHC con-

straints is the much reduced cross section for colored SUSY sparticle production, as

the 1st and 2nd generation squarks are heavy. With a Majorana gluino, the t-channel

gluino-mediated valence-squark cross sections are enormous, assuming the squarks

are kinematically accessible. In Fig. 4.1, we show the ratio of the total colored SUSY

production cross section in the Effective SUSY scenario over the vanilla SUSY case.

In the region of most interest for natural SUSY, when both the gluinos and squarks

masses are ∼ 1 − 2 TeV, the cross section for colored pair production is reduced by

more than a factor of 10. Obviously, this significantly reduces the experimental reach

for these models.

7Note that we set both left- and right-handed squarks at the same scale. A variant of this model would
have right-handed down-type squarks decoupled: this does not affect the fine-tuning (which is affected by
both chiralities of stops, but not by the right-handed sbottom) but reduces the SUSY cross sections by
removing the production of d̃R, s̃R. In this case, the limits on squarks are reduced by about 100 GeV with
respect to the Vanilla SUSY model (shown in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: Ratio of the 13 TeV total cross section for gluino, squark, and antisquark pair production (in
all combinations) in the Effective SUSY model compared to the vanilla SUSY cross section, as a function of
gluino and stop masses.

As we briefly discussed in the Introduction (see [49] for details), decoupled 1st/2nd

generation squarks tighten (loosen) the naturalness bound on the stops (gluino), be-

cause they lower the stop IR masses through the two-loop RGEs (raise the gluino

masses through the one-loop pole mass corrections). In the “Effective SUSY” models

we consider here, we set 1st/2nd generation squarks to what amounts to a “sweet

spot” at 5 TeV: too heavy to be efficiently produced at the LHC, heavy enough to

help with the gluino fine tuning, but light enough that they do not reduce the natural

stop mass range by much.

3. RPV SUSY: The MSSM with baryonic R-parity violation (RPV) in which the lightest

higgsino can itself decay promptly to three quarks (see [190] for a review). By turning

the MET from the higgsino LSP into more jets via RPV decays, the SUSY signal can

be hidden (to some degree) in the larger QCD background. Although there are many

possible flavor combinations for UDD RPV, we will focus on the cds operator as the

one which is relatively safe from precision constraints [190], yet will relax experimental

limits the most. We note that the limits from the will largely carry over to other flavor

combinations as well (except for top quarks).8

8Baryonic RPV scenarios in which the tdidj operator dominates (e.g. motivated by flavor symmetries
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4. HV/Stealth SUSY: an R-parity conserving “hidden valley” (HV) extension of the

MSSM [191, 192] in which the higgsino can further decay into new gauge-singlet

scalar S and its fermionic superpartner S̃:

H̃ → SS̃, S → gg,

The scalar S decays with 100% branching ratio into pairs of gluons, while the fermion

is stable due to RPC. This model trades MET for jets, provided that mS +mS̃ ≈ mH̃

and mS̃ ≈ 0. (We take mS = mH̃ −10 GeV, and mS̃ = 5 GeV.) This simplified model

is also a proxy for a number of different well-motivated scenarios. For instance, it

could also arise from GMSB with higgsino NLSP, H̃ → h+ G̃, with mH̃ ≈ mh [256].

It can also be thought of as a “lite” version of Stealth SUSY [193, 194]; embedding our

particle spectrum into an actual Stealth SUSY construction would provide a natural

explanation of the required mass degeneracy, while presumably not modifying the

limits significantly.

5. Effective SUSY with RPV: a combined Effective-RPV SUSY scenario with first and

second generation squarks decoupled and a higgsino LSP decaying to three jets via

baryonic RPV. Not surprisingly, this scenario is the least constrained by current

searches.

In the models with an unstable higgsino, we assume the conventional cascade decays until

reaching the higgsino LSP: for example, the chargino (nearly-mass degenerate with the

neutral higgsino) decays to the LSP via an off-shell W and is not allowed to decay directly

to jets.

4.4 Results

Finally, we are ready to explore the implications of the latest LHC null results for natural

SUSY. We will use our recasting framework to calculate the limits on the simplified models

described in the previous section, and then overlay the ∆ ≤ 10 “fully natural” region (as

[253–255]) result in top-rich final states which either give large-radius jets or leptons. We have checked this
case is better constrained: the limits are raised by about 200 GeV for both gluinos and squarks/stops.
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determined using the precision calculations in [49]) over these limits to see what range of

natural gluino and stop masses are still allowed. As discussed in the Introduction and

described in detail in [49], the fully-natural ∆ ≤ 10 region is wedge shaped, because the

physical stop mass now depends sensitively on the gluino mass through the RGEs, while the

physical gluino mass depends to a lesser extent on the stop masses through finite thresholds.

For other choices of ∆, the limits on the masses scale approximately as
√

∆. The extent

of these regions depends on the messenger scale Λ, with lower Λ leading to larger allowed

masses, see the LL formulas (4.1.2)-(4.1.4) for the rough, qualitative intuition. In our plots,

we show the tuning wedges for Λ = 20 and 100 TeV.9

Our results from applying the reinterpreted LHC searches to the natural SUSY models,

scanning over gluino and stop masses, are summarized in Fig. 4.2 for vanilla SUSY, Fig. 4.3,

for Effective SUSY, Fig. 4.4 for both RPV SUSY and HV/Stealth SUSY, and Fig. 4.5 for

Effective RPV SUSY. Of the eight available experimental analyses in Table 4.1, we only show

the most constraining for each model, to avoid cluttering the plots. A dashed line indicates

the combined nominal limits that we find in absence of any recasting uncertainty; solid lines

indicate the limits with the aforementioned conservative reduction in signal efficiency by a

factor of 1.5. For reference, we also include the appropriate limit on each model from the

8 TeV data, using the recasting framework developed in Refs. [166, 186, 257].

4.4.1 Vanilla SUSY

In Fig. 4.2 we see that the parameter space for natural vanilla SUSY (i.e. the MSSM with

light higgsinos, gluinos, and flavor-degenerate squarks) with ∆ ≤ 10 is completely excluded

by the LHC results, even for Λ = 20 TeV. In fact, this was basically true even at 8 TeV.

Not surprisingly, the most powerful analyses for constraining this scenario are the general-

purpose jets+MET searches. The combination of the large production cross section of

gluinos and squarks and the large missing momentum carried away by the LSP due to the

short decay chain makes vanilla SUSY a rather easy target for these searches.

9While Λ = 1016 GeV is well-motivated, the ∆ ≤ 10 tuning wedge for this case is so tiny that it would
barely show up in the plots, so we do not bother to show it. In fact, for Λ = 1016 GeV, the ∆ ≤ 100 tuning
region happens to be qualitatively similar to the Λ = 20 TeV, ∆ ≤ 10 region, see [49] for details.
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Figure 4.2: Limits on the “vanilla” SUSY model with mH̃ = µ = 300 GeV as a function of the gluino and
the degenerate squarks masses. The combined limits for µ = 100 GeV are virtually indistinguishable and we
do not show them. All limits are conservative as they already include a factor of 1.5 efficiency reduction to
account for possible recasting errors. The nominal limits without recasting uncertainty are shown in dashed
blue. The gray shaded area was already excluded by 8 TeV searches (using the framework of Refs. [166, 186,
257]). The shaded green regions with dashed lines show the ∆ ≤ 10 naturalness bound on the gluino and
stop masses for Λ = 20 and 100 TeV.

Though not shown in Fig. 4.2, we find the current 13 TeV limits correspond to ∆ = 20

(i.e. 5% tuning) with a low messenger scale, or ∆ = 200 with Λ = 1016 GeV (this is discussed

further in Section 4.4.5). Increasing Λ only reduces the natural region for the gluino and

squark masses, as expected from the LL formulas (4.1.2)-(4.1.4).

Some of the limits exhibit a sharp discontinuity along mg̃ = mq̃, becoming much weaker

below the diagonal. Above the diagonal, where mq̃ > mg̃, the gluino decays dominantly

to Higgsinos via off-shell stops and sbottoms, so the signal is top and bottom rich. Below

the diagonal, where mq̃ < mg̃, the gluino decays to all flavors of squarks with nearly equal

branching ratio. This reduces the jet multiplicity and the number of b-jets on average,

significantly weakening the limits from the searches that require these signatures.

4.4.2 Effective SUSY

We show the limits on the Effective SUSY model (with 1st/2nd generation squarks decou-

pled to 5 TeV) in Fig. 4.3: gluinos below 1.8 TeV are excluded while limits on direct stop
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Figure 4.3: Limits on the Effective SUSY model with µ = 100 GeV (left) and 300 GeV (right) as a function
of the gluino and the stops and left-handed sbottom masses. The masses of the first and second generation
squarks are set to 5 TeV. All other conventions are as in Fig. 4.2.

production are at 900 GeV, significantly raising the previous 8 TeV limits.

Again, we see that the strongest constraints are set by searches targeting large MET,

in this case the ATLAS b’s+MET and the CMS jets+MET searches. While we did not

reinterpret the many dedicated stop searches from ATLAS and CMS for this study, as can

be seen, the general SUSY searches are very powerful, excluding stops nearly up to 1 TeV.

Indeed, from the CMS official summary plot [258], one sees that the general purpose CMS

jets+MET is nearly as effective as the dedicated stop searches in constraining the basic

t̃→ t+χ0
1 simplified model. So we expect that including the dedicated stop searches would

not qualitatively change the conclusions here.

Despite these strong limits, there remains a viable (albeit small) range of natural gluino

and stop masses in Effective SUSY, but only for extremely low values of Λ. While Λ =

20 TeV is not yet ruled out, Λ = 100 TeV is already excluded. Evidently, reducing the

SUSY cross section by a factor of ∼ 10 (see Fig. 4.1) by decoupling the first and second

generation squarks is not enough to completely relax the constraints from the latest round

of searches.
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Figure 4.4: Limits on the RPV (top) and HV/Stealth SUSY (bottom) models with µ = 100 GeV (left)
and 300 GeV (right) as a function of the gluino and the degenerate squarks masses. All other conventions
are as in Fig. 4.2.

4.4.3 RPV and HV/Stealth SUSY

We now turn to SUSY models which trade MET for jets. Obviously, these models are going

to be far less constrained by the standard MET-based searches. However, searches which

target large multiplicities of high-pT jets instead of MET (such as the ATLAS 8-10 jets

search [206] and the ATLAS RPV search [209]), are still very powerful. In these scenarios,

we have included one additional jet at the generator level (and matched the matrix-element

and parton-shower calculations in the MLM scheme [259–261]): for squarks, the hard process
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would have resulted in 8 final partons, and adding an extra parton raises the reach of the

ATLAS RPV and ATLAS 8-10 jets searches by approximately 100 GeV.

In Fig 4.4, top row, we show the limits on RPV SUSY, allowing the higgsino to decay into

a trio of cds quarks (the results would be similar for any ui 6=3djdk operator, in particular,

for final states with b quarks the ATLAS RPV limits would increase, while ATLAS 8-10

jets would stay the same as it does not involve b-tagging). As can be seen, while the

natural masses are excluded for Λ = 100 TeV, a small region of the Λ = 20 TeV gluino

and squark mass range remains unexplored, assuming the higgsino mass is 100 GeV. If

this mass is raised to 300 GeV, the jets resulting from the RPV decay are more effectively

captured by the high-multiplicity searches, and the entire ∆ < 10 space is excluded. With a

lighter higgsino, the quarks in the final states are more collimated and result in significantly

fewer resolved jets, which is more difficult to distinguish from the QCD background. This

important characteristic was discussed at length in [186].

Again, as in the vanilla SUSY case, there is a pronounced shift in the strength of the

limits across the mg̃ = mq̃ diagonal, because the gluino goes from dominantly decaying

to Higgsinos via off-shell stops and sbottoms (above), to decaying to all flavors of squarks

equally (below). Above the diagonal, where the gluino decays to Higgsino are top-rich,

the ATLAS SS dilepton search [208] sets an equally strong limit as the high-multiplicity

searches.10

The same features are also seen in the HV/Stealth SUSY results, bottom row of Fig. 4.4.

As in the RPV case, Λ = 100 TeV is already ruled out for HV/Stealth, and only lower

values of the messenger scale remain viable. The fact that the limits on the RPV and the

HV/Stealth scenarios are so quantitatively similar, despite the scenarios having different

kinematics and different number of jets in the final state, is evidence that the LHC limits

are fairly robust, and that the simplified models we have chosen are representative of a

broader class of scenarios that trade MET for jets.

10This may come as a slight surprise, as the SS dilepton searches were found to be not as effective for
constraining natural SUSY at 8 TeV [186]. The difference is that in the new search, there is a new signal
region (SR1b-GG) that does not require any MET. This further highlights the power and importance of
doing SUSY searches with low or no MET.
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Figure 4.5: Limits on the Effective RPV SUSY model with µ = 100 GeV (left) and 300 GeV (right)
as a function of the gluino and the stops and left-handed sbottom masses. All other conventions are as in
Fig. 4.2.

4.4.4 RPV Effective SUSY

Finally, having seen the (limited) success of both RPV/HV scenarios and Effective SUSY

in evading the LHC bounds on natural SUSY, we consider their combination. In Fig. 4.5,

we show the experimental reach for models of Effective RPV SUSY, where the higgsino is

unstable and only the two stop squarks and the left-handed sbottom are light, while the

remaining sbottom and the first and second generation squarks are decoupled at 5 TeV.

As expected, the limits are the weakest of all the models considered so far, with limits on

gluinos and third-generation squarks respectively at 1.4–1.5 TeV and 600–800 GeV. (As in

the previous subsection, the same limits would apply to any ui 6=3djdk final state.) Even

here, the ∆ ≤ 10 parameter space for a 100 TeV messenger scale is nearly excluded, but

much of the Λ = 20 TeV parameter space remains viable.

4.4.5 Summary of results and further implications

In the previous sections we have excluded a wide range of gluino, squark and stop masses

for a variety of natural SUSY models, and understood the implications for fine-tuning. In

Fig. 4.6, we further apply the calculations of [49] in order to show the minimum amount of

tuning ∆ compatible with a given messenger scale Λ, for each of the natural SUSY models
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Figure 4.6: Minimum amount of tuning ∆ which is experimentally allowed as a function of SUSY breaking
scale Λ.

we consider in this chapter. (Qualitatively, these curves can be understood/extrapolated

from the results shown in the previous subsections, using the LL formulas (4.1.2)-(4.1.4).)

As can be seen, even with our most optimistic scenario (Effective SUSY with RPV decay

of higgsinos), the scale Λ must be less than 100 TeV for ∆ ≤ 10. It should be noted

that other choices of “acceptable” levels of fine-tuning allow higher messenger scales. For

example every scenario we have considered (except perhaps vanilla SUSY) is only tuned at

the percent-level or better, even with messengers at the GUT scale.

Aside from naturalness considerations, the individual recasted limits on each superpart-

ner are noteworthy as they cannot always be obtained from the ATLAS and CMS summary

plots (this is particularly true for the RPV/HV/Stealth cases, where the ATLAS RPV and

8-10 jets searches do not consider squark simplified models). For this reason, in Table 4.2

we summarize the asymptotic limits on each colored superpartner (gluinos and either mass

degenerate squarks or third-generation squarks); these limits are obtained from the plots

above by decoupling either the gluinos or the squarks.11

For the models considered so far, we have restricted ourselves to µ ≤ 300 GeV, due to the

tree-level higgsino contribution to fine-tuning. An obvious question is how the limits scale

11We note that, for mass-degenerate squarks, “decoupling” the gluino in practice means taking mg̃ &
10 TeV, otherwise the gluino t-channel contribution to valence squark production remains non-negligible.
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Model Vanilla SUSY Effective SUSY RPV SUSY Stealth/HV SUSY RPV Effective SUSY

µ [GeV] 100 – 300 100 300 100 300 100 300 100 300

mg̃ [GeV] 1730 1690 1690 1310 1500 1330 1440 1350 1490

mq̃,t̃ [GeV] 1500 975 950 700 810 600 750 550 750

Table 4.2: Observed lower limits on the mass of the gluino mg̃ and squarks mq̃,mt̃ for each model considered
above. The limits are asymptotic in the sense that they refer to the case where all other superpartners
decouple. The vanilla SUSY limits are independent on the higgsino mass for µ < 300 GeV.

with higher higgsino masses. We find that most of the limits do not change significantly

for higgsino masses below ∼ 500 GeV, but above ∼ 500 GeV, the MET-based scenarios

such as vanilla SUSY and effective SUSY start to see some degradation due to compres-

sion, with third generation squarks affected first (near 450 GeV), then degenerate squarks

(above 600 GeV), and finally gluinos (above 800 GeV). On the other hand, for models with

unstable neutralinos, the limits actually increase moderately (by ∼ 100 − 200 GeV) with

higher higgsino masses, as the jets neutralino decays are less boosted. These features are

fully consistent with the neutralino mass dependence of the validation plots shown in the

Appendix.

Before we conclude, a comment is required: in both RPV and HV/Stealth models, it

can be seen that fully hadronic MET-based searches set limits that are competitive with

searches which do not rely on missing energy. A close inspection at individual events reveals

that the source of missing energy is neutrinos in the presence of semi-leptonic W decays (for

example, from top quarks or B mesons), where the concurring lepton is not isolated and

is therefore removed. The resulting events have non-zero missing energy and no isolated

leptons, and are accepted by the all-hadronic searches (in particular, CMS jets and ATLAS

8-10 jets, which have moderate MET requirements). While we have closely mirrored the

overlap removal procedures in the experimental papers, our cruder simulation framework

might be overestimating the reach of these searches. In any case, the more robust limits

from other searches (particularly ATLAS RPV and 1L+multijets) in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 result

in similar exclusions, with differences of at most 50 GeV.
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4.5 Conclusions of this chapter and Future Directions

4.5.1 Projections to 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1

We have found in the previous section that while vanilla SUSY has not been fully natural

already since Run I, many flavors of SUSY beyond vanilla are currently still viable with ∆ ≤

10. Here, we show naive extrapolations of our limits to 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 of integrated

luminosity (assuming either 13 and 14 TeV collisions), corresponding approximately to the

end of the regular LHC operations and the ultimate end of the HL-LHC runs, respectively.

Our methodology is the same as [204] (we thank A. Weiler for some clarifications in

this regard). We assume that the signal cross section is controlled by a single mass scale

m, and that signal efficiencies and background counts remain constant as the integrated

luminosity L and/or center-of-mass (CM) energy
√
s are increased. The latter makes sense,

provided that the mass reach grows in a way that one can always cut harder to keep the

backgrounds low, while preserving the sensitivity to new physics at higher and higher mass

scales. It also assumes that as L and/or
√
s are increased, there are no qualitatively new

obstacles that cannot be overcome with more clever analysis techniques. For example, our

projections ignore the effect of pile-up: while a challenge for the HL-LHC, it should prove

less of a barrier to searches in the mass range above 1 TeV, where SUSY decays typically

result in many high-pT jets and/or large MET.

Using this approach, if the previous limit at CM energy
√
s1 and integrated luminosity

L1 was at m1, the extrapolated limit to CM energy
√
s2 and integrated luminosity L2 can

be obtained by requiring

m−2
1 f(m1/

√
s1)L1 = m−2

2 f(m2/
√
s2)L2 (4.5.1)

where f is the parton luminosity (taken here to be gg for simplicity – the projections for

qq initiated production are actually slightly stronger, but qualitatively similar).

Interestingly, under these assumptions, the ultimate improvement in mass reach, com-

pared to current limits, is nearly a constant shift, m → m + ∆m, across a wide range of

masses (1 TeV . m . 3 TeV). This can be traced back to the fact that, in this range of

x = m/
√
s values, the parton luminosities at the LHC happen to be dropping nearly expo-
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Figure 4.7: Projected improvement ∆M to the experimental 95% CL upper limits on a superpartner
excluded by 12 fb−1 of 13 TeV data, as a function of integrated 13 TeV (left) or 14 TeV data (right). The
black shaded region corresponds to the projected ∆M for an existing limit for a search which currently
excludes a particle between 1 and 3 TeV. Here, the improvements are relatively independent of the limit.
The green line is the projected improvement for limit which currently excluded a 100 GeV particle, the red
line assumes a 200 GeV present limit, and the blue line assumes 500 GeV. The projection technique is as
described in the text and [204]. Note the transition from linear to log scale at 300 fb−1.

nentially, f(x) ∼ e−ax. In Fig. 4.7, we show the increase in mass reach benchmarked against

a limit set with 12 fb−1 of 13 TeV, as a function of integrated luminosity (for both 13 and

14 TeV LHC running). After 300 fb−1 of data is collected at 13 TeV, the rough rule of thumb

is that we expect the limits on both gluinos and stops to improve by ∆M ∼ 500 GeV from

their current levels, with a further improvement to ∆M ∼ 900− 1200 GeV after 3 ab−1 at

14 TeV. For example, taking the current best limits on gluino (1.8 TeV) and stop (900 GeV)

masses, this would correspond to an ultimate reach of ≈ 3 TeV and ≈ 2 TeV respectively.

Using these projections, we see that the ∆ ≤ 10 regions for all models we consider can be

fully explored by the end of the HL-LHC era.

As an aside, while very light particles do not see the full shift in mass reach, the asymp-

totic improvement would still have a very significant impact, fractionally speaking. This

is especially relevant for non-colored particles, where the current limits in many cases are

not far beyond the LEP bounds. Here an increase of ∼ 200− 300 GeV to the range of ex-

perimental sensitivity to these channels would constitute at least a doubling of the existing
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bounds, if not more. This provides a strong motivation for the construction of the HL-LHC.

4.5.2 Future directions for model building

One of the principal values of a recasting work on simplified models is that it motivates

further model building to populate the allowed parameter space, which could in turn lead

to new correlated signatures to explore (or could suggest that the allowed parameter space

cannot be realized in UV complete models). So we will conclude by describing some of

the model building avenues that are suggested or motivated by our work. This is not an

exhaustive list, but highlights some directions of theoretical and experimental interest.

The first (and least interesting) possibility in light of these results is simply to relax the

requirement of naturalness. The weak scale may involve a slight numerical accident; after

all there are plenty of other percent-level accidents in Nature. This is a logical possibility

(perhaps further motivated by the 125 GeV Higgs mass), but it may not be experimentally

testable. Tuning at the level of ∆ ∼ 100 is not well constrained at the LHC, and the relevant

parameter space is unlikely to be excluded in most SUSY models in the foreseeable future.

The remaining alternatives all require extending SUSY beyond the vanilla scenario. For

instance, in this chapter we have explored two possibilities. The first, effective SUSY, lowers

the total SUSY cross section by removing the possibility of valence squark production. As

emphasized in our companion paper [49], without the addition of further particles as in [262],

the squarks cannot be set to arbitrarily high masses without risking tachyonic 3rd generation

sparticles. Decoupling some of the squarks also raises questions about the resolution of the

supersymmetric flavor problem. All of these difficulties are compounded by the requirement

of very low messenger scales (Λ . 100 TeV). It remains to be seen whether any viable model

of effective SUSY exists with such low messenger scales. Some promising prior work that

explored models in this direction includes [220–224].

The second avenue we explored is RPV/HV/Stealth SUSY, which reduces the signal

to background ratio by trading MET for jets. It would be interesting to investigate the

HV/Stealth sector further, to see whether it could be useful for anything else, e.g. dark mat-

ter or lifting the Higgs mass. Also, further exploration of RPV scenarios is well-motivated.

For instance, a potential option to further reduce the constraints on RPV discussed in this
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work might be having at least one large coupling, such that squarks decay dominantly to

jets instead of higgsinos (searches for paired dijet resonances are then relevant [154, 249]).

Although constraints from flavor physics [190] can be important, this can be accomodated

in models with hierarchies dictated by flavor symmetries [253–255]. At the same time, this

also opens the possibility of resonant squark production via the udd operator, with addi-

tional signatures and 8 TeV limits recently described in [263]. Nevertheless, a low messenger

scale calls for cautious model-building if new flavor-violating interactions are to be present.

As noted previously, in this work we have not considered the possibility of decays to light

gravitinos inside the detector. In the high-MET scenarios (vanilla SUSY, effective SUSY),

allowing the higgsino to decay to gravitino plus h/γ/Z is unlikely to qualitatively change

our conclusions on a stable higgsino, with the increase in final state multiplicity possibly

reinforcing our limits. One exception would be the compressed scenario mχ̃0
1
' mh, where

some of this phenomenology would be covered by our Hidden Valley model, as already noted

above. In any event, for what concerns experimental limits, it would be interesting to see

if opening a gravitino decay channel would significantly change the limits presented in this

work.

Finally, another interesting direction would be to challenge the underlying assumptions

going into the tuning calculations: for example the SUSY production cross section can be

reduced by introducing “super-safe” Dirac gluinos [264, 265] (which eliminate valence squark

diagrams with t-channel gluinos). Alternatively, models where the higgsino mass is not set

primarily by the µ term, e.g. [238–242] are increasingly well-motivated. A higgsino LSP

above 600 GeV can lead to compressed spectra and greatly weakened limits, as discussed

in Section 4.4.5; for instance the gluino could be as light as ∼ 800 GeV given the current

bounds on the g̃ → qqχ0
1 simplified model. Also, if the higgsino was not the LSP, it could

lead to weakened bounds if the gluino can decay directly to a HV/Stealth sector [266].

In this work, we have explored simplified models motivated by natural SUSY where

cascade decays of accessible gluinos and stops down to a light higgsino produce collections

of ordinary jets, leptons, etc. We have considered scenarios with and without MET. While

limits from current searches may still allow fully natural SUSY models, it is a testament

to the breadth of the ATLAS and CMS experimental programs that much of the ∆ ≤ 10
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parameter space is fully excluded already, while what remains (at Λ . 100 TeV) can be

completely covered by the end of the HL-LHC run.

Note Added The first preprint version of this chapter differed with respect to the present

published version in two aspects: first, it did not include matching, which led to an un-

derestimation of some limits, especially for the ATLAS RPV search constrains on unstable

neutralino scenarios of Sec. 4.4.3. Second, a bug was found in Delphes 3.3.2 which caused

an overestimation of the ATLAS 8-10 jets search limits on the same RPV and Hidden Valley

scenarios.12 The neutralino, which had a significant boost originating from the large mass

splitting with the squarks or gluinos, decays to boosted quarks and in the ensuing parton

shower a small (but significant enough) fraction of events had long-lived unstable hadrons,

with a nominal lifetime large enough to escape the detector. While at the LHC those would

deposit all their energy in the hadronic calorimeter and then decay, Delphes would throw

away their daughter particles as it used only the list of final stable particles within the de-

tector volume for each event. Given these missing high-momentum particles in some events,

the resulting Emiss
T /

√
HT spectrum was not as steeply falling as it should be, and the re-

quirement Emiss
T /

√
HT > 4 GeV1/2 of Ref. [206] was satisfied in a larger fraction of events,

resulting in stronger limits from that search. Fixing this bug reduced the ATLAS 8-10 jets

limits by 200− 400 GeV, especially for the squarks. The net effect of these two changes is

negligible in most of the parameter space of Fig. 4.4 with no differences in the combined

limits in the natural regions of parameter space and of at most 100 GeV elsewhere.

12For more details and the bug-fix appearing in Delphes 3.4.1, see https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/

projects/delphes/ticket/1084.

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/ticket/1084
https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/ticket/1084
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Chapter 5

Dark Matter and the Higgs in

Natural SUSY

With Aria Basirnia and David Shih

Appeared in JHEP 1703 (2017) 073, arXiv:1605.08442

General context of this chapter

In addition to the 125 Higgs mass, null results from dark matter direct detection experiments

pose serious challenges to minimal supersymmetry. In this chapter, we propose a simple

extension of the MSSM that economically solves both problems: a “dark sector” consisting

of a singlet and a pair of SU(2) doublets. Loops of the dark sector fields help lift the Higgs

mass to 125 GeV consistent with naturalness, while the lightest fermion in the dark sector

can be viable thermal relic DM, provided that it is mostly singlet. The DM relic abundance

is controlled by s-wave annihilation to tops and Higgsinos, leading to a tight relation between

the relic abundance and the spin-dependent direct detection cross section. As a result, the

model will be fully probed by the next generation of direct detection experiments. Finally

we discuss the discovery potential at LHC Run II.
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5.1 Introduction and Summary

The MSSM paradigm is under siege from both the LHC and dark matter (DM) direct

detection. The Higgs mass at tree-level in the MSSM is famously bounded by mZ , and

relying on radiative corrections from stops and other particles in the MSSM forces the stops

to be either at least ∼ 10 TeV or their A-terms to be multi-TeV (for recent reviews and

original references, see e.g. [14, 46, 47]). Together with the null direct search results at the

LHC, this puts the fine-tuning in the MSSM at the percent level or worse. Meanwhile, to

evade stringent direct and indirect detection bounds, thermal relic neutralino DM in the

MSSM must rely on increasingly contrived numerical accidents (well-tempering, blind spots,

funnels, co-annihilations) or an increasingly heavy SUSY scale (e.g. ∼ 1 TeV Higgsinos or

∼ 2−3 TeV winos) (see e.g. [63–65] for recent comprehensive studies). The latter constitutes

a DM version of the little hierarchy problem, whereby the WIMP miracle’s preference for

TeV-scale DM (as opposed to 100 GeV scale DM) is in tension with naturalness.

This strongly motivates looking beyond the MSSM for both the source of the Higgs mass

and dark matter. Although it is logically possible that different sectors are independently

responsible for the Higgs mass and dark matter, it is interesting to contemplate more elegant

and economical models where a single sector generates both. In this chapter, we will study

such a model. We will show how to achieve a 125 GeV Higgs and thermal relic WIMP DM

consistent with all existing constraints, while greatly ameliorating the fine-tuning, by just

adding a pair of SU(2) doublets L, L and a singlet S to the MSSM. With a Z2 “DM parity”

that keeps the lightest state in the dark sector stable, together with matter parity from the

MSSM, the most general renormalizable superpotential for this “dark sector” is:

W =
1

2
MSS

2 +MLLL+ kuHuLS − kdHdLS (5.1.1)

Although it would be interesting to also consider phases, we will focus on real couplings in

this chapter for simplicity. Then without loss of further generality, we can take MS and

ML to be positive.

The idea of extending the Standard Model (SM) with a “singlet-doublet DM” sector

has been studied previously in [267–274], motivated by minimality and by the fact that it is

a simple generalization of the well-studied bino/Higgsino system of the MSSM. The idea of
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lifting the Higgs mass with loops of vector-like matter has also been well-studied [275–292].

But to our knowledge, the two ideas have never been combined before.1 Combining these

two ideas leads to some important differences with previous works.

First, unlike in previous works on lifting the Higgs mass, our dark sector cannot be truly

vector-like. The scalar soft mass-squareds of the dark sector must be positive in order to

lift the Higgs mass, making our DM the lightest fermion in the dark sector. It cannot be a

Dirac fermion, otherwise it would be ruled out by many orders of magnitude by Z-mediated

spin-independent (SI) direct detection. Instead, we make the dark sector fermions Majorana

(as shown in (5.1.1)) by having only one singlet and not a vector-like pair of them. This

only has a minor effect on the contribution to the Higgs mass in this model, which we fully

take into account. We will find that a mh = 125 GeV Higgs can be achieved with the

fine-tuning coming from the DM being only ∼10%, provided that ku ∼ O(1).

Second, we differ from the singlet-doublet DM models in that we are supersymmetrizing

everything.2 A priori, the parameter space of the entire model (MSSM+dark sector) is

vast, but most of the soft parameters do not play a significant role in the analysis. As

seen in (5.1.1), our dark sector only couples directly to the Higgs sector and the EW gauge

sector of the MSSM. We will keep the Higgsinos light (. 300 GeV), since they contribute

to the fine-tuning of the EW scale at tree level. As a result, DM annihilation to light

Higgsinos through superpartners in the dark sector plays a major role in determining the

relic abundance of the DM. Meanwhile, it does not change our analysis qualitatively to

decouple all other MSSM superpartners (effectively at the ∼ TeV scale). This is further

motivated by the null results from the LHC. (We will remain completely agnostic as to the

origin of the SUSY-breaking soft masses in this model. UV completing this with a viable

messenger and hidden sector will be an interesting direction for future work.)

We will further simplify the analysis of the model by focusing on the regime where the

dark matter χ is mostly-singlet, i.e. MS < ML and v � ML, ML −MS . As we will argue

1A related idea [293, 294] is to use vector-like matter to boost the Higgs mass while simultaneously
opening up new annihilation channels for bino-like DM.

2Actually, in [268] they also added singlets and doublets to the MSSM. However, they considered soft
masses purely from GMSB (whereas we are agnostic) and therefore they never have mostly-singlet fermionic
DM. Moreover they fix ku = kd = 0.3 whereas we have them as free parameters. Finally, they do not
calculate the contribution to the Higgs mass from the dark sector.
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 S

 L, L̄, superpartners

h, t, Higgsinos

Figure 5.1: A typical, viable spectrum of the model. ψS , ψL, ψL are the fermionic components of
the dark sector fields. Superpartners include scalar components of the dark sector and superparticles
in MSSM.

in much more detail in section 5.5, this regime is absolutely necessary in order to evade

direct detection bounds while raising the Higgs mass without fine-tuning. A key part of the

argument, which distinguishes this from the bino/Higgsino system in the MSSM, is that

ku must be O(1) in order to lift the Higgs mass without fine-tuning. This eliminates both

the well-tempered regime and the mostly-doublet regime vis a vis DM direct detection.

The mostly-doublet regime is further unpromising because (by analogy with pure Higgsino

DM in the MSSM) it would require a DM mass in excess of 1 TeV, and this would greatly

exacerbate the fine-tuning problem, since the rest of the dark sector would have to be even

heavier. This leaves the mostly-singlet regime, where the analysis of the model greatly

simplifies, and we are able to understand all the features of the model with simple analytic

formulas. A cartoon spectrum of the model that describes these hierarchies qualitatively is

shown in fig. 5.1.

In this work, we will assume the simplest DM scenario, namely that χ is a thermal

relic comprising all of the DM. In the mostly-singlet limit with ku ∼ 1, we will show that

the thermal relic abundance is controlled by just two DM annihilation channels: s-wave

tt (through s-channel Z exchange) and s-wave Higgsinos (through t-channel superpartner

exchange). Assuming MS �ML for simplicity, we find:

σvχ ≈
3k4

um
2
t

32πM4
L

+
(k2
u + k2

d)
2µ2

16π(M2
L +m2)2

(5.1.2)

where m is a common soft mass for the dark sector scalars. As noted above, the second term
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coming from Higgsinos is a major difference from the non-supersymmetric singlet-doublet

DM models that have been studied previously. Having more annihilation channels increases

σvχ, making it possible to have smaller effective couplings between the DM and the SM.

This opens up more parameter space that is not ruled out by direct detection experiments

and yet still has the correct thermal relic abundance, as compared to the non-SUSY singlet-

doublet models.

Interestingly, the DM mass drops out of the annihilation cross section (5.1.2) in the

mostly-singlet limit. The WIMP miracle becomes one for the mediator scale, not the WIMP

mass! With ku ∼ kd ∼ 1, m ∼ ML and µ . 300 GeV, mediator scales of ML ∼ 1 − 2 TeV

are implied by the thermal relic constraint. Meanwhile the DM can be much lighter than

this, alleviating the DM little hierarchy problem. It is also interesting to contrast this with

the mostly bino limit of the bino/Higgsino system in the MSSM. There the annihilation

cross section is not large enough, being suppressed by g4
1 instead of k4

u. Our model (and

singlet-doublet DM more generally) gets around this in the mostly-singlet regime with O(1)

Yukawa couplings that are free parameters, not fixed to be g1 by supersymmetry.

Meanwhile, DM direct detection in these models is completely controlled by the effective

couplings of the DM to the Higgs and Z respectively:

δL = chhψχψχ + cZZµψχγ
µγ5ψχ (5.1.3)

As is well-known, ch (cZ) controls the SI (SD) direct detection cross section. For direct

detection, as we will review, the current best bounds for our DM mass range of interest

(100 . mDM . 1000 GeV) come from LUX [4] and IceCube [295]. We will convert the

official experimental results, which are phrased in terms of the DM-nucleon cross section,

into limits on ch and cZ . Furthermore, in the mostly-singlet limit, we will obtain simple

analytic expressions for ch and cZ . We will see that ch can be naturally small enough for

mostly-singlet DM, due to suppression from the heavier doublet scale, as well as a mild

blind-spot cancellation:

ch ≈ −
mχ + 2kdML

ku tanβ√
2v

k2
uv

2

M2
L

(5.1.4)

provided that ku ∼ kd. We should emphasize here that the Higgs mass depends not just on

ch but also on the effective Yukawa couplings between the Higgs and the other dark sector
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particles. So even dialing ch → 0 does not qualitatively affect the Higgs mass calculation.

Meanwhile cZ is given in the mostly-singlet limit by:

cZ ≈ −
g2

4cW

k2
uv

2

M2
L

(5.1.5)

According to our discussion above, after fixing the thermal relic density constraint Ωobs
DMh

2 ≈

0.12, cZ is essentially fixed to lie within a narrow range which depends primarily on the

Higgsino mass µ. Therefore imposing the relic density constraint essentially fixes the SD

cross section. Fortunately, this value is not ruled out yet, but the next generation of DM

experiments (e.g. Xenon1T [6], LZ [7]) should completely rule out or discover this model.

Although direct detection is controlled by cZ and ch, the other facets of the model (relic

abundance, Higgs mass) depend on more than just these couplings, so our model does not

fit completely into the framework of Z- and h-portal DM. For instance, we mentioned above

that the Higgsino cross section arises entirely from t-channel superpartner exchange. Also,

we find that DM annihilation to dibosons is suppressed more than would be the case in Z and

h portal models, in part due to t-channel exchange of doublet fermions. Similar comments

apply to the effective operator formalism: our DM is generally not light enough compared

to the mediator scale (the doublet mass) for the annihilation to be accurately captured

by effective operators. Evidently, the complete model (5.1.1) is required for an accurate

analysis. This illustrates the shortcomings and limitations of both simplified models and

effective operator approaches to dark matter.

We have focused primarily on the standard direct detection searches in this work, be-

cause other indirect probes of our dark sector are far less sensitive. For example, the Fermi

experiment and others have searched for energetic photons produced through DM annihi-

lating at the centers of dwarf galaxies. For DM masses above 100 GeV, Fermi does not

constrain any point with the right relic-abundance [296], assuming (as is the case for us)

that the relic abundance is determined by s-wave annihilation. Meanwhile, searches at col-

liders and electroweak precision tests (EWPT) could have put constraints on our model.

However as we will discuss further in section 5.8.2, LHC bounds [297–300] on ch and cZ

from monojets+MET and monophoton+MET are orders of magnitude weaker than direct

detection for the range of DM masses that we are interested in. We will briefly discuss mono-
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(W ,Z,h)+MET and show how it could probe the low end of DM masses (mDM ∼ 200 GeV)

in our model, with 300/fb at LHC Run II. Finally, limits from Higgs and Z invisible width

do not apply to the mass range of DM that we consider in this work, and we checked that

contributions to the S and T parameters are well within the acceptable range, in agreement

with previous studies of these variables in closely-related models [271, 279].

In this chapter, we will analyze the model using a combination of simple, approximate

analytic expressions valid in the mostly-singlet regime, and more precise numerical methods

that take into account the full suite of one (and even two) loop threshold corrections. The

analytic approach, while being reasonably accurate, is primarily a source of intuition and

understanding. The numerical approach is meant to be more accurate and to provide us

with the quantitative results. Clearly, having both numerics and analytics is a vital source

of cross-checks, giving us greater confidence in our results.

Our numerical methods are based on publicly available codes. Our starting point was

the powerful SARAH 4.5.8 framework [301] for automated analysis of general models. Once

we properly defined our model, SARAH automatically generated source code for SPheno

3.3.7 [302, 303] and for micrOMEGAs 4.1.8 [304].3 The former calculates the spectrum

while the latter calculates the DM relic abundance and direct detection cross sections. In

our numerical calculations, all MSSM soft masses as well as gauginos are taken to be at 1

TeV, and the A-terms are set to zero. As noted earlier, since µ appears at tree level in fine-

tuning of the electroweak scale we treat it differently. We pick µ = 300 GeV in our numerical

calculations which corresponds roughly to 10% fine-tuning. We also consider µ = 100 GeV

to see the effect of µ on our analysis. Finally, to saturate the tree level contribution to the

Higgs mass, we take the other Higgses to be heavy and in the decoupling limit, and we take

tanβ = 10.

The outline of our chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 we introduce the model. Then

in section 5.3, we derive direct detection limits from LUX and IceCube on the effective

couplings ch and cZ . We will emphasize that these results are general and are not limited

to the model we consider in this work. In section 5.4 we compute the one-loop corrections to

3We are extremely grateful to Florian Staub for his time and patience in helping us set up the SARAH
model and link it to these other codes.
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the Higgs mass from the new particles in our model, and we discuss fine-tuning. We argue

in section 5.5 that the mostly singlet case is the only viable scenario. In the mostly singlet

limit, we provide analytic expressions for dark matter annihilation in the early universe

for our model in section 5.6. In section 5.7 we put everything together to show the viable

parameter space that satisfies all direct detection constraints while having the right relic

abundance and Higgs mass. Here we demonstrate quantitatively that requiring χ to be all

of the DM essentially fixes cZ (and hence σSD) to a unique value which is not yet ruled out

by direct detection, but will be fully within reach of the next generation of experiments.

We conclude by studying the collider signatures for LHC Run II and the UV behavior of

the model, and giving suggestions on future directions on section 5.8. Technical details and

validations are reserved for three appendices. In appendix F we review the derivation of

the direct detection cross sections from effective DM nucleon couplings. We validate our

numerical and analytical calculations of the Higgs mass in appendix G. Finally we provide

analytical cross sections for DM production at LHC II in appendix H.

5.2 The Model

We begin by describing the model in more detail. We add to the MSSM a “dark sector”

consisting of a vector-like pair of SU(2) doublets L, L and a gauge singlet S.4 The dark

sector is equipped with an unbroken ZDM2 parity symmetry under which all new fields are

odd and all MSSM fields are even. This makes the lightest new state stable and a DM

candidate. Finally, we assume MSSM matter parity, under which all the dark sector fields

have the same charge; otherwise there will be additional, potentially dangerous terms.5

The transformation properties of the dark sector under the gauge and global symmetries is

summarized in tab. 5.1.

The most generic superpotential consistent with these symmetries is:

δW =
1

2
MSS

2 +MLLL+ kuHuLS − kdHdLS (5.2.1)

4To keep gauge coupling unification as in MSSM, we can assume L and L are part of complete 5 and 5
multiplets of SU(5). We take their colored partners to be heavy and decoupled for simplicity.

5The assumption of matter parity implies another stable particle – either the LSP in the MSSM, or the
gravitino. Either way, we assume the parameters and cosmological history are such that this will add a
negligible additional component to the dark matter relic density.
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SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y ZDM2 ZM2

L 1 2 −1
2 −1 1

L 1 2 1
2 −1 1

S 1 1 0 −1 1

Table 5.1: Gauge and global symmetries of the dark sector.

The superpotential has four new parameters in addition to the MSSM: ML,MS , ku, kd.

There is one physical complex phase, but as discussed in the introduction, we will take

these parameters to be real in this chapter. In this case, there is still a physical sign. We

will take ML, MS and ku to be positive and put the sign into kd.

For the soft SUSY-breaking Lagrangian, for simplicity we take the minimal case with

equal soft mass-squareds and no A- or B-terms:

δLsoft = −m2(|`|2 + |`|2 + |s|2) (5.2.2)

(We denote the scalar components of the dark sector superfields with lowercase letters.)

Allowing different soft masses for the different fields will not change most of the discussion

in this chapter, only the contributions to Higgs mass.

As we want this new sector to increase the lightest Higgs mass analogous to the MSSM

stops, we assume that m2 > 0. This implies that the DM candidate is a fermion. Fur-

thermore it is Majorana, thanks to the fact that we have included only one singlet in the

theory. Had we started with a Dirac pair of S and S and defined the mass term as MSSS,

our dark matter would have had a vector-like coupling to the Z. In that case it would have

been impossible to hide it from SI direct detection experiments while keeping the interesting

features of our model.

After EWSB, neutral fields in the dark sector mix through the Yukawa couplings in
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(5.2.1). The fermion mass matrix of the neutral states is:

M =



MS k̂uv k̂dv

k̂uv 0 ML

k̂dv ML 0


, (5.2.3)

where we have introduced k̂u ≡ ku sinβ and k̂d ≡ kd cosβ, with tanβ = vu/vd and v2
u+v2

d =

v2 ≈ (174 GeV)2 as usual. We take large tanβ = 10 in this chapter to saturate the upper

bound on the tree level Higgs mass. The mass matrix is diagonalized by UMU † =Mdiag.

The spectrum of the model consists of three Majorana fermions with masses mχ1 < mχ2 <

mχ3 and a Dirac charged fermion with mass mχ± = ML. The dark matter candidate is

then χ ≡ χ1.

We note that the fermionic part of our dark sector is analogous to Bino-Higgsino DM in

the MSSM (with everything else decoupled), except that in the Bino-Higgsino system, we

effectively have ku = kd = g′/
√

2, whereas here ku and kd are general. In fact, as discussed

in the introduction, here we will be primarily interested in ku, kd ∼ O(1).

After rotating to the mass eigenbasis, DM-Z and DM-Higgs couplings are generated:

δL = chhψχψχ + cZZµψχγ
µγ5ψχ (5.2.4)

where ψχ = (χ, χ†)T is a 4-component Majorana fermion and ch and cZ are given by:

ch =
1√
2

Re(k̂uU
∗
11U

∗
12 + k̂dU

∗
11U

∗
13)

=
v√
2

(
mχ(k̂2

d + k̂2
u) + 2k̂dk̂uML

M2
L + 2MSmχ − 3m2

χ + v2(k̂2
d + k̂2

u)

) (5.2.5)

and

cZ =
g2

4cW

(
|U12|2 − |U13|2

)
=

g2

4cW

(M2
L −m2

χ)v2(k̂2
d − k̂2

u)

(M2
L −m2

χ)2 + v2((k̂2
u + k̂2

d)(M
2
L +m2

χ) + 4k̂dk̂uMLmχ)

(5.2.6)

As is well-known [269–273], ch and cZ play an important role in the analysis of singlet-

doublet DM: they are entirely responsible for SI and SD direct detection, respectively. In

the next section, we will review the current direct detection constraints on ch and cZ .
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5.3 DM Direct Detection through the h and Z Portals

In the DM mass range of interest (100 GeV . mDM . 1 TeV), the LUX experiment

currently sets the best bound on SI elastic WIMP-nucleon scattering [4]. Meanwhile, the

best limits for SD elastic WIMP-proton (WIMP-neutron) scattering come from IceCube

[295] and LUX [4]. The IceCube limits depend on an assumption of DM s-wave annihilation

in the sun exclusively to a single SM final state. As we will show in section 5.6, our DM

annihilates in the s-wave to both tt and Higgsinos. Annihilation to Higgsinos could weaken

the limits somewhat if the Higgsinos are stable, but that depends in detail on the other

parameters of the model (such as µ, ku and kd). Here we consider the simplest case where

annihilation is only to tt; this will provide the “worst case scenario” where the SD bound

from IceCube is strongest. In section 5.7 we will also take into account annihilation to

stable Higgsinos.

In this section, we will recast these constraints in terms of the couplings ch and cZ . The

discussion here can be viewed as an update of the nice treatment in [63] with the latest

experimental results (in particular LUX). It is worth emphasizing that these bounds on ch

and cZ are quite model independent. Any WIMP DM that couples to SM mainly through

Higgs and Z (including MSSM neutralinos) should satisfy these bounds.

Nχ1

χ̄1 N̄

h

Nχ1

χ̄1 N̄

Z

Figure 5.2: Higgs (Z) exchange diagrams contributing to SI (SD) cross sections

To convert the results of these experiments into bounds on cZ and ch, we first translate

cZ and ch into the couplings appearing in the effective Lagrangian for direct detection:

δL ⊃
∑
q

(
ξSIq (ψχψχ)(qq) + ξSDq (ψχγ

µγ5ψχ)(qγµγ5q)

)
. (5.3.1)
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In Higgs and Z-portal DM models, the SI (SD) terms arise from Higgs (Z) exchange, as

shown in fig. 5.2. The coefficients of the effective operators are given in terms of ch and cZ

as:

ξSIq = yq
ch
m2
h

, ξSDq =
g2ηq
4cW

cZ
m2
Z

(5.3.2)

with yq being the Yukawa coupling and ηq = 1 (−1) for down-type (up-type) quarks.

Then we use standard formulas that relate the DM-nucleon cross sections to ξSI,SDq (see

appendix F for our conventions and parameter choices). The result, assuming mDM � mp,n

is given by:

σSI = c2
h × (2.11× 103 zb)

σSDp = c2
Z × (1.17× 109 zb)

σSDn = c2
Z × (8.97× 108 zb)

(5.3.3)

In principle, σSIp and σSIn are slightly different but the difference is negligible, so we only

take σSIp to represent both.

The resulting limits on ch and cZ are shown in fig. 5.3.6 Amusingly, we note that

although the constraint on the SI cross section is ∼ 105 stronger than the SD cross-section,

translated constraints on ch and cZ are of the same order of magnitude. This is because the

Higgs-nucleon effective Yukawa coupling (yhNN ) is much weaker than the Z-nucleon effective

coupling (∼ g2). Recall that the Higgs-nucleon coupling is mainly due to Higgs-gluon-gluon

loop-induced interaction with heavy quarks running in the loop

yhNN =

√
2αsNH

24πv
〈N |GaµνGaµν |N〉 =

√
2NHmN

3bv
' 10−3 (5.3.4)

where NH = 3 is the number of heavy quarks and b = 11 − 2
3NH comes from QCD beta

function at one loop. The second equality can be calculated using QCD scale anomaly that

relates the QCD beta function to nucleon mass (see [307] for the original references).

6We agree with the limits from [63] after taking into account a factor of 2 in both cZ and ch from
4-component vs. 2-component notation. We also agree with limits on operators from [305] modulo a factor
of 4 between Dirac and Majorana fermions and a factor of a few difference between [305] and the latest LUX
bounds. We do not agree with the limits on gA (related to our cZ via gA = cw

g2
cZ) reported in fig. 3 of [306].

Their limit on gA, derived from essentially the same LUX results, is over an order of magnitude weaker than
ours.
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Figure 5.3: Limits on ch from LUX [4] (blue) and cZ from LUX [4] (red) and IceCube tt [295]
supposing DM only annihilates to tt (purple).

5.4 Higgs mass and Fine-Tuning

In this section we will describe our calculation of the Higgs mass in the model and its

implication for the fine-tuning of the EW scale. As described in the introduction, we

used SARAH 4.5.8 [301] and SPheno 3.3.7 [302, 303] to include all the loop corrections

(contributions up to two loops both from the MSSM and the dark sector [308, 309]). Here

we will describe an analytic treatment of the dominant one-loop contributions from ku and

kd. This will serve as a valuable source of intuition, as well as a validation of the full

two-loop numerical calculation (for more details on the validation, see appendix G).

The one-loop Higgs mass was previously computed in the literature using the Coleman-

Weinberg potential in closely-related vector-like extensions of the MSSM [277–279, 281].

However, there are some key differences with our case that necessitate a fresh look. First,

as noted above, in these past works, the vector-like extension was Dirac, while ours is

Majorana (the difference between W ⊃ MSS̃ and W ⊃ 1
2MS2). This leads to small

differences in the formula for the Higgs mass. Second, previous works presented analytic

formulas for the one-loop Higgs mass only in the simplified limit with common fermion

masses (ML = MS). Motivated by the DM side of the story, we will need the Higgs mass

in a rather different regime, the mostly-singlet regime where MS �ML.
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Other effects that we will ignore in our discussion here, but that are taken into account

in the full numerical SARAH-SPheno calculation, include g2
1,2 corrections, two-loop correc-

tions, and the effective A-terms due to µ. The effects of g2 are about a 10-20% correction to

δm2
h, which amounts to a 2 GeV shift in mh. That matters for our calculations quantitively

but not qualitatively. The µ values we consider in this chapter motivated by naturalness

are small enough that µ has a negligible effect on the Higgs mass. Finally, we are inter-

ested in moderately-large values of tanβ (e.g. tanβ = 10) but for simplicity we will present

the tanβ → ∞ limit here. The corrections due to 1/ tanβ also do not make a qualitative

difference. (In particular, there are no blind-spot cancellations here.)

With all of these simplifying assumptions, the result of our one-loop Coleman-Weinberg

calculation is:

δm2
h =

1

4π2
k4
uv

2

(
f1 log(1 + x2

L) + f2 log(1 + x2
S) + f3 log

x2
S

x2
L

)
(5.4.1)

with

f1 =
(2x4

L + x6
L + 3x2

Lx
2
S + 3x4

Lx
2
S − x4

S)x2
S

(x2
L − x2

S)3

f2 =
(x2
L − 5x2

S − x2
Lx

2
S − 3x4

S)x4
L

(x2
L − x2

S)3

f3 =
x4
Lx

2
S(x2

L + 3x2
S)

(x2
L − x2

S)3

(5.4.2)

where xL = m/ML and xS = m/MS . A plot of k−4
u δm2

h is shown in fig. 5.4 (left). We see

that δm2
h asymptotes to a finite value as xL →∞ or xS →∞. In these limits (corresponding

to mostly-doublet and mostly-singlet DM respectively), the dependence on the DM mass

drops out, and δm2
h is controlled by the ratio of the soft mass to the heavier mediator scale

(MS or ML respectively).

To raise the Higgs to 125 GeV in this chapter, we rely on a combination of the extra

vector-like matter and MSSM stops. For stops at 1 TeV, which satisfy the current experi-

mental bounds and imply about a ∼ 10% tuning of the EW VEV, the MSSM contribution

to the Higgs mass is about 110 GeV (for a recent review see e.g. [47]). Therefore the target

for δm2
h from the dark sector is:

δm2
h ≈ 3500 GeV2 (5.4.3)
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Figure 5.4: Left: contours of k−4
u δm2

h in GeV2 in the (xL, xS) plane, according to (5.4.1). Right:
contours of ∆ = 20 in the (ML,MS) plane for different values of ku that have a Higgs mass at 125
GeV.

This selects out a contour in the (xS , xL) plane as shown in fig. 5.4 (left), according to the

value of ku.

This has the following implications for the fine-tuning of the EW scale. Just as the dark

sector lifts the physical Higgs mass analogous to stops in the MSSM, it also contributes to

the fine-tuning of the EW scale through the renormalization of m2
Hu

. Following [50, 310],

we define the measure of fine-tuning to be:

∆ =
2δm2

Hu

m2
h

(5.4.4)

where δm2
Hu

is the running of m2
Hu

due to the new fields

δm2
Hu =

k2
um

2

8π2
log

ΛUV
ΛIR

(5.4.5)

Optimistically we take ΛUV = 10 ΛIR ∼ 10 TeV. We can combine this with (5.4.1) and

(5.4.3) as follows. For a given value of ku and a given point in the (MS ,ML) plane, we can

solve (5.4.3) for the soft mass m. Then substituting this into (5.4.4), we get a value for ∆.

Regions of ∆ ≤ 20 are shown in fig. 5.4 (right) for different representative values of ku. We

see that we need ku & 1 to have any viable parameter space at all for a natural SUSY 125

GeV Higgs. This is not surprising, since from (5.4.1), we see that ku plays the role that yt
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plays for the MSSM stops. Of course, corrections we have neglected such as the D-terms

and two-loop effects will modify this quantitatively. However, we will see that the same

qualitative implications for fine-tuning and ku will persist in our final plots.

5.5 The need for mostly-singlet DM

In section 5.2, we derived formulas for ch and cZ in terms of the parameters of the model,

while in section 5.3 we showed that direct detection limits on ch and cZ are at the O(10−2)

level. Finally, in section 5.4, we argued that we need ku & 1 in order to have any viable

parameter space for a natural SUSY Higgs at 125 GeV. Here we will combine these facts and

show that the DM must be mostly singlet in order to be consistent with all the constraints.

Basically there are three possibilities: the well-tempered regime where |ML −MS | . v

(recall our convention is that MS and ML are positive), the mostly-doublet regime where

ML < MS and v � MS , MS −ML, and the mostly-singlet regime where MS < ML and

v � ML, ML −MS . Keeping in mind that we need ku & 1 and large tanβ for a natural

Higgs mass, the challenge is to decrease ch and cZ to the 10−2 level. In fact, ch alone is

enough to rule out all but the mostly-singlet case. We will comment on the implications for

cZ in sections 5.6 and 5.7.

Examining the formula for ch (5.2.5), we see that for |ML−MS | ∼ v and k̂u ∼ 1, we have

ch ∼ O(1). (In particular, there is a cancellation in the denominator, leaving it O(vMS)).

This rules out the well-tempered case.

The mostly-doublet case is ruled out separately by two independent considerations.

First, from fig. 5.4, we see that in order to be natural and mostly-doublet, we must have

the DM mass below ∼ 800 GeV. However, we know by analogy with pure Higgsinos in the

MSSM that the thermal relic density constraint requires ML ≥ 1 TeV. (The mostly-doublet

DM in this model has additional annihilation modes due to ku and kd, so ML will be even

larger.) So the mostly-doublet scenario is not promising for naturalness.

Also, from direct detection, we are basically forced into the mostly-singlet regime. In

order to lower ch by two orders of magnitude, we must either (a) raise ML or MS to increase

the denominator of (5.2.5), or (b) cancel the two terms in the numerator of (5.2.5).
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(a) Increasing the denominator of (5.2.5) necessitates either ML or MS � v. In the

former, corresponding to mostly-singlet DM, we see that ch ∝ 1/M2
L and we can

achieve the required level of suppression for ML ∼ 1− 2 TeV for MS ∼ v and ku ∼ 1.

Meanwhile for the latter, corresponding to mostly-doublet DM, we see that ch ∝ 1/MS

and therefore much larger MS ∼ 2 − 5 TeV is required for ML ∼ v and ku ∼ 1. The

latter is greatly disfavored by naturalness (it would likely be as fine-tuned as 10 TeV

stops in the MSSM).

(b) Cancelling the two terms in the numerator requires

ML

mχ
∼ −1

2

ku
kd

tanβ (5.5.1)

This is the blind spot. Since ku & 1 and we are in the large tanβ limit, the RHS is

generally much greater than one for any reasonable value of kd. Therefore we must

be in the mostly-singlet DM regime to realize the blind spot.

We conclude that several different constraints independently point at mostly-singlet DM as

the only viable possibility.

For later reference we exhibit ch and cZ in the mostly-singlet limit

ch = −
mχ + 2kdML

ku tanβ√
2v

k2
uv

2

M2
L

+ . . .

cZ = − g2

4cW

k2
uv

2

M2
L

+ . . .

(5.5.2)

Here we have taken ML → ∞ and tanβ → ∞ holding fixed ML/ tanβ and all the other

mass scales. In fig. 5.5, we exhibit the amount of blind spot cancellation that is required

by the SI bounds, for a typical choice of parameters that will lead to a viable relic density.

We show this behavior by varying kd keeping other parameters fixed. We can see that the

constraint on ch is satisfied in a fairly wide window of kd values (−1.8 ≤ kd ≤ −1). As for

the two terms in ch in (5.5.2), this amounts to a mild cancellation at the level of one part

in 3-4. This could be viewed as another source of fine-tuning in the model, but it will be in

general subdominant to the tuning of the EW scale, so we will not comment on it further.

Most of the suppression of ch is coming from large ML, which as we will see in the next

section is fixed by the thermal relic abundance constraint.
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Figure 5.5: Values of the coupling ch while varying kd for a sample point of the parameter space.
The values on the shaded area are excluded by LUX.

In the same mostly-singlet regime, we also exhibit δm2
h:

δm2
h =

k4
uv

2

4π2
log(1 + x2

L)−
3k4

uv
2x4
L

4π2x2
S

log
1 + x2

L

x2
L

+O(x−4
S ) (5.5.3)

As noted in the previous subsection, the Higgs mass in this limit to leading order does not

depend at all on the DM mass MS . So the Higgs mass constraint to leading order in the

mostly-singlet regime becomes a constraint on ku and m/ML. For example, according to

(5.5.3), in order to achieve δm2
h = 3500 GeV2 for ku = 1.6, we need xL ≈ 1.

5.6 DM annihilation in the mostly-singlet regime

An attractive feature of WIMP dark matter is its potential to naturally explain the observed

relic abundance via the thermal freeze-out mechanism. Following the usual procedure (see

e.g. the classic review [13]), we have

ΩDMh
2 ≈ 9.2× 10−12 GeV−2 ×

(∫ ∞
xf

dx
〈σvχ〉
x2

)−1

(5.6.1)

The integral over x takes into account annihilation after freeze-out, and xf = mχ/Tf ≈ 25

parametrizes the freeze-out temperature. 〈σvχ〉 is the thermally-averaged DM annihilation
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cross section χχ → XY , summed over all final states X and Y . This is usually expanded

in the small velocity limit:

σXY vχ = rXY (aXY + bXY v
2
χ +O(v4

χ)), (5.6.2)

where rXY ≡
√

1− (mX +mY )2/4m2
χ is a kinematic phase space factor. At the time of

freeze-out, the DM relative velocity is typically v2
χ ∼ 0.1. Therefore, the annihilation cross

section is generally controlled by the s-wave contributions aXY , unless they are suppressed

for some reason.

In our model, the dark matter has many interactions and annihilation channels that

should all be considered in full generality. As described in the introduction, for numerical

calculations we use micrOMEGAs 4.1.8 [304] source code generated by SARAH 4.5.8 [301]

to accurately take these into account. However in the mostly singlet limit that we are

interested in, the cross sections simplify and we can have an analytic understanding of the

behaviour of our model. We will assume that DM is lighter than all MSSM superpartners

except possibly the Higgsinos, which are forced to be light µ ∼ v by naturalness. In this

case, the freeze-out process happens only through annihilation to SM particles and the

Higgsinos. Including the Higgsinos in the story is a major difference from simplified-model-

analyses of singlet-doublet dark matter, which generally just add the singlet and doublets

to the SM. As we will see, the Higgsinos can be a major part of the DM annihilation in the

early universe.

The full cross sections are too complicated to print here. Instead, we will expand in

the mostly-singlet limit MS < ML, v � ML, ML −MS with the further assumption that

v � MS . This suffices for our purposes and results in relatively simple expressions. (One

exception is the tree-level, s-wave tt cross section in the next subsection, for which we can

write down an extremely simple exact expression in terms of cZ .)
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5.6.1 DM annihilation to fermions

The fermions have s-wave contributions

aff =
3k4

u

32π

m2
f

M4
L(1− ε2)2

aψHψH =
(k2
d + k2

u)2

16π

µ2

M4
L(1 + ε2 + x2

L)2

(5.6.3)

where ε ≡MS/ML, and xL ≡ m/ML was defined in section 5.4. In the second line, we have

summed over the various Higgsino final states including both neutralinos and charginos,

assuming a pure MSSM Higgsino (i.e. M1,2 decoupled). The fermion b coefficients are

always subdominant (suppressed by both v2
χ and v2/M2

L), so we have not included them

here.

The fermion cross sections are all suppressed by the square of the fermion mass, so tt

and Higgsinos are the dominant channels. This is the famous s-wave helicity suppression of

DM annihilation to fermion pairs.

Although tt and Higgsinos are parametrically similar, their diagrammatic origin is en-

tirely different. The former (latter) arise from s-channel Z (t-channel superpartner) ex-

change. As a result, the Higgsinos are suppressed by the soft mass m. For ku = 1.6, we saw

in section 5.5 that we need xL ≈ 1 for mh = 125 GeV, so the suppression is not large. Also,

µ is constrained to be . 300 GeV by naturalness. So all in all, the Higgsino contribution

ends up generally of the same order or smaller than tt.

The fact that the SM fermions all arise from s-channel Z diagrams means that they

have a simple exact expression beyond the small v approximation:

aff = c2
Z

3y2
f

4πm2
Z

(5.6.4)

In other words, cZ controls both the SD direct detection cross section and the annihilation

to tt. Therefore, we expect to see a fairly direct correlation between the SD direct detection

limits and the relic density constraint.
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5.6.2 DM annihilation to bosons

Meanwhile the diboson cross sections are all p-wave to leading order:

bhh = bZZ =
k4
u

384π

ε2(3 + 2ε2 + 3ε4)

M2
L(1 + ε2)4

bhZ =
k4
u

96π

ε2

M2
L(1 + ε2)2

bWW = 2bhh + bhZ

(5.6.5)

Here we took tanβ →∞ for simplicity; we checked that the 1/ tanβ corrections are irrele-

vant. The s-wave contributions are suppressed by v4/M4
L so they are always subdominant

to the p-wave contributions shown here.

Clearly, the diboson cross sections exhibit some interesting features. They are nonvanish-

ing even in the v → 0 limit, so they can be understood as a consequence of SU(2)L×U(1)Y

symmetry. These tree-level cross sections arise entirely due to the longitudinal components

of the W± and Z bosons, which by the Goldstone equivalence theorem are also equivalent

to the charged and neutral Goldstones G± and G0 respectively. Under a U(1)Y rotation,

h → G0 and G0 → −h, while under an SU(2)L rotation, W± → h ± iG0. This explains

both relations in (5.6.5).

Comparing tt and Higgsinos to the total diboson cross section, we see that parametrically

the latter can be larger than the former, for sufficiently large ML. However the cross over

point is generally at very large ML and MS . For instance, for ε = 1/2 and xL = 1, we

find the cross over to be in the range ML ∼ 2.7− 3.6 TeV for µ ∼ 100− 300 GeV. This is

well beyond the naturalness-motivated part of the parameter space that we are focusing on

in this chapter. Therefore we conclude that the total σvχ is always dominated by tt and

Higgsinos, and dibosons are always a subdominant part of it.

5.6.3 Total annihilation cross section

We have shown analytically that the relic density is dominated by s-wave annihilation to tt

and Higgsinos (assuming of course that the DM is above the respective thresholds):

σvχ ≈ att + aψHψH =
3k4

u

32π

m2
f

M4
L(1− ε2)2

+
(k2
d + k2

u)2

16π

µ2

M4
L(1 + ε2 + x2

L)2
(5.6.6)
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Figure 5.6: Inverses of the total relic abundance (black) as well as the individual contributions from
tt (blue) and dibosons (red) as calculated numerically by micrOMEGAs 4.1.8 (solid) and the analytic
equations (5.6.3) and (5.6.5) (dashed), for ML = 1.2 TeV, ku = 1.6, kd = −1.5 and tanβ = 10.

A plot comparing our analytics to micrOMEGAs is shown in fig. 5.6 for fixed choices of

the parameters; we see there is excellent agreement across the entire range of relevant DM

masses. We confirm that the dibosons are never more than ∼ 10% of the relic density across

the entire parameter range of interest. Higgsinos and tt are comparable for µ ∼ 300 GeV,

while for µ ∼ 100 GeV, tt dominates, as expected from the µ dependence of the Higgsino

cross section (5.6.3).

One very interesting consequence of (5.6.6) is that in the limit of large ML, the DM

mass drops out of the annihilation cross section. Furthermore, we have seen that we need

kd ∼ ku for the blind spot, xL ≈ 1 for the Higgs mass, and µ ∼ mt for naturalness.

Thus the WIMP miracle transforms from being a constraint on the WIMP mass to being

a constraint on the mediator scale ML! This helps to relieve the “WIMP little hierarchy

problem”, whereby the preference of the thermal relic constraint for TeV-scale WIMPs is

in tension with naturalness. Comparing with (5.5.2), we also expect that the relic density

constraint will essentially fix cZ to a unique value. We will confirm this in the next section

with our full numerical scans and discuss its implications for SD direct detection.
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Figure 5.7: ML−MS parameter space scan with micrOMEGAs 4.1.8 [304] for ku = 1.6, kd = −1.5
(left) and ku = 1.2, kd = −1.5 (right), tanβ = 10 and all MSSM soft masses and gauginos at 1 TeV.
We show the exclusion regions from σSI in blue and σSD

n in red, both from LUX [4] and for σSD
p

from IceCube tt with µ = 300 GeV (µ = 100 GeV)[295] in solid (dashed) purple. The dashed black
lines are the fine-tuning contours for µ = 300 GeV. The contour of ΩDM = 0.12 with µ = 300 GeV
(µ = 100 GeV) is in solid (dashed) green.

5.7 Putting it all together

5.7.1 Plots in the ML-MS plane

Having described the various individual components of the analysis of the model (direct

detection, the Higgs mass, and the relic abundance), we will now combine them and describe

how the different constraints interact to produce the viable parameter space of the model.

In fig. 5.7 we show contour plots for numerical scans over the (ML,MS) plane for fixed

values of ku, kd and µ. We choose four sets of benchmark parameters: large coupling

(ku = 1.6, kd = −1.5) and small coupling (ku = 1.2, kd = −1.5); and large µ (µ = 300 GeV)

and small µ (µ = 100 GeV).

We see the impact of the direct detection limits on the parameter space of the model.7

The LUX SI and SD limits are strongest almost everywhere except a tiny sliver for large

7We have not overlaid indirect detection limits on this plot. As already mentioned in the introduction,
for DM masses above ∼ 100 GeV, there are no constraints from Fermi [296] for points with the correct relic
abundance. For points with ΩDM > 0.12, 〈σvχ〉 would be even smaller and Fermi would not constrain any
of these points either. Finally, for points with ΩDM < 0.12 there could be indirect detection constraints, but
in this case the model should be completed by having multi-component DM and/or non-thermal processes,
giving many possible new signatures. We leave a detailed analysis of these extensions of our model for future
work.
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MS in the ku = 1.2, kd = −1.5 case where IceCube has an impact. (Note that the LUX

limits assume the singlet-doublet sector comprises all of the DM, regardless of whether it is

thermal or not.) The SD (SI) limits primarily cover the lighter (heavier) DM mass region.

The heavier DM region is ruled out because we are holding fixed kd, so as one increases mχ

the blind spot cancellation shown in (5.5.2) becomes less effective.

For every point in the plane we numerically solved (using SPheno) the mh = 125 GeV

constraint for the common soft mass m; these contours are shown in fig. 5.7 along with their

corresponding tuning. These contours are mostly vertical; as discussed in section 5.4, the

soft mass and ∆ depend primarily on ML since the dependence on MS drops out to leading

order at large ML.

Finally, we used micrOMEGAs to numerically solve the thermal relic density constraint

ΩDM = 0.12 [62]; this fixes ML as a function of MS and these contours are shown in green

for various choices of the parameters. Note the rapid increase in ML across the top and

Higgsino thresholds. Here new s-wave annihilation channels open up, and so larger values

of ML are needed to maintain the overall annihilation rate at the thermal relic value. This

effect is more pronounced for larger values of ku,d and for larger values of µ. Indeed, in

section 5.6 we saw that the annihilation cross sections to tt and Higgsinos are enhanced for

greater ku,d, and the Higgsino cross section in particular is proportional to (k2
d + k2

u)2µ2.

Since larger ML decreases direct detection cross sections, increasing ku,d and µ also

increases the viable parameter space for thermal relic DM. The Higgsino channels in partic-

ular allow the model to survive the direct detection limits over a wider range of parameter

space than would have been the case for non-supersymmetric singlet-doublet DM. Fig. 5.7

also shows that larger ku,d is better for fine-tuning, confirming our discussion in section 5.4.

The only potential drawback of the larger coupling choice is (as we will discuss in section

5.8.1) that the former has a lower Landau pole (Λ ∼ 102 TeV vs Λ ∼ 103 TeV).

Away from the top and Higgsino thresholds, we see that the relic density contours are

mostly vertical, meaning that the relic density constraint becomes a constraint primarily

on ML, once the other parameters (ku, kd, m, µ) are fixed, i.e. the WIMP DM mass drops

out to leading order. This confirms our analytics in the previous section.
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Figure 5.8: Fine-tuning for the right relic abundance contours of fig. 5.7 (left) that are allowed by
direct detection. We show the case for µ = 300 GeV (solid) and µ = 100 GeV (dashed).

5.7.2 Projecting onto the thermal relic contour

Finally let us impose the relic density constraint ΩDM = 0.12 and see how various param-

eters vary along the green contours in fig. 5.7. In fig. 5.8 we show the fine-tuning for the

points with the correct relic abundance. It is remarkable that there are allowed regions of

the parameter space with ∆ . 20, making this model much less tuned than the MSSM.

In fig. 5.9 we show ch for the points of the parameter space that satisfy ΩDM = 0.12

(including both allowed and excluded points from direct detection limits). We see that

varying kd we can move toward the blind spot and satisfy the SI direct detection bounds.

Similarly, in fig. 5.10 we show cZ for the points of the parameter space with ΩDM = 0.12

(including both allowed and excluded points from direct detection limits). We can see that

for mDM > µ contours of constant ΩDM have an approximately constant cZ . This confirms

the discussion based on analytics in section 5.6.3. Indeed, using (5.6.6) with the parameter

choices here, we find that for 100 GeV ≤ µ ≤ 300 GeV, cZ ranges from 0.005 <∼ cZ <∼ 0.008.

These values are clearly illustrated in fig. 5.10.

We conclude that cZ (and consequently σSD) is basically fixed by the relic density

constraint. Requiring χ to be all the dark matter leads to a nearly unique prediction for

the SD cross section! Fortunately, as shown in fig. 5.10, these values of cZ are still allowed

by the current direct detection experiments, IceCube in particular.8 With factor of 10-100

8It is quite crucial that our DM annihilates almost exclusively to tt and Higgsinos. The IceCube bound
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Figure 5.9: Values of the coupling ch for the points with ΩDM = 0.12 for different values of kd. We
show the values for ku = 1.6 (left) and ku = 1.2 (right). The exclusion region from σSI is in blue.
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improvements in cross section expected from Xenon1T [6] and LZ [7], the next generation of

on tt is by a factor of a few weaker than the W+W− cross section, and it saves the model from being already
ruled out. The case of Higgsinos decaying to Higgs and gravitino does not introduce any new regions of
parameter space that were not already ruled out by LUX [4] in fig. 5.7. (Also, as the DM annihilation
to Higgsinos arises from t-channel superpartner exchange, there would be no constraints on cZ from this
channel.)
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DM direct detection experiments will be sensitive to essentially the entire parameter space

of this model (assuming χ is a thermal relic and is all the DM). A discovery might be right

around the corner!

5.8 Outlook of this chapter

In this section we briefly discuss the UV behavior of the model (in particular the Lan-

dau poles) and the potential sensitivity from LHC Run II. Finally we conclude with some

thoughts on future directions.

5.8.1 UV considerations

So far we have been exploring our model at the EW scale and have identified the interesting

parts of the parameter space around ku ∼ kd ∼ 1.2 − 1.6. Here we want to examine the

UV consequences of such large Yukawa couplings and comment on possible solutions to the

Landau pole problem.

Let’s focus on the most important couplings, (g1, g2, g3, yt, ku, kd) and neglect the effect

of the other couplings in finding the scale of Landau poles. Starting from one loop beta

functions above the scale of the new fields (including spectator color triplets for unification)

we have

βgi =
bi

16π2
g3
i (b1, b2, b3) = (

36

5
, 2,−2)

βku =
ku

16π2
(2k2

d + 4k2
u + 3y2

t −
3

5
g2

1 − 3g2
2)

βkd =
kd

16π2
(4k2

d + 2k2
u −

3

5
g2

1 − 3g2
2)

βyt =
yt

16π2
(6y2

t + k2
u −

16g2
3

3
− 13

15
g2

1 − 3g2
2)

(5.8.1)

Solving the RGE’s of our model numerically, we can find the lowest scale at which one of the

couplings hits its Landau pole. In fig. 5.11 we show this scale as a function of the Yukawa

couplings at 1 TeV.

Note that for ku . 2 (as we have considered in this work), the Landau poles are above 100

TeV. Now we might ask: how can we understand physics above the Landau pole scale, or how

can we postpone it to higher energies e.g. the GUT scale? One idea is to use non-Abelian
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Figure 5.11: Scale of Landau poles with one-loop RGE’s in terms of kd, ku at the IR scale. We are assuming
for each point on the plot that ku and kd are given at ΛIR = 1 TeV.

gauge interactions for the new sector to reduce the beta functions of the Yukawa couplings:

if we include multiple copies of S, L, L and charge them under a non-Abelian gauge group,

the corresponding gauge coupling appears with negative sign in the beta function of ku, kd

(see e.g. [292] for a recent implementation of this idea). As S is Majorana, we need S to

be in a real representation of the new gauge group. A simple example is when the gauge

group is SO(N) and S is in the fundamental representation. Another possibility might be

to match our model to the magnetic side of a Seiberg duality and interpret physics above

the scale of the Landau pole by the electric theory. It will be interesting to explore these

ideas further in the future.

5.8.2 LHC Phenomenology

In addition to direct detection experiments, DM models are also probed by the LHC. In

principle, monojet+MET [297, 298] and monophoton+MET [299, 300] searches for direct

DM production could be sensitive to our model. Since quarks and gluons only talk to χ

through s-channel diagrams involving Z’s and Higgses, these searches constrain the same

cZ and ch couplings as direct detection. However, these constraints are weaker by several
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orders of magnitude than those from direct detection under the assumption that our DM

candidate χ is all of the relic density, for the mass range we consider. See e.g. [311, 312] for

a recent discussion in terms of simplified DM models.
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Figure 5.12: Diagrams contributing to mono-Higgs/Z/W+MET in our model.

Instead, let us briefly consider mono(h, W , Z)+MET. This can occur in our model

through production of χ1χ
0
2,3 and χ1χ

± and subsequent decay of the (mostly-doublet) χ0
2,3

and χ±. (Here all χ’s refer to dark sector fermion mass eigenstates, not MSSM neutralinos

and charginos.) A full treatment including estimation of SM backgrounds, detector accep-

tances, etc. is beyond the scope of this work. Here we will just present the raw production

cross sections in our model.

Diagrams contributing to mono-Higgs/W+MET are shown in fig. 5.12 (mono-Z+MET

is the same as mono-Higgs with the final state Higgs replaced by Z). Note that we have

included the one-loop gluon fusion diagram.9 Because of the large, O(1) Yukawas ku, kd in

this model, this contribution can be as much as 60% of the total χ1χ
0
2,3 cross section. We

calculated the gluon fusion contribution analytically, and the tree level contributions both

analytically and with MadGraph5 [232] using the model file generated by SARAH and the

spectrum files generated by SPheno. More details on the analytics are given in appendix

H. In both cases, we used the NNPDF2.3 [313] PDF set. Fig. 5.13 shows the sum of tree

9We thank Matt Reece for bringing this to our attention.
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Figure 5.13: Final state cross sections for LHC13 for the points with ΩDM = 0.12 from fig. 5.7
(left), tanβ = 10 and all superpartners decoupled. As these points depend on the annihilation cross
section to Higgsinos, we specify the value of µ = 300 GeV (left) and µ = 100 GeV (right). We show
in green the total cross section (adding h, Z and W± channels). For the W cross section we are
showing the sum of W+ and W− final states.

level contributions and gluon fusion along the ΩDM = 0.12 contour. We see that LHC13

will ultimately be able to probe the small mass region. Of course, if χ is all of the dark

matter, then direct detection experiments will discover the model first. In that case, the

LHC will only be useful as a post-discovery confirmation of the model. However, since the

LHC is producing χ directly, it does not depend on the relic density. Therefore if our dark

sector is only one component of ΩDM , the direct detection limits could be greatly relaxed

while the LHC would remain sensitive.

5.8.3 Future directions

The work presented in this chapter is a simple realization of a general idea: economically

extending the MSSM with a single sector that provides both thermal WIMP dark matter

and the 125 GeV Higgs mass. Here we took this sector to be a singlet and a pair of doublets,

but one could easily imagine many other possibilities. For instance, very popular ideas for

lifting the Higgs mass include the NMSSM (see e.g. [314] for a review and original references)

and non-decoupling D-terms [315, 316]. While dark matter in the NMSSM is a well-studied

topic, it would be very interesting to try to connect non-decoupling D-terms to dark matter.
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Even within the context of our specific singlet-doublet model, there are many interest-

ing open questions. In this work we made some simplifying assumptions in our analysis,

and it would be interesting to explore the consequences of relaxing these assumptions. For

example, we took all model parameters to be real, but in general there is one physical

CP-violating phase. The effect of this phase on direct detection and annihilation cross

sections can qualitatively change the model’s behavior. Furthermore, we took all the soft

mass-squareds to be positive to increase the Higgs mass. One might wonder how the phe-

nomenology of the model would change if one of the soft masses is negative and the DM is

a scalar instead of a fermion. We also assumed negligible A-terms in the dark sector. By

analogy to stops, having substantial A-terms can help in raising the Higgs mass, see e.g.

[279]. This could allow for smaller ku, kd and open up more of the parameter space. Addi-

tionally, we focused on dark matter above ∼ 100 GeV. It could be interesting to study the

phenomenology of the model for lighter dark matter masses. In particular the annihilations

through the Higgs and Z resonances could be large enough while still having suppressed

direct detection signals. Finally, one could relax the assumption that χ is thermal and is all

of the DM, and consider non-thermal relics or multi-component DM scenarios. All of these

directions will become especially well-motivated if nothing is discovered at the next round

of direct detection experiments, as discussed in section 5.7.

There are also many interesting model-building directions in the UV. For example,

enlarging the dark sector to accommodate a non-Abelian gauge symmetry could have po-

tentially interesting consequences. As noted in section 5.8.1, this may help postpone the

Landau pole of the Yukawa couplings, and the new gauge interactions could play an im-

portant role in the dynamics of the dark sector. Additionally we have two supersymmetric

masses ML and MS at the electroweak scale. Perhaps the same dynamics that generates µ

in the MSSM is responsible for generating these masses as well.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis we proposed and studied searches at LHC, as well as built and studied the

phenomenology of models of new physics at the electroweak scale. As already discussed in

chapter 1 there are strong motivations to expect new physics at the EW scale from solutions

to the hierarchy problem and a WIMP dark matter candidate with masses around (0.1− 1)

TeV that would give the right relic abundance.

The 13 TeV center of mass energy reached at LHC Run II started to probe new regions

of parameter space, e.g. regions with heavy boosted particles. Designing better classifiers to

accurately identify boosted jets can help in experimental searches, such as in discriminating

the QCD background in SM and beyond SM analyses. In chapter 2 we developed and showed

for the first time that a top quark jets tagger based on deep learning and low-level inputs

(raw jet images) can significantly outperform state-of-the-art conventional top taggers based

on high level inputs. Specifically, our tagger outperforms boosted decision trees based on

high-level inputs by a factor of ∼ 2–3 or more in background rejection, over a wide range of

tagging efficiencies. Moreover, our methodology could be straightforwardly extended to the

classification of other types of boosted jets, such asW/Z bosons, Higgses, and BSM particles.

A relevant area that we have not studied concerns the issue of overtraining on Monte Carlo

simulations. Thus, an interesting future direction would be to explore unsupervised learning

techniques, applied on real data, to find all the categories (or discover new ones) of boosted

objects or other types of collider signatures. We believe that there will be many new

applications of machine learning in high energy physics in the near future.
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Regarding supersymmetric searches at LHC, the experimental collaborations have been

making great progress in pushing sensitivity out to higher mass values. However, there have

been phenomenological challenges related to the remaining gaps in coverage. In particular,

searches for supersymmetric top quarks have had gaps in coverage around lower-mass re-

gions where the decay phase space is closing off. In chapter 3 we proposed an analysis that

can extend sensitivity to the stop next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle and neutralino

lightest supersymmetric particle model into the more difficult compressed regions at lower

masses, with S/B ∼ 1 and significances often well beyond 5σ. Our proposed search strat-

egy could access, stops along the top compression line beyond 400 GeV at discovery-level

significance, and perhaps up to 550 GeV at exclusion-level significance by the end of LHC

Run II, though the gap was expected to start to close much earlier. In fact, this type of

search was applied by the ATLAS collaboration for the first 13.3 fb−1 of data at LHC Run

II in [8] and updated for 36.1 fb−1 in [9], obtaining results as expected.

Next, in chapter 4 we explored experimental constraints on simplified models motivated

by natural SUSY where cascade decays of accessible gluinos and stops down to a light

higgsino typically produce one or more of the following signatures: high object multiplicities,

top quarks and significant missing transverse momentum. We derived these limits from a

detailed reinterpretation of 13 TeV ATLAS and CMS searches at LHC Run II with the first

∼ 15 fb−1 of data presented at the ICHEP 2016 Conference. We also studied the effects of

these constraints on the fine-tuning of the EW scale and found that much of the parameter

space at a 10% tuning has been already excluded.

As previously mentioned, null results from Run II at LHC keep pushing superpartner

masses to higher values, making at least the most vanilla realization of supersymmetry

unnatural (the MSSM with R-parity and flavor-degenerate sfermions). Other alternatives

require extending SUSY beyond the vanilla case to lower the experimental constraints. In

chapter 4 we have explored two options. The first, effective SUSY (the RPC MSSM with

all squarks other than the stops and the left-handed sbottom decoupled from the mass

spectrum), decreases the total SUSY cross section. The second case, RPV/HV/Stealth

SUSY trades MET for jets reducing the signal to background ratio. Future directions could

include exploring if the HV/Stealth SUSY sector could provide a dark matter candidate or
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help lifting the Higgs mass.

If we consider only the MSSM, to get the 125 GeV Higgs mass the model is typically

already tuned at about 1% level or worse (see fig. 1.9). Possible solutions that lead to a

more natural model are to consider minimal extensions of the MSSM that could raise the

mass of the Higgs through loops including the new particles. In addition to the Higgs mass,

the MSSM is under pressure from null results of dark matter direct detection experiments

(if we try to obtain the dark matter relic abundance coming only from the MSSM). As a

viable solution to both issues, in chapter 5 we introduced a new model by adding a dark

sector containing a singlet and a pair of SU(2) doublets to the MSSM. This dark sector

could naturally explain the 125 GeV Higgs mass with an O(1) coupling to Hu and at the

same time provides a thermal dark matter candidate with the correct relic abundance.

We showed that our model allows for a small enough dark matter coupling to Higgs to

satisfy spin independent direct detection experiments for Majorana WIMP dark matter

while the rest of the dark sector has a large enough coupling to Higgs to help raise the

Higgs mass to 125 GeV. We found that, in our model, the main contribution to the DM

relic abundance comes from s-wave annihilation to tops and Higgsinos, which results in a

tight relation between the relic abundance and the spin dependent direct detection cross

section. Additionally, it would be interesting to study other extensions of the MSSM with

similar motivations, such as trying to connect non-decoupling D-terms to dark matter.

There are also interesting directions within our singlet-doublet model, such as allowing for

sizable A-terms in the dark sector or studying lighter DM masses (below 100 GeV).

Given that SUSY has not been found so far, very little natural parameter space is left in

most supersymmetric models. However, supersymmetry can still explain the large hierarchy

between the EW scale and the Planck scale in a natural way. Thus, SUSY is still strongly

motivated and perhaps the weak scale may involve a slight numerical accident. In any case,

working on building new models that predict physics beyond the Standard Model at the EW

scale and studying their phenomenology is especially relevant in present times (June 2018),

given that the LHC Run II can probe the parameter space of models at these energies.

Finally, with the rise in luminosity at LHC in the near future, analyses will be able to

apply much stronger cuts on physics variables while still having enough statistics, opening
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new regions in searches for new physics. On another front, current and next generation

of DM direct detection experiments will push down the sensitivity with a factor of 10-100

improvements in cross section in the near future. As a result, new physics at the electroweak

scale could be just around the corner!
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Appendix A

Validating our DeepTop

implementation

Here we will validate our implementation of the DeepTop tagger [96] that forms the basis

of this work. Following their specifications, as described in table 2.1 (14 TeV collisions,

350 GeV < pT < 450 GeV, |η| < 1, anti-kT R = 1.5 calo jets, ∆R(t, j) < 1.2 match require-

ment, no merge requirement, ∆η×∆φ = 0.1×5◦ toy calorimeter, 40×40 pixel images), with

the “minimal” preprocessing option described in their paper (centering only), we produced

600k+600k top and QCD jet images, split 25%/25%/50% into training, validation and test

samples as in [96].

We used the “default architecture” shown in fig. 4 of [96]. This, together with the

training methods used in the DeepTop paper were described in section 2.2. Following these

same methods, the result of our validation is shown in fig. A.1. We see that the agreement

is excellent.
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Figure A.1: ROC curves validating our implementation of the DeepTop tagger with minimal preprocessing
(solid) against the original (dashed). The latter was obtained by digitizing the “DeepTop minimal” curve
in fig. 8 of [96]. We see that the agreement is excellent.
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Appendix B

Validating our HEPTopTaggerV2

implementation

Next we turn to validating our implementation of HEPTopTaggerV2 (HTTV2) and Nsub-

jettiness as used in [102]. As described in section 2.2, their jet samples are in line with our

CMS sample, except for some slight differences, specifically 800 < pT < 1000 and R = 0.8.

The HTTV2 algorithm takes the constituents of a jet as input, attempts to cluster them

into subjets consistent with a b and a W , and outputs a short list of kinematic variables,

mjet, frec and Ropt. The first is the jet mass and obviously should be close to the top mass.

The second is a measure of how W -like a subjet is. The third is a measure of the optimal

jet radius which may be different than the input jet radius.1 Finally, the N-subjettiness

variables τi are observables built out of the jet constituents that measures how likely the

jet is to have a given number of subjets.

Using mjet, frec and τ32 ≡ τ3/τ2, CMS scans over simple window cuts to produce the

optimal mistag rate for a given tag efficiency. The resulting ROC curve is shown in fig. 7R

of [102].2 Our version of this overlaid on the CMS ROC curve is shown in fig. B.1. We

again see that the agreement is pretty good.

1For some jets, the HTTV2 may fail to find three or more subjets, in which case it produces no outputs.
This failure mode must be included in the efficiency calculation of any HTTV2-based tagger.

2CMS also cuts on a ∆Ropt variable but they say this has the least discriminating power. We omit the
cut on this variable for simplicity.
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Figure B.1: ROC curves validating our implementation (solid) of the HTTV2+N-subjettiness cut-based
tagger described in [102]. The CMS curve (dashed) was digitized from fig. 7R of [102]. We see that the
agreement is pretty good.
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Appendix C

Importance of the merge

requirement

Here we will elaborate further on the importance of the requirement (∆R(t, q) < 0.6 in

chapter 2, following [102]) that the decay products of the top be “fully merged”. Tops

failing the merge requirement generally result in fat jets that do not contain the full energy

from the top quark decay. One can see this e.g. in fig. 2 of [102] where histograms of the jet

mass are shown with and without the merge requirement. Without the merge requirement,

there is a clear peak and lower tail around the W mass, indicating that some of the top jets

are actually W jets or the b and only part of the W .

Restricting the signal sample to fully-merged tops will clearly boost the tagger per-

formance, since the differences with QCD are more accentuated (the top jets are more

top-like). This is illustrated in fig. C.1 which compares the ROC curve for our CMS sample

with preprocessing (the purple curve in fig. 2.5) with and without the merge requirement.

We see that the performance gain with the merge requirement is indeed substantial.

We remark in passing that the merge requirement could explain a puzzling discrepancy

between the results in the DeepTop paper [96] and the CMS note [102]. Comparing the

DeepTop ROC curve fig. A.1 against the CMS ROC curves defined for a similar jet sample

(fig. 7L of [102]), we see that the DeepTop tagger performs considerably worse, by a factor of

∼ 3 or more. This is despite the DeepTop tagger being shown to outperform a BDT trained
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Figure C.1: ROC curves showing the performance of our top tagger on the CMS sample with and without
the merge requirement.

on HTTV2 variables, which is among the best ROC curves shown in the CMS reference. We

believe the crucial difference between the two ROC curves is the merge requirement. CMS

requires their low pT tops to satisfy ∆R(t, q) < 0.8, while DeepTop [96] does not include

this requirement.
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Appendix D

Event Generation

Our event generation is performed using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [232] at 13 TeV and showered

with PYTHIA 6 [317], using leading-order matrix elements (without K-factors). We set the

top quark mass to 173 GeV, and width to 1.5 GeV.

For our signal samples, we choose mostly-right-handed stop and mostly-Bino neutralino.

(Spin effects on our all-hadronic analysis are expected to be modest.) Most samples are

generated as t̃t̃∗j, with only a parton-level cut of 400 GeV on the accompanying jet. Both

stops are decayed using three-body phase space t̃→Wbχ̃0, regardless of mass point, which

is crucial for modeling the kinematic transition at the top compression line. A complete

decay chain is therefore, e.g., t1 > W+ b n1, W+ > j j. The stop width for each model

point is computed separately using 1 → 3 parton-level decay simulations. A subset of

models along the compression line have been simulated over their full production phase

space, using kT -MLM matching with a threshold of 100 GeV. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the

events passing our final selections are highly dominated by the 1j subsample, and are in

close agreement with our simple unmatched simulations. Similarly, we find very low relative

pass rates for decay modes other than all-hadronic.

The backgrounds are generated as follows.1 Our tt sample is matched up to one (two)

jets for all-hadronic (partially leptonic or τ) decays, again using a 100 GeV threshold. We

also generate ttW and ttZ matched up to one jet. For W/Z+jets and multijet backgrounds,

1We do not generate single-top nor diboson backgrounds, which, given our reconstruction criteria, we
expect to be subdominant to tt and W/Z+jets, respectively. Cf. the background composition in ATLAS’s
all-hadronic stop search [142].
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we concentrate on production with at least two heavy quarks (bottom or charm) in the hard

event. Because of the difficulties of computing very high-multiplicity matrix elements, we

mainly use the parton shower to generate extra partons, and do not employ any matching.

The W/Z+jets sample specifically starts with W/Z (decaying to lν, τν, or νν) plus three

hard partons, while the multijet sample starts with four hard partons. We have also cross-

checked the multijets against AlpGen [318] samples, generated with identical criteria. For

each sample we impose cuts at the parton level that treat the b and j partons democratically,

requiring pT (j) > 15, ∆R(j, j) > 0.4 (where j here includes b) as well as a pT cut on the

hardest jet of 350 GeV.
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Appendix E

Recasting Details and Validation

Here, we discuss the details of our reinterpretation of each of the ATLAS and CMS experi-

mental searches used in chapter 4. Each search has provided details of the cut-flow for the

various signal regions, along with the expected and observed number of events, allowing

us to apply the results to the supersymmetric models of interest. In order to validate our

implementation of each search, we apply our recast to the simplified supersymmetric models

used by the experiments themselves. These simplified models typically have only two or

three supersymmetric particles kinematically accessible. As such, they are not appropriate

for our study of naturalness in SUSY.

As in the study of the full supersymmetric theories, described in Section 4.2, we generate

hard events for the simplified models using MadGraph5 [232], with NLO cross sections

from Prospino [233–235]; we have not noticed appreciable differences in the validation

plots between generating matched and unmatched samples. We decay and shower these

events with Pythia8 [109]. Detector simulation is via Delphes3 [110], which makes use

of the FastJet [111] package for jet finding. We use the same jet-clustering algorithms

as in each experimental search, namely the longitudinally invariant kt algorithm [319, 320]

and the anti-kt algorithm [171], as well as jet trimming [321] on reclustered jets [322]. In

Delphes, we reconstruct the missing energy vector as the negative sum of all calorimeter

deposits and all muons. In Delphes a ParticleFlow algorithm is also present, which combines

the tracker and the calorimeter information to define physics objects. The differences in the

missing energy are usually small, but we choose the former method as it results in validation
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plots that are in slightly better agreement with the official results, although the differences

are within our “theory error” estimate.

In most cases, recasting the searches requires only a straight-forward implementation

of the cut-flow described in the relevant conference note. Where necessary, we note any

deviations we were forced to take from the search as reported by the experimental collabo-

ration. In the following, we show our validation plots, comparing the experimental exclusion

region with the exclusion region we find on simplified supersymmetric models. As in the

original experimental searches, limits are set by taking observed limits on the number of

signal events in the signal region which has the best expected limits.

E.0.1 ATLAS Same-sign Lepton/Three Lepton

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-037 [208] is a search for supersymmetric particles decaying

to jets and leptons, requiring either two same sign leptons or three leptons in the final

state. A number of signal regions are defined, separated by number of b-tagged jets, lepton

multiplicity and missing transverse momentum.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using one of the supersym-

metric simplified models considered by [208]: gluino pair production decaying to top pairs

and a neutralino g̃ → ttχ̃0
1. The published limits are shown in Fig. E.1 with the results

of our recasted search on simulated data, along with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the

number of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.1: Limits on a supersymmetric simplified model from our recasted search of [208] (blue line) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded region), compared to the experimental
results (red line).
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E.0.2 ATLAS Lepton Plus Jets

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-054 [229] is a search for gluinos and squarks decaying through

W± bosons (via charginos), requiring one lepton in the final state, along with jets and

missing transverse momentum. A number of signal regions are defined, separated by number

of jets, b-tagged jets, and missing transverse momentum.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified model considered by [229]: gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor quarks

and a chargino, which itself decays to a neutralino and aW boson: g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 →W±χ̃0

1.

The chargino mass is set to be the average of the gluino and neutralino mass. The published

limits are shown in Fig. E.2 with the results of our recasted search on simulated data, along

with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.2: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [229] (blue line) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded region), compared to the experimental
results (red line).

E.0.3 ATLAS Multi-b

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-052 [207] is a search for gluinos decaying to third generation

quarks (tops or bottoms) and missing transverse momentum. At least three b-jets must

be identified in the final state. Some signal regions further require “fat” jets which have

topological similarities to top quarks. We followed the procedure outlined in [207] by re-

clustering the ∆R = 0.4 jets into jets of radius 0.8 using the anti-kT algorithm in Delphes,

and then further trimming the resulting jets by removing subjets whose pT falls below 10%

of the pT of the re-clustered jet.
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We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified model considered by [207]: (i) gluino pair production decaying to top pairs and

a neutralino g̃ → ttχ̃0
1 and (ii) gluino pair production decaying to bottom pairs and a

neutralino g̃ → bbχ̃0
1. The published limits are shown in Fig. E.3 with the results of our

recasted search on simulated data, along with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number

of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.3: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [207] (blue lines) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded regions), compared to the experimental
results (red lines).

E.0.4 ATLAS RPV

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-057 [209] is a search for RPV SUSY. A number of signal

regions are identified with varying number of jets, b-tagged jets, and large radius jets.

These “fat” jets are simulated in Delphes by reclustering the calorimeter jets into jets

of radius 1.0 using the anti-kT algorithm. Then, the resulting large jets are trimmed by

re-clustering their components using the kT algorithm with a sub-jet radius parameter of

0.2 and discarding sub-jets carrying less than 5% of the original large jet. The surviving

sub-jets are used to calculate the “fat” jet energy and momentum, which is then further

corrected by the jet energy scale.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified model considered by [209]: (i) gluino pair production decaying to all quark pairs

and a neutralino g̃ → qqχ̃0
1 followed by neutralino decay via RPV operators into three

quarks χ̃0
1 → qqq (with equal branching ratios to all available flavor combinations), and (ii)
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gluino pair production decaying directly to three quarks g̃ → qqq. The published limits are

shown in Fig. E.4 with the results of our recasted search on simulated data, along with a

50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.4: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [209] (blue lines) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded regions), compared to the experimental
results (red lines). On the right-hand plot, the expect gluino pair production cross section is shown in black.

E.0.5 ATLAS 2–6 Jets Plus MET

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-078 [205] is a search for gluinos and squarks decaying to

jets and missing energy, requiring between two and six jets, significant missing energy, and

vetoing on leptons. Two search strategies are employed in [205]: one using a meff variable

to separate signal and background, and a second using RJR variables [323]. For simplicity,

we use the former search signal regions, which sets bounds as competitive as the latter.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified models considered by [205]: (i) gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor

quarks and a neutralino g̃ → qqχ̃0
1, (ii) light-flavor squark pair production decaying to

quarks and a neutralino q̃ → qχ̃0
1, (iii) and gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor

quarks and a chargino, which itself decays to a neutralino and a W boson: g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 →

W±χ̃1
0. In the latter case, the chargino mass is set to be the average of the gluino and

neutralino mass. The published limits are shown in Fig. E.5 with the results of our recasted

search on simulated data, along with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number of events

in each signal region.
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Figure E.5: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [205] (blue lines) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded regions), compared to the experimental
results (red lines).

E.0.6 CMS Multi-Jet + MET

There are three searches from the CMS Collaboration which search for gluinos and squarks

decaying to jets and missing energy which were presented at ICHEP in 2016 [228, 230, 231].

We chose to work with [228] (CMS-SUS-16-014), which has equivalent reach as the other

two searches. This search requires at least three jets, no leptons, and significant missing

transverse momentum. The full analysis uses 160 signal regions, separated by minimum jet,

b-tagged jet, HT , and Hmiss
T . However, this large number of signal regions can be simplified

to twelve aggregated regions. In each region, we calculate the maximum number of signal

events which can be accommodated at 95% CL from the published background expectation

and observation (Appendix A.5 of [228]) using the CLs method.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified models considered by [228]: (i) gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor

quarks and a neutralino g̃ → qqχ̃0
1, (ii) light-flavor squark pair production decaying to
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quarks and a neutralino q̃ → qχ̃0
1, (iii) gluino pair production decaying to top pairs and

a neutralino g̃ → ttχ̃0
1, and (iv) gluino pair production decaying to bottom pairs and a

neutralino g̃ → bbχ̃0
1. The published limits are shown in Fig. E.6 with the results of our

recasted search on simulated data, along with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number

of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.6: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [228] (blue lines) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded regions), compared to the experimental
results (red lines).

E.0.7 ATLAS 8–10 Jets Plus MET

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-095 [206] (which is the direct update of the 7–10 jet search

in [225] with an increased luminosity of 18.2 fb−1) is a search for gluinos decaying to jets

and missing energy, requiring between eight and ten jets, some missing energy, and vetoing

on leptons. “Fat” jets are used to discriminate over the background, in addition to the

ratio Emiss
T /

√
HT . A number of signal regions are defined, with varying jet multiplicity and

requirements on the sum of the fat jet masses. These large-R jets are found by reclustering
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the small-R jets with the anti-kt algorithm and a radius R = 1.0 in Delphes. Then, the

sum of the masses of the reclustered jets is used to define the signal regions.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified models considered by [206], (i) gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor

quarks and a chargino, which itself decays to a neutralino and a W boson, g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 →

W±χ̃1
0, with the chargino mass set to be the average of the gluino and neutralino mass,

and (ii) gluino pair production decaying to light-flavor quarks and a chargino, which then

decays to a W boson and a neutralino χ̃0
2, followed by the neutralino decay to a Z boson

and the lightest neutralino χ̃0
1, g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃

±
1 → W±χ̃2

0, χ̃
2
0 → Zχ̃1

0. The published limits

are shown in Fig. E.7 with the results of our recasted search on simulated data, along with

a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number of events in each signal region.
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Figure E.7: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [225] (blue line) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded region), compared to the experimental
results (red line).

E.0.8 ATLAS Lepton Plus Many Jets

The ATLAS note CONF-2016-094 [210] is a search for gluinos decaying to top-rich final

states and little missing transverse momentum, requiring one lepton and multiple jets in

the final state. A number of signal regions are defined, separated by number of jets and

b-tagged jets.

We validate our recasting of the search by generating events using the supersymmetric

simplified model considered by [210]: gluino pair production decaying to top quarks and a

neutralino, which itself decays via RPV to three light quarks: g̃ → tt
′
χ̃0

1, χ̃
0
1 → uds. The
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published limits are shown in Fig. E.8 with the results of our recasted search on simulated

data, along with a 50% “recasting uncertainty” on the number of events in each signal

region.
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Figure E.8: Limits on supersymmetric simplified models from our recasted search of [210] (blue line) with
50% error on the number of events in the signal regions (blue shaded region), compared to the experimental
results (red line).
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Appendix F

Connecting model parameters to

DD cross sections

In this appendix, we will review how to relate the SI and SD DM-nucleon cross sections

to the couplings ξSIq and ξSDq appearing in the effective Lagrangian (5.3.1). To check our

results we verify that by calculating SI and SD cross sections analytically, we get the same

result as the one we get from micrOMEGAs.

Following [13], the SI and SD cross sections are

σSIp,n =
xm2

r

π
f2
p,n, σSDp,n =

3xm2
r

π
a2
p,n

(F.0.1)

where x = 4 for Majorana (x = 1 for Dirac) fermions, mr is the reduced mass of the

DM-nucleon system, and aSDp,n , f
SI
p,n are the effective DM-nucleon couplings:

fp,n =
∑

q=u,d,s

ξSIq fp,nq
mp,n

mq
+

2

27
(1−

∑
q=u,d,s

fp,nq )
∑
q=c,b,t

ξSIq
mp,n

mq

ap,n =
∑

q=u,d,s

ξSDq ∆p,n
q ,

(F.0.2)

Here mq is the quark mass, fp,nq , and ∆q are hadronic parameters calculated for example by

lattice simulations in QCD. We use the values in tab. F.1 according to [324]. The difference

between SI cross sections for proton and neutron is negligible as the main contribution

comes from fs which is the same in both cases.

In fig. F.1, we compare our analytic cross sections to micrOMEGAs. We see that the

agreement is excellent.
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∆u ∆d ∆s fu fd fs

p 0.842 −0.427 −0.085 0.0153 0.0191 0.0447

n −0.427 0.842 −0.085 0.011 0.0273 0.0447

Table F.1: Nucleon quark form factors.
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Figure F.1: Comparing (F.0.1) with micrOMEGAs 4.1.8 for MS = 200 GeV, ku = 1.6, kd = −1.5.
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Appendix G

Validating SPheno one loop Higgs

mass

In this appendix we validate the contributions to the Higgs mass from the dark sector

as calculated by SPheno against the analytic one-loop calculation through the Coleman-

Weinberg (CW) potential. We consider the simplified one-loop CW result from (5.4.1),

where we ignored g1,2 and µ and took the tanβ → ∞ limit. We will show that both one-

loop and two-loop results from SPheno match quite well with our analytical result. As

SPheno outputs the total Higgs mass and not just the contributions from the dark sector,

we extract these contributions as follows:

δm2
h = m2

h −m2
h|MSSM (G.0.1)

where m2
h|MSSM is the contribution to m2

h from the MSSM with superpartners at 1 TeV.

Since the Higgs mass depends primarily on ku,ML,MS , we will demonstrate here that

SPheno and our CW calculation agree well as these parameters are varied. From (5.4.1)

we expect δm2
h ∼ k4

u. As we can see in fig. G.1 (left), SPheno confirms this behavior. After

fixing the ku dependence, we need to check that our analytical equations and SPheno match

as we change ML and MS . That is shown in fig. G.1 (right) for two values of MS as we

scan over ML.
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Appendix H

LHC cross section analytics

Here we will provide some analytic details for the calculation of the pp → χ1χ2,3 and

pp → χ1χ
± LHC cross sections useful for section 5.8.2. The former receives contributions

from both tree-level Z’s with qq initial state, as well as one-loop gluon fusion. The latter

comes from tree-level W±’s with qq′ initial state.

The tree-level, quark-initiated cross sections are given by:

σ(qq → χ1χi) =
g4

2|~pf |
144πc4

WS
3/2

(
c2
ZqLqL

+ c2
ZqRqR

)
×

((ReRi)
2fZ(S,m1,mi) + (ImRi)

2fZ(S,m1,−mi))

σ(qq′ → χ1χ
+) =

g4
2| ~pf |

576πS3/2

(
fW (S,m1,m+)|R+|2 + fW (S,m1,−m+)|R−|2

)
(H.0.1)

where

Ri = (U∗1,2Ui,2 − U∗1,3Ui,3)

R± = U1,2 ± U∗1,3

fA(S, x, y) =
(S − (x+ y)2)(S + (x−y)2

2 )

(S −m2
A)2

(H.0.2)

and

cZuLuL =
1

2
− 2

3
s2
W , cZdLdL = −1

2
+

1

3
s2
W , cZuRuR =

2

3
s2
W , cZdRdR = −1

3
s2
W (H.0.3)

The parton level gluon fusion cross section (as can be calculated e.g. using [307]) is

σ(gg → χ1χi) =
| ~pf |m2

t

128πS5/2

∣∣∣∣λtα3cχ1χihF (S/m2
t )

4π

∣∣∣∣2 g(S,m1,mi) (H.0.4)
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where

g(S,m1,m2) =
(1− (m1+m2)2

S )

(1− m2
h
S )2

F (x) = 2
√

2

(
1 +

(
1− 4

x

)[
sin−1

√
x

4

]2
)
.

(H.0.5)

and cχ1χih is the coupling between Higgs and χ1χi (i = 2, 3) defined in the same way as ch

in (5.2.4):

L ⊃ cχ1χihhψχ1
ψχi

cχ1χih =
1√
2

(
k̂u(U∗1,1U

∗
i,2 + U∗1,2U

∗
i,1) + k̂d(U

∗
1,1U

∗
i,3 + U∗1,3U

∗
i,1)
)
,

(H.0.6)
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